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Abstract
Membrane proteins play a crucial role in most cellular processes. Transporter
integral proteins carry a whole variety of solute molecules across biological
membranes. While the structure of thousands of soluble proteins has been
determined, very few integral membrane proteins have been solved. The structures
of several major facilitator superfamily (MFS) proteins that have been determined
revealed structural similarities but these proteins exhibit strict substrate specificity
and the structural and functional basis of this specificity is poorly understood. In
this study, a membrane protein from the saprotrophic ascomycete Aspergillus
nidulans NrtA, which is involved in the nitrate transport was investigated. This
high-affinity nitrate transporter is a member of the MFS and shares similar
structural features to other MFS proteins that have been fully characterised. In
order to reach a better understanding of the function and the structure of NrtA
certain amino acids - that could play a critical role in nitrate transport - were
changed using oligonucleotide mediated site-directed mutagenesis. NrtA
homologue sequences facilitated the identification of certain conserved and highly
conserved amino acids for mutational studies. Alanine scanning mutagenesis was
used to analyse highly conserved glycine residues in the conserved NRT2 motif,
which were found to play important roles but not essential as mutants were able to
uptake nitrate. Three other residues located adjacent to this highly conserved motif
were also analysed, revealing that a phenylalanine at position 457 probably play an
important, albeit not crucial, structural role, an asparagine at position 459 is critical
for NrtA function, whereas a leucine at position 460 is not essential. A comparative
study of NrtA residues that have been replaced by their residue-equivalent in NrtB
showed that a slight change in the hydrophobicity around TM2 highly conserved
arginine at position 87 and also around TM8 highly conserved arginine at position
368 can potentially be the cause of differences between NrtA and NrtB 6-fold rate
of transport and 10-fold affinity to nitrate. A variety of conserved and highly
conserved aromatic residues were analysed revealing a variety of roles. A residue
located at the proposed nitrate binding site was also analysed and substitutions to
other residues were not tolerated and no alteration to enzyme kinetics in mutant
N364Q was found when using the radioactive tracer ¹³NO₃⁻. Understanding the
role of certain amino acids on nitrate uptake should in turn enable development of
improved methods for the prediction of NrtA’s structure.
ii
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CHAPTER 1:
Introduction

1.1 General Introduction Background

Nitrate is the main nitrogen source for most bacteria, algae, fungi, plants and
yeast. This key nutrient absorbed from soil is crucial for the growth, development and
metabolism of these organisms (Unkles et al. 1991; Crawford and Glass 1998). Ever
since the first nitrate gene was isolated 20 years ago from the fungus, Aspergillus
nidulans (Unkles et al. 1991) nitrate transporters have been studied extensively, and
recent advances in molecular biology alongside the advent of computer technology,
have had a massive impact, resulting in the identification of genes encoding highaffinity and low-affinity transport systems in Arabidopsis thaliana and in other
species. Nevertheless, major issues are still to be elucidated including the roles and
interactions between genes encoding proteins that regulate the transport of nitrate.
NrtA is the protein responsible for high-affinity nitrate transport in A. nidulans
and the functional role of its amino acids is not thoroughly understood. Moreover, the
analysis of structure and function of NrtA is particularly important as it has the
potential to provide information on other anionic transporters. Additionally, analysis
of this protein responsible for the transport of nitrate has the potential to provide
mitigating strategies for future improvement of nitrogen use by agriculture. Nitrate is
the main component of fertilizers and excess nitrate has the potential to leach into
groundwater causing detrimental effects on the environment and human health, thus
hindering agriculture and ecological sustainability. Hence the importance of extending
our understanding of this high-affinity nitrate transporter protein.
In order to gain further insight into the structure and function of this important
class of nitrate permease a whole range of targeted site-directed mutagenesis were
carried out. This mutational strategy combined with biochemical analysis has the
potential to elucidate the role and importance of individual residues in the movement
of nitrate across the membrane.
1.2 Nitrate (NO3- )
Nitrate is a naturally occurring polyatomic ion with a molecular mass of 62 g/mol.
Nitrate is a negatively charged ion containing one molecule of nitrogen and three of
oxygen. It has a conjugated base of strong acid with a pKa of -1.3 and is very soluble in
water (Housecroft and Sharpe 2008). Nitrate is important to all living systems and is
1

particularly important for the development of plants (Crawford and Glass 1998).
Nitrogen compounds are produced naturally in our environment by the activity of
lightning strikes (Rakov and Uman 2007) and via anthropogenic effects such as waste
from industrial processes, motor vehicles and synthetic fertilizers used in agriculture.
Nitrate is used mainly in inorganic fertilizers for agriculture and also in the production
of gunpowder and explosives (Addiscott 2005). Additionally, nitrate is used in glass
manufacturing and as food preservatives for cured meats (WHO 2004).

1.3 Nitrate Contamination
According to the last World Bank population indicator, the world’s population is
fast approaching 6.8 billion (World Bank 2011) and despite falling birth rates the
world population is growing at a rate of 74 million people per year. By 2050 the
world’s population is projected by UN demographers to reach 9.1 billion (World
population prospect, UN 2009). This worldwide population boom especially in the last
two centuries is due to medical and scientific advancements as well as significant
developments in agriculture.
In order to increase food supplies we rely on the use of artificial fertilizers to
enhance natural nitrogen found in soil. In fact, 48% of the world’s population is fed
today thanks to the introduction of synthetic fertilizers (Erisman et al. 2008).
According to the International Fertilizer Industry Association (IFA 2009) global
agricultural demand for fertilizers is bound to increase between 50-80% above today’s
level by 2050. Developing countries particularly in Asia are today the main consumers
of fertilizers accounting for almost half of the world’s nitrogen fertilizer consumption.
Although, European consumption of fertilizers is declining, production of manure
through N excretion from animals is increasing annually (Figure 1.1) (Erisman et al.
2011; Velthof et al. 2011). Europe’s dependence on agricultural imports of goods is
also increasing, for instance 71% of Europe’s agricultural imports come from
developing countries fuelling their emerging agriculture industry (CAP 2010).
The agriculture industry is the largest source of nitrogen pollution in
groundwater. Excess application of inorganic nitrogenous fertilizers is washed away
due to precipitation or irrigation then leaching from soil into groundwater (Velthof et
al. 2011). Nitrates from livestock and septic waste systems, automobile exhaust
emissions and other fossil-fuel combustion add to this excess pollution. Excess
amounts of nitrate can pollute groundwater through the soil naturally by rain or
anthropogenically via irrigation, and also via wells that are wrongly constructed or
inappropriately maintained located close to sandy soil (Williams et al. 1998).
2

Figure 1.1 Comparison between global and Europe’s manure production and
fertilizer consumption levels

Left-hand graph: World and European’s manure production and fertilizer
consumption (Erisman et al. 2011); right-hand pie chart: Nitrogen fertilizer
consumption by region based on Potash Corp (the world’s largest fertilizer
corporation) 2009 estimations (Potash 2009).

The fate of nitrate in soil varies according to soil type, aerobic or anaerobic
conditions, presence of high or low water tables, amount of precipitation, presence of
organic materials and other physico-chemical characteristics. In soil, organic nitrogen
is decomposed to give ammonia, and then oxidized to NO3- and NO2-. Plants are
responsible for most of the nitrate reduction in surface water via the uptake of NO 3(Velthof et al. 2011). Nitrate is a highly soluble molecule and excess nitrate can
easily pass through soil and contaminate ground water. The main sources of nitrate
contamination are from agriculture run-offs and sewage treatment systems. Pollutants
such as nitrate are usually filtered by the soil and porous spaces of rocks; however,
due to the physical characteristics of soils and rocks some pollutants such as nitrates
might not be filtered well enough, and thus leaching into groundwater (Williams et al.
1998; Velthof et al. 2011). Soils have different drainage features due to permeability
rates; soils composed mainly of gravel and sand filter fluids down to the aquifer at a
much faster rate than soils comprised of compact particles such as clay (Velthof et al.
2011). Furthermore, nitrate is more susceptible to leaching because soils have a
tendency to adsorb more cations than anions, moreover nitrate has a weak affinity to
form complexes with soil minerals (Strahm and Harrisson 2006).
The concentration of nitrate found in drinking groundwater is increasing
dramatically in many countries around the world (Palaniappan et al. 2010) due to the
3

lack of proper septic waste treatment, wastewater from industries, natural atmospheric
fixation, precipitation and more significantly by the rising amount of fertilizers used
by the agriculture industry (WHO 2004). Nitrate concentration levels in drinking
water have increased linearly in many EU countries. In the past 20 years nitrate
concentration levels have doubled, for instance, in the UK an increase of 0.7 mg/l per
year has been observed in some rivers. The World Health Organisation (WHO)
guideline limit value for nitrate concentration level in groundwater for the European
Union (EU) is 50 mg/l (WHO 2004).
Groundwater provides 30% of the world’s drinking water supply. Water
withdrawals and consumption are projected to increase 18% in developed countries
and 50% in countries in development by 2025 (UNEP 2007) (Figure 1.2). According
to the Global Environment Outlook (GEO-4) report, agriculture accounts for 70% of
all water usage and if mitigating steps are not put into place a projection of 10-20%
global increase in fluvial nitrate contamination flow towards coastal ecosystems is
predicted by 2050 (UNEP 2007).
Figure 1.2 Worldwide freshwater usages

Illustration of the worldwide freshwater withdrawal and consumption from the
1900s including projections up to 2025 and the world’s top 20 water consumers
(UNEP 2002).

Nitrogen sources such as nitrate found in high concentrations have a substantial
ecological, agricultural and medical impact. Nitrate contamination causes detrimental
environmental effects such as eutrophication of sea water which is responsible for
4

turning the water darker and hypoxic due to algal blooms, affecting the tourism
industry, and killing fish and other aquatic life (Schindler and Vallentyne 2008).
Eutrophication of waters is believed to cost the US government approximately $2.2
billion dollars annually (Dodds et al. 2008). Nitrate contamination is also intrinsically
linked to salinization of surface water affecting aquatic ecosystems, and to an increase
in altered soil erosion and sedimentation patterns (Palaniappan et al. 2010).
Nitrate contamination has the potential to cause health problems such as cancers
of the digestive tract (Morales et al. 1995), congenital anomalies, goitre, hypertension,
genotoxicity, diabetes, also methaemoglobinaemia, an oxygen deficiency triggered by
the blood's inability to transport oxygen to cells and tissues, also known as the “blue
baby syndrome”, as infants are more vulnerable and develop a blue coloration,
particularly around their mucous membranes (Palaniappan et al. 2010). Both acquired
and environmentally-caused form of methaemoglobinaemia can be fatal or cause
serious damage to digestive and respiratory systems (Ash-Bernal et al. 2004).
However, according to Powlson et al. (2008) methaemoglobinaemia can be caused by
gastroenteritis and in a review of about 50 epidemiological studies from the early
1970s onwards they suggested no relation between nitrate in drinking water and
stomach cancers. There is also evidence of possible benefits from nitrate in
cardiovascular health (Wink and Paolocci 2008). Several studies generated
inconclusive outcomes resulting in much debate over opposing views on the current
data. In order for this debate to be resolved careful consideration is vital as the issue of
nitrate contamination has a substantial economic, health and environmental impact.

1.4 Nitrate Assimilation

Nitrate assimilation is an important biological system carried out by most
bacteria, yeast, filamentous fungi and plants involved in uptake and delivery of nitrate
from the environment into cellular processes (Unkles et al. 2004a). Furthermore,
nitrate assimilation markedly affects plant growth, productivity and biomass, and a
deficit in nitrate results in a gradual decrease in structural components such as stunted
growth (Dechorgnat et al. 2011). The transport of nitrate into cells has been largely
studied using different microorganism models such as Neurospora crassa (Schloemer
and Garrett 1974), Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Rexach et al. 2002) and Hansenula
polymorpha (Navarro et al. 2003), A. thaliana (Filleur and Daniel-Vedele 1999), A.
nidulans (Unkles et al. 1991) and the moss, Physcomitrella patens (Tsujimoto et al.
2007). Nitrate assimilation comprises a two-step rate controlling and regulating
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reduction of nitrate to ammonium, catalysed by the enzyme nitrate reductase (Figure
1.3).

Figure 1.3 A. nidulans nitrate assimilation pathway

Periplasm

Cytoplasm

niaD

niiA

Schematic diagram of A. nidulans nitrate assimilation pathway. The figure
shows the genes responsible for nitrate assimilation regulation marked in italics:
nrtA-niaD-niiA. Nitrate reduction to ammonium is mediated by two enzymes
(NR and NiR). NR converts nitrate to nitrite via a reduction of 2e− and Nir
converts nitrite to ammonium via a reduction of 6e−. Redox reactions of
ferredoxins (Fd) is indicated by r (reduced) and

ox

(oxidised). This image was

based on the original Kinghorn (1989) nitrate assimilation pathway modified
using SmartDraw trial version.
Nitrate assimilation by bacteria, fungi, algae, some yeast and higher plants
occurs via a sequential reduction of nitrate to nitrite by the enzyme nitrate reductase
(NR) (EC 1.7.1.1) and nitrite to ammonium by the nitrite reductase (NiR) (EC
1.7.2.1). In A. nidulans nitrate is transported through the permease, NrtA by a
sequential reaction involving NR (regulated by niaD) which catalyses the 2e−
reduction converting nitrate to nitrite, followed by NiR (regulated by niiA) which
catalyses the 6e− reduction converting nitrite into ammonium (Table 1.1) (Kinghorn
1989).
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Table 1.1 NR and NiR biochemical reactions
Enzyme

Reaction

NR

NO3-+NAD(P)H+H++2e-=NO2-+NAD(P)+H2O

NiR

NO2-+Fdr+8H++6e-=NH4++Fdox+2H2O

Enzymes and biochemical reactions for A. nidulans nitrate assimilation
Abbreviations: Fdr: reduced ferredoxin and Fox: oxidised ferredoxin (Kinghorn
1989).

NR is able to convert nitrate to nitrite because of the presence of reduced
coenzymes NAD and NADP (Campbell 1999). NR-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate (NADPH; EC 1.7.1.3) is an iron-sulphur molybdenum flavoprotein
whereas, Nir-reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (phosphate) ([NAD(P)H];
EC 1.7.1.4) is an iron-sulphur heme flavoprotein which contains a siroheme group
(Kinghorn and Campbell 1989). The regulation of fungal nitrate uptake is regulated
by the induction of nitrate and feedback repression due to glutamine (Unkles et al.
2004b and references therein). NR is fundamental for nitrate uptake activity in the
cells of fungi but according to Unkles et al. (2004a) NR activity is not essential for
nitrate uptake by plant cells. Using mutant organisms lacking NR activity Unkles et
al. (2004a) demonstrated that Pichia pastoris and A. nidulans failed to accumulate
nitrate, as opposed to A. thaliana mutants that despite lacking NR activity were able to
uptake nitrate.

1.5 Nitrate Transport Systems

Nitrate is an essential nitrogen source to many organisms, it is also involved in
the metabolism and development of plants (Crawford and Glass 1998; Zhou and
Miller 2000), albeit not exclusively, as plants in rice paddies and in the arctic tundra
prefer to uptake ammonia and amino acids (Glass 2009). Additionally, nitrate stored
in the leaves of plants serves in osmoregulation by playing an important role in the
maintenance of cation-anion balance (Carrow et al. 2001). Nitrate uptake is regulated
via a network of active transport systems (King et al. 1992). Nevertheless, the main
dynamics of function and structural features of nitrate transport in NrtA are not clearly
understood.
Two families of nitrate transporters have been identified namely NRT1 and
NRT2. Previously known as PTR/POT (Peptide transporter and Proton-dependent
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oligopeptide transporter), NRT1 is a low-affinity nitrate transporter, whereas NRT2 is
a high affinity nitrate transporter, previously known as NNP (Nitrate-Nitrite Porter)
(Crawford 1995; Trueman et al. 1996). The NRT1 family is composed of members
that transport nitrate or histidine (Rexach et al. 1999), whereas NRT2 is composed of
large proteins that catalyses nitrate uptake or nitrite efflux (Pao et al. 1998).
There are two kinds of nitrate transport systems in plants, a high-affinity
transport system (HATS), activated when the external nitrate concentration is low, and
a low-affinity transport system (LATS), activated when the external nitrate
concentration is high. Both systems are characterised by whether they are substrate
induced (iHATS, iLATS) or constitutively active (cHATS, cLATS). cHATS and
cLATS are expressed in the absence of nitrate whose activity is stimulated by nitrate
treatment and have higher affinity to nitrate, whereas iHATS and iLATS are regulated
by products of nitrate uptake such as amino acids and ammonia via negative feedback
and have greater capacity for nitrate uptake (Crawford and Glass 1998; Forde 2000;
Orsel et al. 2002a).
HATS operates at external nitrate concentration < than 1mmol L-1 (Williams and
Miller 2001) and is regarded as the H+/anion co-transport carrier mechanism whose
activity is regulated by cellular energy supply. Fungal proteins of HATS encode genes
of functional similarities to plants (Filleur and Daniel-Vedele 1999). LATS seemingly
has a signalling role as it recognises nitrate entry into the cell in order to induce
expression but only above a particular threshold as LATS functions linearly at nitrate
concentration > than 1mmol L-1 (Crawford and Glass 1998; Lea 2001).
AtNRT1.1 (formerly named CHL1) was the first A. thaliana nitrate transporter
gene belonging to the NRT1 family cloned from the screening of mutants resistant to
chlorate (Doddema and Telkamp 1979). In 1993 the dual affinity AtNRT1.1 gene from
Xenopus oocytes was isolated by T-DNA activation tagging and functional expression
analysis revealed that the protein encodes a nitrate inducible form of LATS (Tsay et
al. 1993). In the late 1990s a second A. thaliana gene, AtNRT1.2 was cloned by Huang
et al. (1999). A. thaliana’s genome contains 53 NRT1 genes but only 8 members have
been

functionally

characterised,

AtNRT1.1-AtNRT1.8,

encoding

low-affinity

transporters except AtNRT1.1 which has dual affinity to nitrate (Tsay et al. 2007;
Glass 2009). Recently, Wang and Tsay (2011) reported AtNRT1.9 as a low-affinity
nitrate transporter responsible for distributing nitrate from the root to the phloem.
The first eukaryote member of the NRT2 family cloned was the nrtA (previously
known as crnA) gene from A. nidulans (Unkles et al. 1991) followed by the nrtB gene
(Unkles et al. 2001). In higher plants 7 high-affinity transporters AtNRT2.1- AtNRT
2.7 have been isolated from a variety of species including Hordeum vulgore (Trueman
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et al. 1996), Nicotiana plumbaginifolia (Quesada et al. 1997) and Glycine max
(Amarasinghe et al. 1998). Other NRT2 members were isolated from C. reinhardtii
(Quesada et al. 1994) and Cyanobacterium synechococcus (Sakamoto et al. 1999).
Higher plants and algae nrt2 genes are 30% identical to their fungal homologues
(Tsay et al. 2007). NRT2 have conserved genes amongst plants, fungi and algae
(Yokoyama et al. 2001), however NRT1 is not present in fungi (Crawford 1995). The
vast majority of the nrt2 genes have a nitrate inducible expression (Rexach et al.
1999) and share greater sequence similarity with each other in comparison with the
NRT1 members. In higher plants the nrt3 genes (AtNRT3.1 and AtNRT3.2) are not
nitrate transporters per se but are required for the nitrate transport of other NRT2
members (Okamoto et al. 2006).

1.6 A. nidulans as a Model Organism

Fungi are heterotrophic organisms that play an essential role in the Earth
ecosystems; they play a crucial role in degradation of plant material and recycling
nitrogen as well as the remineralisation of organic matter. The fungal kingdom is
composed of many taxa, currently comprising 7 phyla: chytridiomycota,
glomeromycota, microsporidia, neocallimastigomycota, ascomycota, basidiomycota
and blastocladiomycota (Hibbett et al. 2007).
Ascomycota is the largest phylum with over 64,000 species identified to date
(Kirk et al. 2008) but it is estimated that more than 1.5 million fungal species could
potentially be identified in the future (Neubert et al. 2006). Within ascomycota,
Aspergillus is a ubiquitous filamentous group that underwent over 200 million years
of evolution (Galagan et al. 2005). This group is of particular relevance as several
species have been used as model organisms on a wide range of subjects such as
genetics, molecular cell biology, pathogenesis and metabolism. Most notably A.
nidulans, a model organism studied in eukaryotic cell biology for over 60 years, which
has helped to elucidate the understanding of many fundamental cellular processes
(Martinelli and Kinghorn 1994; Galagan et al. 2005).
A. nidulans is also an excellent biological model used for comparative studies of
other more economically/commercially important species such as Aspergillus niger
and Aspergillus oryzae for example, used in the production of industrial enzymes e.g.
amylases (David et al. 2008). A. nidulans is one of the few species of its genus able to
form sexual spores via meiosis, which enables the manipulation of sexual-crossing of
strains in the laboratory (Dyer 2008).
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The genome sequence of A. nidulans was accomplished by the Broad Institute in
2005, through 13X whole genome shotgun sequencing coverage, representing a major
development in the study of Aspergillus, laying the foundation for genome
comparative analysis and expansion of functional genomics studies (Galagan et al.
2005). This international collaborative work was subsequently updated in 2008, when
the Eurofungbase corrected several gene structures (Wortman et al. 2009).
Emericella nidulans is the official scientific name used by GenBank and
UniProt. According to the 1905 Botanic Code fungi can have a dual-name when
referring to its sexual, teleomorph (E. nidulans) or asexual phase, anamorph (A.
nidulans) (Bennett 2010). A literature scholar search using Google on A. nidulans
would result in 39,900 hits whereas E. nidulans would result in 350 hits making A.
nidulans the predominant term used by scholars and professionals.
A. nidulans is a filamentous fungus that lives on decaying plant material where
the nature and quantities of nitrogen sources change frequently. In terms of
morphology, the mycelium (homokaryon) of A. nidulans is a web of branched
filaments, called hyphae. A. nidulans has a well-characterised life cycle, in terms of
asexual reproduction (Figure 1.4A) the vegetative hyphae growth phase begins with
the germination of a uninucleate conidium and the formation of mycelium (a haploid
homokaryon) which is a branch of interconnected hyphae. The homokaryon formation
is followed by a perpendicular stalk and a round-shaped vesicle development, where
the uninucleate reproductive cells metulae and phialide are formed. Conidia are
produced in the head of the unicleate phialide, the nucleus migrates from the vesicle
towards each phialide and undergoes successive mitotic divisions, one nucleus
(genetically identical to haploid parent) migrates into the developing conidium and the
other stays behind for the next round of mitosis. Long conidia chains are formed from
repeated mitotic division of phialides and once mature the conidia are released in vast
numbers for rapid dispersal to produce new organisms (Casselton and Zolan 2002;
Todd et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2010). A. nidulans is homothallic, meaning that it
undergoes self-fertilization, where mating occurs between hyphae from an identical
fungal clone, retaining the ability for out-crossing. Their sexual cycle (Figure 1.4B)
begins with the fusion of vegetative hyphae cells; two haploid nuclei from each strain
destined for meiosis divide synchronously, forming a highly branched ascogenous
hypha. At each ascogenous hypha head, an ascus is formed when two haploid nuclei
fuse and the resulting dikaryon then undergo meiosis forming a four haploid nuclei
structure. Ascus is where motionless spores (ascospores) are formed when each
haploid nucleus undergoes mitosis resulting in an eight haploid nuclei ascospores.
Cleitothecium - an elliptical structure known for its distinctive dark red colour - can
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hold tens of thousands of ascospores before releasing them into the environment.
Cleitothecia (fruiting body) are round multicellular structures which are an enclosed
type of hymenium surrounded by Hülle cells (also known as nursing cells) as they aid
spore formation. Additionally, A. nidulans can also reproduce parasexually (Figure
1.4C) whereby the haploid nuclei of the vegetative hyphae cells fuse and
systematically continue to undergo mitosis. Following heterokaryon formation,
crossing-over of genetically identical and different nuclei might occur and
chromosome loss is followed by haploidisation to restore haploid chromosome
number (8) (Casselton and Zolan 2002; Todd et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2010).
Figure 1.4A Sexual cycle of A. nidulans

Schematic representation of A. nidulans’s sexual cycle showing a fruiting body
(cleitothecia) bursting into the environment followed by the formation of
ascogenous hypha, ascus and ascospores – a product of meiosis. The image of
rupturing cleitothecia was courtesy of Peter Halasz; the diagram was made using
SmartDraw trial version, and it was based on Casselton and Zolan (2002) and
Todd et al. (2007) depiction of A. nidulans life cycle.
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Figure 1.4B Asexual cycle of A. nidulans

Schematic representation of A. nidulans’s asexual cycle showing the
differentiated homokaryon developed from a single haploid spore-conidia
generated through mitosis (genetically identical – replicas of their parent cells)
and a conidiophore. The transmission electron micrograph of the conidiophore
was courtesy of Jae-Hyuk Yu (Yu 2010). The diagram was made using
SmartDraw trial version, and it was based on Casselton and Zolan (2002) and
Todd et al. (2007) depiction of A. nidulans life cycle.
Figure 1.4C Parasexual cycle of A. nidulans

Schematic representation of A. nidulans’s parasexual cycle showing the
heterodikaryon,

diploid

hyphae

following

a

mitotic

cross-over

and

haploidisation to restore the haploid chromosome number. The diagram was
made using SmartDraw trial version and it was based on Casselton and Zolan
(2002) and Todd et al. (2007) depiction of A. nidulans life cycle.
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Why use A. nidulans?


easy to grow in the laboratory – fast growth rate



mutants can be readily isolated



well-characterised genetic system



can utilize various nitrogen sources



great potential in biotechnology



smaller and less complex genome in comparison with animals (but
functionally homologous)



has been used extensively for the study of a variety of subjects including
classic genetics, cell biology and pathogenesis

1.7 Membrane Proteins

Membrane proteins lie at the border between the inside of the cell and its
environment being responsible for the influx and efflux of a vast array of molecules
such as ions, sugars and drugs. Structurally a membrane protein consists of a lipid
bilayer the vast majority being phospholipids and has a hydrophobic core; the fattyacid tails of each lipid molecule is oriented inwardly in the bilayer and the polar
phosphate head is oriented towards water (Lee 2004). The inner core of membrane
proteins is highly hydrophobic but selectively-permeable letting the passage of watersoluble molecules in and out of cells (Lodish et al. 2000). More than 50% of proteins
interact with membranes and the function of these proteins is determined by the nature
of its relationship with the lipid bilayer (Alberts et al. 2007).
Membrane protein acts as a highly selective permeability barrier performing
specific functions for essential cellular processes; mediating and controlling the
interactions, connecting the exterior and interior of cells and organelles some have
structural roles providing stability, and others play a role in enzymatic production and
maintenance of ion concentration. There are two categories of membrane proteins,
integral and peripheral. Integral proteins are inserted in the bilayer in a single α-helix,
multiple α-helices or β-barrels format. Others are anchored to the cytosolic side,
covalently bonded to fatty-acids or one-sidedly exposed. Peripheral proteins interact
with integral proteins or phospholipids polar head groups and are bounded to the
membrane displaying no interaction with the hydrophobic core of the bilayer (Lodish
et al. 2007; Alberts et al. 2007).
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1.7.1 Why Study Membrane Proteins?

Membrane proteins play a crucial role in most cellular processes; they are
essential mediators in signalling, transporting molecules across cell membranes and
energy transduction. Membrane proteins account for as much as 30% of the genome
of most living organisms; for instance, 1/3 of human proteins are membrane proteins
for example, the voltage-gated sodium channel responsible for the transmission of
nerve impulses (Gulbis et al. 1999; Yildirim et al. 2007).
In addition to their crucial physiological and highly specialised functions,
membrane proteins have a fundamental role in diseases and account for more than
60% of all drug targets, so further understanding about this type of proteins has the
potential to provide a valuable contribution to the development of novel therapeutic
drugs (Elofsson and Heijne 2007; Yildirim et al. 2007).
Moreover, the expansion of our understanding in homologous membrane protein
structure and function can lead to new insights into many medically important
conditions, including epilepsy and cancer caused by faulty membrane proteins for
example the sodium-glucose transporter, a protein involved in diabetes (Debnam et al.
1995). Membrane protein however is still under-represented as not many 3D
structures have been solved and future studies are indispensable in the understanding
of functional and structural features of membrane proteins (Tan et al. 2008).
The best way to understand how proteins acquired their structure and how
alterations in their structure affect their function is to determine their specific 3D
structure. Atomic structures of membrane proteins are technically notoriously difficult
to solve as there are various challenges surrounding x-ray crystallography and other
techniques (Elofsson and Von Heijne 2007). The last couple of years have seen a
great progress in structure determination, especially in computational structure
prediction methods. This on-going progress would, however be better accomplished
with further technical advancement in x-ray crystallography and expression of
proteins, as only a few hundred of all proteins stored in the PDB are unique membrane
proteins (White 2004).
Membrane proteins are the most challenging proteins for scientists to crystallise
as they are found naturally in cells at low levels, because of the complexity of protein
assembly and folding in vivo, and also purification and expression mechanisms are
considerably challenging methodologies to overcome. Also one of the major
challenges encountered in membrane protein x-ray crystallography research is due to
the difficulty in solubilising these hydrophobic proteins (Tan et al. 2008).
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Worldwide strategic initiatives are currently fuelling new discoveries. One
example is the Protein Structure Initiative (PSI), a $764 million effort that ended in
2010 which was aimed at reducing the cost and time required to determine structures
of membrane proteins. This project was composed of an interdisciplinary team of
scientists with distinctive expertise in various topics which were explored in
individual projects within the overall objective of the PSI programme (Elsliger et al.
2010). Initiatives like this consortium could lead to new insights in functional studies
of significant membrane proteins of medical and ecological importance, amongst
other applications. Additionally projects like this can lead to new and improved
techniques surrounding solving proteins’ 3D structures such as the development of
specialised reagents to keep membrane proteins stable for x-ray crystallography
(Elsliger et al. 2010).
The

improvement

of methodologies

and instruments used in x-ray

crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) resulted in an exponential
rise in high-resolution structural data of membrane proteins. A method that has
recently become a way of determining protein structures in high-resolution is cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) initially reported by Adrian et al. (1984) work on
adenovirus. Nowadays it is a method widely used to solve structures of large protein
complexes (Frank 2002). Atomic structure alone, however, does not determine how a
protein works as amino acids may contribute to the multitude of binding energy,
through hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, van der Waals and electrostatic forces, dipoledipole, and hydrophobic interactions (Morrison and Weiss 2001). Biochemical
methods such as site-directed mutagenesis are particularly useful for the identification
of important residues in proteins.
The post-genomic era propelled the rate of protein structure determination and is
defined by countless numbers of studies and advances in determining high-resolution
protein structures. Despite this, structural biology remains an under-explored field. At
present, the use of protein alignments as tools is enhanced by an ever increasing
number of molecular biology resources, accessible for studies encompassing a wide
range of species ranging from expressed sequence tag (EST) to genetic linkage (Volff
2005). Any knowledge gained into the diversity of membrane proteins whether based
on structural data alone or reinforced by biochemical analysis has the potential to
provide a betterment of humankind’s health and living standards (Elofsson and Von
Heijne 2007).
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1.7.2 Membrane Protein Classification Systems

The completion of the genome project resulted in a vast number of protein
sequences, together with tremendous efforts in understanding the intricacies of
proteins, and the progress in structure determination resulted in practical issues that
needed sorting out for example where to store vast amounts of data (PDB weekly
release is of about 160 proteins), what to make from the crystallised structure as even
at high resolution, x-ray structure alone does not provide all the information of the
transport dynamics within proteins (Guan and Kaback 2006), and the most debated
issue, how to classify proteins. Since some proteins share similarities such as sequence
and structural features the debate of the methodology for comparison is often agreed
upon, yet the conventions for classifying are still a matter of debate (Elofsson and Von
Heijne 2007; Sippl 2009).
There have been great efforts in classifying membrane proteins, hence the vast
number of hierarchical classification systems based on solved structures such as
CATH protein

structure

classification

(Class,

Architecture,

Topology and

Homologous superfamily) (Orengo et al. 1997) and the Structural Classification of
Proteins (SCOP) (Murzin et al. 1995). CATH is a semi-autonomous classification
system and shares similar features to SCOP but these classification systems differ in
terms of hierarchical details and algorithms used. However, the number of membrane
proteins structurally solved is still low but with recent advancements in x-ray
crystallography and other molecular biology techniques these two classification
systems and their respective databases will have more solved proteins to classify and
store. There are many databases listing high-resolution membrane proteins structures
such as: http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/mpstruc/listAll/list (White 2004) and PDB
http://www.pdb.org/pdb/home/home.do. Other specialised databases listing families of
membrane transporters such as http://www.gpcr.org/7tm and http://www.tcdb.org
have also been set up but these databases are not based on solved structure information
(Elofsson and Von Heijne 2007).
For the purpose of this study all proteins have been classified according to the
Transporter Classification (TC) System, which has been standardised by the
International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUBMB). Each
functionally unrelated protein is classified by the letters TC followed by a 5-digit
code. The first digit refers to the class of transport, the second digit refers to the
subclass (primary active transporters is referred by the energy source used to drive the
transport), the third digit refers to the family/superfamily, the fourth refers to a
phylogenetic cluster within the family and the fifth digit refers to the substrate
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specificities. The TCDB database also contains information on genome analysis, a
variety of alignments, phylogenetic trees and other analytic tools which can be found
at URL:[http://www.tcdb.org/] (Saier et al. 2006).

1.8 Major Facilitator Superfamily

Membrane protein transport is responsible for the crucial maintenance of a
distinct cellular environment. The largest division of the secondary transporter protein
family is the MFS (TC 2.A.1.). A typical MFS protein have 400-600 amino acids and
12-14 transmembrane domains (TMs) divided into two halves of a 6 α-helix, each
linked by long central loop (Pao et al. 1998) (Figure 1.5).
Among the different families of transporter, only two occur virtually in all
protein categories of organisms. These are the ATP-Binding Cassette (ABC) and the
Major Facilitator Superfamily (MFS). The MFS transporters are secondary
transporters capable of carrying small molecules in response to chemiosmotic ion
gradients. Compounds such as ions, nucleosides, sugars, esters, metabolites, drugs, et
cetera are transported by MFS permeases by electrochemical gradients into substrate
gradients (Walmsley et al. 1995) with 58 distinct members and more than 15,000
sequences identified to date (Law et al. 2008). A UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot search would
retrieve 27,503 un-reviewed MFS proteins.

Figure 1.5 Example of a typical MFS protein

This illustration show a schematic 2D structure of a typical MFS protein with its
12 TMs, cytoplasmic N-, and C-termini and a long cytoplasmic loop between
TM6 and TM7 (Pelis et al. 2006).
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The MFS family contains members of medical and pharmaceutical importance
that function as uniporter, symporter or antiporter with a wide range of solute
specificity. In order to carry substrates through the membrane, proteins undergo
conformational changes by switching one opening of the hydrophilic cavity from the
periplasm to the cytoplasm, thus enabling the transport of substrate through the
membrane. This alternating-access mechanism is a shift type of movement of the two
halves of the protein activated through a single binding site (Bruser and Sanders
2003).

1.8.1 NRT1 also known as Proton-dependent Oligopeptide
Transporter (POT/OPT)

Proteins of the NRT1 family (TC 2.A.17) consist of 19 proteins from animals,
plants, yeast, archaea and both Gram-negative and positive bacteria. The majority of
NRT1 members are low-affinity transporters except the dual-affinity transporter
protein CHL1 (Tsay et al. 2007). NRT1 family is also called PTO since it transports
dipeptides and tripeptides. The proteins are composed of 12 TM α-helical spanners.
Some members of the NRT1 family shares limited sequence similarity in comparison
to members belonging to the MFS and some were found to share sequence similarity to
SP and DHA1 families. An important member is the NRT1.1 of A. thaliana a
nitrate/chlorate symporter (Martin et al. 2008). In A. thaliana there are 53 NRT1 (PTR)
genes and 9 OPT genes (Tsay et al. 2007), for example NRT1.2, NRT1.3 and NRT1.4
are all nitrate transporters. The transport of peptides through cells is a common and
well-researched biological phenomenon which occurs due to specific, energydependent transporters found in a variety of diverse organisms such as fungi and
humans. The NRT1 family of proteins is different from the ABC-type peptide
transporters (Steiner and Becker 1995). These proteins are mainly involved in the
intake of small peptides with the simultaneous uptake of a proton (Paulsen and Skurray
1994).
1.8.2 The Importance of 3D Structure Determination
The progress of membrane protein determination has been particularly important
in many contemporary research projects as it has the potential to shed light into the
analysis of some biochemical and molecular biology conundrums. A good example is
the recent structure determination of LacY and GlpT, both found to consist of an
amino and a carboxy-terminal domain each containing 6 TMs. Another characteristic
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is the central hydrophilic cavity that when opened to the cytoplasm remain closed to
the periplasm and on the contrary. LacY and GlpT structure determination indicated
that all MFS proteins are likely to have a single substrate-binding site and the highresolution structures of both proteins have identified several residues involved in the
substrate binding (Abramson et al. 2003; Huang et al. 2003; Bruser and Sanders
2003). LacY catalyses β-galactoside by H+ symport against a concentration gradient,
and GlpT is responsible for the exit of inorganic phosphate from the cell and the entry
of organic phosphates counter to a concentration gradient by antiport transport (Green
et al. 2000). Other important proteins that have been solved structurally were: OxlT,
the oxalate:formate exchange protein of O. formigenes (Hirai et al. 2004; Yang et al.
2005); Pho84, a S. cerevisiae phosphate transporter (Lagerstedt et al. 2004), GluT1, a
glucose transporter 1 (Alisio and Mueckler 2004); and EmrD, the multidrug
transporter of E. coli (Yin et al. 2006).
Studies such as these provide further insights into the functional and structural
importance of MFS transporter proteins. According to White (2004) the number of
new membrane protein structures has exceeded 100 by 2005 and it is predicted to be
rise to 2200 by 2025. At present, the topology of more than 400 helix spanning
membrane proteins have been solved by a variety of genetic, biochemical, and
structural techniques. However, less than 2% of the 3D structures in the Protein Data
Bank are membrane proteins (Elofsson and Von Heijne 2007). Therefore, much
remains to be done, both in improving and perfecting already determined 3D
structures and in providing unambiguous supportive evidence accomplished by
mutagenesis and biochemical studies.

1.8.3 High affinity Nitrate Transporter Protein, NrtA

A. nidulans NrtA protein has a secondary structure consisting of 12 hydrophobic
TMs. This transport membrane protein has 507 residues and belongs to the NRT2
family, formally NNP family (See 1.8.1 sector), one of the 67 members of the MFS.
Homologue sequences from other organisms enable the comparison between proteins
consequently assisting the selection of certain conserved amino acids for mutational
studies. NrtA have 12TMs with two helix bundles containing a dual-topology
composed of six helices on each side. The two six-helix bundles are in the membrane
at opposite orientations and according to Huang et al. (2003). This suggests that a
motif duplication event could have occurred, in NrtA as TM1-TM6 is nearly identical
to TM7-TM12 and these two regions are linked by a long central loop.
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The reported 3D structures of LacY and GlpT are highly similar despite low
sequence identity. This leads to the assumption that all members of the MFS are likely
to have similar structure, regardless of their sequence identity. The prediction of TM
regions of NrtA was performed using the TransMembrane Prediction Hidden Markov
Models (TMHMM) tool. A typical NrtA secondary structure was proposed by
Kinghorn et al. (2005). Figure 1.6 is a modified version of Kinghorn et al. (2005)
NrtA secondary structure, which was used as a reference for this study specially for
the homology alignment and as a starting point to devise the site-directed mutagenesis
strategies...
Two NrtA sequence alignments were carried out by sequential similarity, one
amongst 694 nitrate transporters homologues, and the other by sequence similarity
carried out automatically by POLYVIEW (Brown et al. 1998) (Please see Appendix 1
and 5 – electronic version).

Figure 1.6 Provisional secondary structure model of NrtA
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The 12 putative TMs are represented within the grey barrels connected by
hydrophilic motifs. The pink dashed lines in TM 5 and TM11 show the positions
of nitrate signatures characteristic of the NRT2 family and the yellow dashed
lines between TM2/TM3 and TM8/TM9 represents conserved regions amino
acids that are present in all MFS proteins. Amino acids in red indicates 80-90%
and in green 70-80% conservation in eukaryotes and prokaryotes. The model
was improved by using a MAFFT 694 multiple alignment sequence (Katoh
2009) based on the original 2D model predicted by Kinghorn et al. (2005).
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1.9 Amino Acid Characteristics

Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins which in turn control virtually
all cellular process some of which are critical to life. Amino acids are particularly
important as their content and physico-chemical properties determine the biological
activity of proteins. In addition, amino acids carry the essential information that
determines protein folding into a 3D format and conformational stability of the
subsequent structure (Lehninger et al. 2000; Tropp 2008). An amino acid structure is
composed of an α-carbon atom connected to an amine group, (NH2), a carboxyl group
(COOH), a hydrogen atom (H) and a side chain (R). At pH 7.0 the amino group
becomes protonated forming –NH3+ and the carboxyl becomes deprotonated forming
–COO- (Tropp 2008). The main difference between amino acids is their side-chain
which ultimately characterise the physico-chemical properties of proteins (Elmore et
al. 1998; Lehninger et al. 2000).
The side-chain of an amino acid can also undergo a variety of interactions and
the group attached to this side-chain determines the specific type of amino acid i.e.
polar, non-polar, neutral, aromatic and the hydrophobicity (Gutteridge and Thornton
2005). These are important features in view of the effect of an amino acid substitution
on protein structure and function. These properties determine protein structure, helixhelix, protein-protein and a multitude of other roles (Fiedler et al. 2010) (Table 1.2).

Table 1.2 Amino acids main nomenclature, code and properties
Amino Acid
Arginine
Lysine
Asparagine
Aspartic Acid
Glutamate
Glutamic Acid
Histidine
Proline
Tyrosine
Tryptophan
Serine
Threonine
Glycine
Alanine
Methionine
Cysteine
Phenylalanine
Leucine
Valine
Isoleucine

1-letter
code
R
K
N
D
Q
E
H
P
Y
W
S
T
G
A
M
C
F
L
V
I

3-letter
code
Arg
Lys
Asn
Asp
Gln
Glu
His
Prp
Tyr
Trp
Ser
Thr
Gly
Ala
Met
Cys
Phe
Leu
Val
Ile

Side Chain
Polarity
polar
polar
polar
polar
polar
polar
polar
non-polar
polar
non-polar
polar
polar
non-polar
non-polar
non-polar
non-polar
non-polar
non-polar
non-polar
non-polar

Side Chain
Charge (pH7.0)
positive
positive
neutral
negative
neutral
negative
positive
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral

Hydrophathy
-4.5
-3.9
-3.5
-3.5
-3.5
-3.5
-3.2
-1.6
-1.3
-0.9
-0.8
-0.7
-0.4
1.8
1.9
2.5
2.8
3.8
4.2
4.5

Amino acids sorted by increasing hydropathy index based on previous table
from Kyte and Doolittle (1982).
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The distribution of the overall hydrophobicity of proteins determines their
tertiary and quaternary structures. The polarisation of an amino acid side-chain is one
of the forces responsible for overall shape the structure of proteins (Fiedler et al.
2010). For example, soluble proteins have surfaces containing an abundant number of
polar amino acids where they interact with water molecules, while integral membrane
proteins are attached into the lipid bilayer by hydrophobic amino acids which tend to
clump together, forming the hydrophobic core of proteins (Elmore and Barrett 1998).
Certain proteins that tend to bind to molecules carrying a positive charge have
abundant negatively charged amino acids in their surfaces in order to attract
substrates. Likewise proteins that bind to substrates carrying negative charges have
surfaces abundant with positively charged amino acids (Gaffney et al. 2002).

1.9.1 Acidic Amino Acids

Aspartic acid and glutamic acid are acidic amino acids; polar, negatively charged
and highly hydrophilic. Aspartic acid and glutamic acid have an amide, which is
generally formed after the reaction of a carboxylic acid with an amine. Both amino
acids side-chain can participate in hydrogen bonding as hydrogen bond acceptors and
donors, however these are not ionisable.
Acidic amino acids tend to play essential roles in enzyme active centres, also the
maintenance of solubility and ionic nature of proteins. Aspartic acid has a β-carboxyl
group, whereas glutamic acid has a γ-carboxyl group. The pKa for glutamic acid is
significantly higher than that of aspartic acid due to its methylene group (Lehninger et
al. 2000; Berg et al. 2002).

1.9.2 Basic Amino Acids

Basic amino acids are lysine, arginine and histidine. They are polar, positively
charged and highly hydrophilic. Basic amino acids are generally found mostly in the
surface of proteins interacting with solvents. Their proton acceptor side-chain contains
an amine functional group, which is not neutral despite the acid group. Salt bridges are
important stabilising force in proteins, normally formed by interactions between the
positive side-chains of basic amino acids and negative side-chain of acidic ones
(Tropp 2008). Arginine has a positively charged guanidino group able to form many
hydrogen bonds which are ideal for binding negatively charged groups. As a result,
arginine is attracted towards the exterior of the proteins where it can interact with the
aqueous environment. Arginine plays an important role in nitrogen metabolism as its
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cation binds efficiently to phosphate anions and is often found in the binding sites of
proteins to aid the binding of phosphorylated substrates. Arginine, like lysine, plays an
important role in maintaining the general electrical stability of proteins due to their
positive charge (Gaffney et al. 2002, Betts and Russell 2003). Lysine has a positively
charged ε-amino group which is often exposed to solvent often involved in hydrogen
bonding. This highly reactive amino group participates in reactions at the binding sites
of proteins. Lysine has three methylene groups and also participates in hydrogen
bonding (Berg et al. 2002). Histidine has as an imidazole functional group carrying a
positive charge which is amphoteric, meaning it serves as a base and nucleophilic
when unprotonated, or as a weak acid when protonated. Histidine can also serve as a
stabilising force in folded structures and is often found at the binding sites of proteins
just like arginine and lysine (Hosseine et al. 2009).

1.9.3 Aromatic Amino Acids

Aromatic amino acids are in essence non-polar and hydrophobic due to the
nature of the benzyl ring side-chain (Yuen et al. 2000). Despite being highly similar,
aromatic amino acids have slight hydrophobicity differences. For instance,
phenylalanine is mostly found embedded within a protein as its side-chain is highly
hydrophobic, whereas tyrosine can be hydrophilic or partially hydrophobic, and
tryptophan, despite being hydrophobic, is more polar than phenylalanine and can be
found near aqueous environments (Braun and Von Heijne 1999; Betts and Russell
2003; Carey and Sundberg 2008). Phenylalanine has a phenyl group and the π
electrons of the phenyl ring can form covalent bonds with other aromatic systems,
assisting the overall stability of proteins (Schleyer 2001). Tryptophan is the largest
amino acid due to its indole functional group which contains two nitrogen atoms, in
which one can potentially form hydrogen bonds. As a result, tryptophan bulky sidechain is often in contact with the aqueous environment in folded proteins. Tyrosine is
the only aromatic amino acid with an ionisable and highly reactive side-chain which
yields a phenolate anion. The phenolic hydroxyl of tyrosine is considerably acidic as
their R groups contain an aromatic ring (Betts and Russell 2003; Schleyer 2001; Berg
et al. 2002).

1.9.4 Sulphur-containing Amino Acids

Cysteine and methionine are non-polar, hydrophobic and their R group contain a
sulphur atom (-SH). Cysteine is ionisable yielding a thiolate anion; the proton of the
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thiol group of cysteine is extremely acidic, making the nucleophilic thiol very
reactive. Sulphur is less likely to form hydrogen bonds and the thiol group of cysteine
can potentially react with other cysteines in an oxidation reaction by formation of a
disulphide bond which provides a strong stabilising force for proteins (Bulaj et al.
2005). Methionine is the starting point of all peptide chains synthesis. Its sulphur
side-chain is not reactive as it is connected to a methyl group, whereas cysteine is
linked to a hydrogen atom. However, it can react with some electrophilic centres and
is almost always found embedded inside the protein hydrophobic core (Berg et al.
2002; Betts and Russell 2003).

1.9.5 Uncharged Hydrophilic Amino Acids

These are the polar amino acids serine, threonine, asparagine and glutamine, all
capable of forming hydrogen bonds. Serine and threonine have the addition of a
hydroxyl group in which the phenolic hydroxyl can ionize yielding a phenolate anion
(Tropp 2008). Serine can potentially undergo O-linked glycosylation in which a
glycosyl group is added to its hydroxyl side-chain. Threonine has a methyl group in
addition to the hydroxyl. Asparagine is the amide of aspartic acid, is easily hydrolysed
and has a high susceptibility to participate in hydrogen bonding. It is found on the
surface as well as embedded within proteins. Glutamine prefers to be exposed to the
solvent surface and is often involved in the active or binding sites of proteins
interacting with polar or charged atoms (Lehninger et al. 2000; Betts and Russell
2003).

1.9.6 Inactive Hydrophobic Amino Acids

Inactive hydrophobic amino acids are glycine and alanine, also the aliphatics
valine, leucine and isoleucine. These non-polar amino acids have a high propensity to
be buried inside the protein. Their R groups unlikely form hydrogen bonds and tend
not to participate in chemical reactions. Nonetheless, alanine and glycine are
ambivalent which means that they can be found inside or outside proteins and despite
the unreactive nature of these amino acid side-chain, in other words, no involvement
in covalent bonding in protein active centres, these amino acids can be fundamental
for ligand binding and can play essential roles in protein stability (Lehninger et al.
2000; Betts and Russell 2003).
Alanine is one of the simplest amino acid in terms of molecular structure and
size. In addition its non-polar side-chain is non-reactive thus not directly involved in
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protein function, but it can play a role as helix makers (Betts and Russell 2003).
Glycine is the smallest amino acid and is not involved in hydrophobic interactions.
Glycine is zwitterionic meaning that is the only amino acid without a centre of
chirality, rendering glycine greater conformational flexibility. Glycine tend to be
present in highly conserved domains such as glycine zippers (Kim et al. 2005;
Archarya et al. 2007), which can play an important role in helix-helix packing (Russ
and Engleman 2000). Glycine, like proline, is thought to act as helix breakers, often
playing important structural roles, and also is the most frequent amino acid as
approximately 8% of all amino acids found in proteins are glycines, 19% in conserved
regions of 168 families in which 27% are transporter, symporter and channel proteins
(Liu et al. 2002).
Valine has a methyl functional group which is neutral and hydrophobic hence its
preference for the interior of proteins. Like isoleucine and threonine, valine has a C-β
branched side-chain which is bulky limiting α-helix conformations. Leucine has an
isobutyl group and an additional methyl group compared to valine. Leucine like
alanine is a helix maker and since its isopropyl group is extremely sensitive to surface
proximity it prefers to be buried adapting to an α-helix conformation as opposed to
valine which prefers β-strands. Isoleucine has a C-β branched side-chain. This
geometry restricts α-helix conformational flexibility (Lehninger et al. 2000; Betts and
Russell 2003).

1.9.7 Proline
Proline is an aliphatic and a hydrophobic amino acid since it lacks a free
hydrogen on the α-amino group is unable to participate in hydrogen bonding
interactions, which are thought to stabilise α-helix and β-strand proteins (Chakrabarti
and Chakrabarti 1998). A unique property of proline is a cis-configuration in peptides
as opposed to the trans- form of all other amino acids. The cis/trans isomerisation can
potentially participate in protein folding (Wedemeyer et al. 2002). Most
transmembrane α-helix twist (approximately 60%) take place exactly at the proline
residues location (Yohannan et al. 2004), which causes a distortion known as prolinekinks that have the potential to assist the entry formation of the channel or binding site
(Von Heijne 1991), albeit it is rarely directly involved in substrate binding (Betts and
Russell 2003). Therefore, proline is often located at the end or turn of a peptide chain
(Orzaez et al. 2004) as its side-chain is bonded to the backbone nitrogen, forming a
pyrrolidine ring, which is not ideal in α-helices structures. Hence, the backbone of the
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nitrogen atom is not able to form hydrogen bonds causing steric constraints restricting
the rotation of the N-Cα bond (Pi et al. 1998).
Functional proline residues embedded into the membrane are selectively
included in transport proteins, uniformly distributed between the aqueous environment
and membrane domains. In the bilayer-spanning regions of integral membrane
proteins, proline residues are found embedded in nearly all transport proteins and ion
channels, as opposed to membrane-buried regions devoid of transport function were
found to lack intra-membranous proline (Deber and Woolly 1990). Proline residues
have a fundamental geometric functional role at the α-helical domains of transport
proteins. They can be involved in helix packing, signal transduction and in ensuring
dynamic flexibility (Tieleman et al. 2001; Cordes et al. 2002).
A variety of studies have shown the importance of proline residues within the
transmembrane region of transport proteins (Von Heijne 1991; Pi et al. 1998),
suggesting that proline can potentially determine the structure and folding mechanism
as observed by recent advances in proline motif studies (Senes et al. 2004). These
kinks in membrane proteins may be of functional relevance as they can create a weak
point in a α-helix thought to facilitate movements required for the function of some
TMs channels. Alternatively, prolines are thought to facilitate folding by preventing
the formation of misfolded α-helices (Yohannan et al. 2004).

1.10 Aims of this study

The main aim of this study is to gain information on the function and structure of
a high-affinity nitrate transporter protein, NrtA which is responsible for the entry and
exit of nitrate through the lipid membrane. To obtain insight into the intricate
relationship between the amino acid sequence of NrtA and the mechanism of nitrate
transport is essential to identify the importance of these amino acids, their side-chain
interactions with one another and the substrate. This in turn has the potential to enable
improved molecular biology approaches to engineering NrtA for site-directed
mutagenesis and x-ray crystallography. A high-resolution x-ray structure of NrtA
would answer many questions such as the location of the binding site, overall fold and
the identification of residues involved in nitrate translocation through NrtA.
Membrane proteins like NrtA are notoriously difficult to crystallise and although a
high-resolution structure has not been determined, the dynamics of the intricate
transport mechanism of NrtA can be deduced by biochemical and functional studies.
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The main objectives of this study are:


To investigate the role of highly conserved glycine residues located at the
Second Nitrate Signature of NrtA



To compare A. nidulans two high-affinity transporters NrtA and NrtB



To analyse conserved and highly conserved aromatic residues



To explore the role of a residue possible involved in the binding site of
NrtA

The main strategy of this study is to change potentially important residues which
may play a critical role in nitrate transport using oligonucleotide mediated sitedirected mutagenesis. Residues were selected and prioritised for mutational studies on
the basis of their conservation across 694 homologues. Overall 58 NrtA residues were
altered and the resulting mutants were phenotypically analysed. Certain mutants did
not grow well on nitrate indicating that replacement was not tolerated resulting in loss
of nitrate uptake. In comparison, certain mutants grew well on nitrate, tolerating
replacement thus indicating that such replacement did not markedly affect nitrate
transport through the membrane. A combination of molecular biology and
biochemical techniques were employed in this study in order to understand the
functional and structural aspects of the high affinity nitrate transporter, NrtA.

1.10.1 Strategy 1: Site-directed mutagenesis

Site-directed mutagenesis is one of the most widely used molecular biology
technique to aid the determination of structure and function of proteins, which is used
to change specific aspects of the architecture of proteins. As soon as mutations are
introduced, the degree of the structural and functional change can be analysed. Sitedirected mutagenesis is used to change the genetic code for a protein sequence
generating a mutant protein with a slightly different structure (Von Heijne 2006). This
methodology combined with functional assays of mutants has the potential to deliver
particularly useful information in terms of structure and function of a protein
transporter. The efficacy of this method lies on the fact that usually the majority of
point mutations do not change the protein function radically (Kaback et al. 2001).
In this study oligonucleotide mediated site-directed mutagenesis was used to
generate a series of 58 constructs, each changed to a particular amino acid (Chapter 2),
followed by genetic transformation procedures. For the generation of mutations, PCR
overlap extension was used. Following cloning using E. coli strain DH5, DNA
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fragments generated by PCR overlap amplification were sequenced to verify the
presence of the desired mutation and the absence of undesirable PCR induced
mutation. The coding regions with more than one alteration were combined by
ligation of appropriate fragments obtained using unique restriction endonucleases sites
and appropriate vectors (Chapter 2).

1.10.2 Strategy 2: Kinetic Analysis

A. nidulans net nitrate uptake is inducible by nitrate and its uptake across a
membrane permease is coded by nrtA locus (Brownlee and Arst 1983; Unkles et al.
1991). Net nitrate uptake was used based on Brownlee and Arnst (1983) method to
assess if replacements resulted in a strain with diminished or abolished catalytic
characteristics. Kinetic differentiation was used to understand the physiological and
ecological plasticity of A. nidulans to acquire nitrate despite fluctuating nitrate
concentrations in the environment. The investigation of velocity (Vmax) and affinity
constant (Km) of in vitro generated mutants was intended to show whether such
mutations affect the binding of nitrate and/or inhibit the velocity of nitrate transport.
Non-isotopic net nitrate assays provided invaluable information in the selection of
important mutants that might affect the nitrate transport across NrtA. These assays
were carried out at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, using 13NO3- tracer
which allows greater accuracy than non-isotopic, net nitrate uptake assays (Unkles et
al. 2001).

1.11 Conclusion

Over the past decade we have witnessed a new era in protein transport research
from sequencing analysis to structural determination. Physiologically and clinically
important transporter proteins have been extensively studied yet we seem to know so
little. Transporter proteins have a myriad of functions and are the components of life
itself. Some questions that this study aims in answering are:

1)

How do the functional properties of NrtA map out onto structural
properties and vice-versa?

2)

What are the mechanisms by which NrtA transports nitrate?

3)

What are the functional and structural differences of NrtA and
NrtB?
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4)

What are the roles of NrtA transporter in A. nidulans and other
organisms such as A. thaliana?

5)

How can the information obtained in this study contribute towards
minimizing the effect of nitrate contamination?

Furthermore, detailed structural data for transport proteins are important for the
overall understanding of transport mechanisms. Despite the fact that integral
membrane proteins comprise about one third of all proteins they represent less than
2% of the available 3D structures present in the PDB database. Additional analysis of
transporter proteins should provide insights into membrane protein stability leading to
the engineering of enhanced transport efficiency or even the development and
improvement of designer transporters capable of carrying novel substrates.
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CHAPTER 2:
Materials and Methods

General chemicals and reagents were of AnalaR grade and obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise indicated. Solutions and buffers where the
composition is confidential the manufacturer’s name was indicated. For a
complete list of suppliers, buffers, solutions and media compositions see
Appendix 2 (electronic version).

2.1 Equipment

For spectrophotometry all absorbance readings were determined on a SP6550 UV/VIS spectrophotometer (PYE Unicam). Ultracentrifugation was carried
out using a Beckman L2-65B in combination with the Sorval RC-5C GS3 rotor
(Du Pont). Sorval RC 5B rotor HB-4 07 was used for fungal transformation.
Micro-centrifugation was performed in an Eppendorf centrifuge 4415. For sterile
work a Bassaire A5HB laminar flow cabinet was used and batch cultures were
grown in a New Brunswick model G5 shaking incubator. The microscope Finlay
Microvision Co. Ltd, London was used to monitor the formation of protoplasts.

2.2 Molecular biology and cloning

2.2.1 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
The generation of mutations was done by PCR overlap extension in a 100μl
reaction mix containing 100ng of DNA, 10X Thema Pol buffer (New England
Biolabs) (20mM Tris-HCl, 10mM (NH4)2SO4, 10mM KCl, 2mM MgSO4, 0.1%
[v/v] Triton X100, pH 8.8), 2.5mM dNTP mix (Promega), 50mM MgSO4, 50pmol
of mutagenic and flanking primers (Invitrogen), 1.0 unit (u)/μl-1 of Vent DNA
polymerase (New England Biolabs) and sterile dH2O up to a final volume of
100μl. A typical set of reaction conditions for 25-35 cycles used were initiated by
denaturation at 93-94C for 1.5 minutes, followed by annealing at 50-65C for 2
minutes with the final extension at 72C for 2 minutes. PCR was performed in a
Thermal Reactor Hybaid

TM

and Omh-E Hybaid. The primers (Invitrogen) were

designed to maintain a single open reading frame and the sequences are presented
from 5’to 3’ end (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1 Primers
Primer name
Mutagenic primers
F36CF
F36CR
F36LF
F36LR
F36YF
F36YR
W40FF
W40FR
W40LF
W40LR
W40YF
W40YR
F43LF
F43LR
F43YF
F43YR
F43WF
F43WR
F47LF
F47LR
F47TF
F47TR
F47YF
F47YR
F47KF
F47KR
F47WF
F47WR
Y51FF
Y51FR
Y51LF
Y51LR
Y51WF
Y51WR
L84FF
L84FR
L88FF
L88FR
F140LF
F140LR
F140WF
F140WR
F140YF
F140YR
F151LF
F151LR
F151SF
F151SR
F151WF
F151WR
F151YF
F151YR
W197VF
W197VR
W197YF
W197YR
Y323EF
Y323ER
Y323LF
Y323LR
Y323KF
Y323KR
Y323QF
Y323QR
Y323WF
Y323WR
F362LF
F362LR
N364AF

Primer sequence (5' to 3')

TATGGCCGAGTCTGCTTCTTCTCATGG
CCATGAGAAGAAGCAGACTCGGCCATA
TATGGCCGAGTCCTATTCTTCTCATGG
CCATGAGAAGAATAGGACTCGGCCATA
TATGGCCGAGTCTACTTCTTCTCATGG
CCATGAGAAGAAGTAGACTCGGCCATA
TTCTTCTTCTCATTCTTTGGCTTCATG
CATGAAGCCAAAGAATGAGAAGAAGAA
TTCTTCTTCTCACTCTTTGGCTTCATG
CATGAAGCCAAAGAGTGAGAAGAAGAA
TTCTTCTTCTCATATTTTGGCTTCATG
CATGAAGCCAAAATATGAGAAGAAGAA
TCATGGTTTGGCCTAATGCTTGCATTC
GAATGCAAGCATTAGGCCAAACCATGA
TCATGGTTTGGCTACATGCTTGCATTC
GAATGCAAGCATGTAGCCAAACCATGA
TCATGGTTTGGCTGGATGCTTGCATTC
GAATGCAAGCATCCAGCCAAACCATGA
TCATGGTTTGGCCTAATGCTTGCATTC
GAATGCAAGCATTAGGCCAAACCATGA
TCATGCTTGCAACCCTCTCATGGTATGC
GCATACCATGAGAGGGTTGCAAGCATGA
CATGCTTGCATACCTCTCATGGTATGC
GCATACCATGAGAGGGTATGCAAGCATG
TCATGCTTGCAAAACTCTCATGGTATGC
GCATACCATGAGAGTTTTGCAAGCATGA
TTCCTCTCATGGTGGGCCTTCCCGCCT
AGGCGGGAAGGCCCACCATGAGAGGAA
TTCCTCTCATGGTTCGCCTTCCCGCCT
AGGCGGGAAGGGAAGCCATGAGAGGAA
TTCCTCTCATGGCTCGCCTTCCCGCCT
AGGCGGGAAGGCGAGCCATGAGAGGAA
TTCCTCTCATGGTTCGCCTTCCCGCCT
AGGCGGGAAGGCGAACCATGAGAGGAA
CCTATATCAGATTCCTAGTTCGACTT
AAGTCGAACGATGAATCTGATATAGG
CTACTAGTTCGATTCATCTGCGGCCCC
GGGGCCGCAGATGAATCGAACTAGTAG
CTCGGCGGCACACTCGTTCCCTGCCAAGT
ACTTGGCAGGGAACGAGTGTGCCGCCGAG
CTCGGCGGCACATGGGTTCCCTGCCAAGT
ACTTGGCAGGGAACCCATGTGCCGCCGAG
CTCGGCGGCACATACGTTCCCTGCCAAGT
ACTTGGCAGGGAACGTATGTGCCGCCGAG
TGCACAGGGTTTCTAGACAAGAGTATA
TATACTCTTGTCTAGAAACCCTGTGCA
CACAGGGTTTTCCGACAAGAGTAT
ATACTCTTGTCGGAAAACCCTGTG
TGCACAGGGTTTTGGGACAAGAGTATAG
CTATACTCTTGTCCCAAAACCCTGTGCA
CACAGGGTTTTACGACAAGAGTAT
ATACTCTTGTCGTAAAACCCTGTG
CGCACACAAGGCCGTACGCGTCGCCTAC
GTAGGCGACGCGTACGGCCTTGTGTGCG
CGCACACAAGGCCTATCGCGTCGCCTAC
GTAGGCGACGCGATAGGCCTTGTGTGCG
GTTGCAGTCCCCGAAGCCTGCTCCTTT
AAAGGAGCAGGCTTCGGGGACTGCAAC
GTTGCAGTCCCCCTCGCCTGCTCCT
AGGAGCAGGCGAGGGGGACTGCAAC
GTTGCAGTCCCCAAGGCCTGCTCCTTT
AAAGGAGCAGGCCTTGGGGACTGCAAC
GTTGCAGTCCCCCAAGCCTGCTCCTTT
AAAGGAGCAGGCTTGGGGGACTGCAAC
GTTGCAGTCCCCTGGGCCTGCTCCTTT
AAAGGAGCAGGCCCAGGGGACTGCAAC
GCTATGTTCGGGCTCCTTAATATTGTC
GACAAT ATTAAGGAGCCCGAACATAGC
CGGGTTCCTTGCTATTGTCTGTC
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N364AR
N364CF
N364CR
N364KF
N364KR
N364QF
N364QR
C357FF
C357FR
G448AF
G448AR
G452AF
G452AR
G455AF
G455AR
G456AF
G456AR
F457AF
F457AR
F457GF
F457GR
F457MF
F457MR
G458AF
G458AR
N459AF
N459AR
N459DF
N459DR
L460AF
L460AR
L460FF
L460FR
G461AF
G461AR
G462AF
G462AR

GACAGACAATAGCAAGGAACCCG
TTCGGGTTCCTTTGTATTGTCTGTCGT
ACGACAGACAATACAAAGGAACCCGAA
TTCGGGTTCCTTAAGATTGTCTGTCGT
ACGACAGACAATCTTAAGGAACCCGAA
TTCGGGTTCCTTCAAATTGTCTGTCGT
ACGACAGACAATTTGAAGGAACCCGAA
CCTTAATATTGTCTTCCGTCCGGCAGGTG
CACCTGCCGGACGGAAGACAATATTAAGG
TAACAGTTACAGCCATCGTCTCCGGC
GCCGGAGACGATGGCTGTAACTGTTA
GGGATCGTCTCCGCCATGGTGGGTGGA
TCCACCCACCATGGCGGAGACGATCCC
TCCGGCATGGTGGCTGGATTCGGGAAC
GTTCCCGAATCCAGCCACCATGCCGGT
TCCGGCATGGTGGGTGCCTTCGGGAACCTC
GAGGTTCCCGAAGGCACCCACCATGCCGGA
ATGGTGGGTGGAGCCGGGAACCTCGGC
GCCGAGGTTCCCGGCTCCACCCACCAT
ATGGTGGGTGGAGGCGGGAACCTCGGC
GCCGAGGTTCCCGCCTCCACCCACCAT
ATGGTGGGTGGAATGGGGAACCTCGGC
GCCGAGGTTCCCCATTCCACCCACCAT
GTGGGTGGATTCGCCAACCTCGGCGGT
ACCGCCGAGGTTGGCGAATCCACCCAC
GGTGGATTCGGGGCTCTCGGCGGTATC
GATACCGCCGAGAGCCCCGAATCCACC
GGTGGATTCGGGGACCTCGGCGGTATC
GTAACCGCCGAGGTCCCCGAATCCACC
GGATTCGGGAACGCCGGCGGTATCATC
GATGATACCGCCGGCGTTCCCGAATCC
GGATTCGGGAACTTCGGCGGTATCATC
GATGATACCGCCGAAGTTCCCGAATCC
TTCGGGAACCTCGCCGGTATCATCTTC
GAAGATGATACCGGCGAGGTTCCCGAA
GGGAACCTCGGCGCTATCATCTTCGCC
GGCGAAGATGATAGCGCCGAGGTTCCC

Flanking primers
11156
11157
11170
11171

CCAGTGCCAAGCTTGGCTG
GAGCTAAGGTCGACAATGTTG
CAACATTGTCGACCTTAGCTC
CACGGCCATGGAAATAACACC

List of primers used, primer names followed by their ORF
sequence, for the mutagenic primers the desired mutation codon is
highlighted in grey.

2.2.2 Rapid PCR Purification System

PCR products were purified using the Marligen Rapid PCR purification kit.
An eppendorf tube was filled with 10mM of TE (Tris (BDH)·HCl pH 8.5) and
placed into a heating block at 65°C. For every 100μl of PCR product, 400μl of H1
binding solution (Marligen) was added and centrifuged at 14,000rpm for 1
minute. The supernatant was discarded and 750μl of H2 wash solution (Marligen)
was added. The supernatant was discarded and centrifuged again. 50μl of TE
(10mM Tris·HCl pH 8.5) heated at 65°C was added to the centre of the column
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for 1 minute at room temperature, centrifuged for 1 minute and kept at -4°C until
further use.

2.2.3 Electrophoresis of DNA

Amplified DNA was separated by molecular weight using agarose
(Biogene) gel electrophoresis in horizontal gels of 0.8-1% [w/v] for large DNA
fragments (>1kb) and a 2% gel for small fragments (<1kb). Agarose gel was
melted in Tris-acetate ethylenediamine tetra acetic acid (TAE) buffer (0.4M Trisacetic, 10mM EDTA, pH 8.0), with ethidium bromide added to a final
concentration of 0.5μg/ml and poured into an submarine casting tray to set. DNA
samples were mixed with the appropriate volume of loading buffer (30% glycerol
[v/v], 0.25% bromophenol blue [w/v] or 0.25% xylene cyanol [w/v]). DNA
molecular weight markers were loaded into a lane (1kb or 100bp DNA ladders
(Promega) in 1% and 2% gels, respectively) for quantification of DNA bands.
Agarose gel electrophoresis was performed using the Bethesda Research
Laboratories Co. (BRL) models H4 and H5, and the International Biotechnologies
Inc. (IBI) model QSH was used for mini gel electrophoresis. The power was
supplied via the ATTA AE3121/ ST1082 models or the BR: 100 pack depending
on the voltage required. Gels were run at 20-100V for 30-60 minutes in 10X TAE
(0.4M Tris-acetic, 10mM EDTA, pH 8.0) buffer. A UVP trans-illuminator TM40
was used for visualisation of agarose gels which were photographed by a Herolab
UVT 28M (camera: Herolab E.A.S.Y 429K) attached to the UV trans-illuminator.

2.2.4 Recovery of DNA fragments
QIAEXII Agarose Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen) was used for the recovery of
DNA fragments between 40bp-50Kb. With the aid of a scalpel the DNA band was
excised from the agarose gel, placed into an eppendorf tube and weighed. 10μl of
the QIAEXII resin (Qiagen) and a volume of QX1 solubilisation and binding
buffer (Qiagen) corresponding to 3 times the weight of the gel was added and
vortexed briefly for a few seconds. This suspension was incubated at 50°C for 10
minutes to solubilize the agarose and bind the DNA.
In order to keep the QIAEXII resin in suspension the tube was vortexed
every 2 minutes. After 10 minutes, the suspension was centrifuged for 30 seconds
and supernatant discarded. The pellet was washed once with 500μl of QX1 buffer,
twice with 500μl of PE buffer (containing 96-100% ethanol) and air dried for 15
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minutes, the DNA was eluted by adding 20μl of TE (10mM Tris·HCl pH 8.5) or
sterile dH2O. The pellet was re-suspended by vortexing and left at room
temperature for 5 minutes. The suspension was placed in a micro-dialysis
membrane (Millipore, pore size: 0.025μm) which was kept floating in a round
petri dish filled with sterile dH2O for 15 minutes. The DNA was then ready for
storage at -20°C.

2.2.5 DNA Concentration By UV Spectrophotometry
To measure absorption of PCR DNA products, ~0.5 to 50 μg/ml was
diluted in TE buffer or sterile dH2O and for plasmid DNA 1μl was diluted into
10μl TE, and 1μl of this diluted DNA was added to 99μl of sterile dH2O. Using a
UV plastic cuvette the absorption was measured at 260nm. Using the Beer
Lambert Law- the linear relationship between the amount of light absorbed and
concentration of the absorbing molecule- DNA was measured at a wavelength of
260nm and the extinction coefficient used were: 0.020(μg/ml)-1cm-1 for double
stranded

DNA;

0.027(μg/ml-1)cm-1

for

single-stranded

DNA

and

for

oligonucleotides the calculation used was based on the length and base
composition (See equations below). To work out the undiluted samples of double
stranded DNA the conversion factor OD 1= 50μg/ml was used (Sambrook and
Russell 2001).

Where, S is the size of the DNA in kilobases, N is the number of bases A, G, C, or T.

2.2.6 Restriction Enzyme Digestion of DNA
Restriction digestion was performed using restriction endonucleases (New
England Biolab). In general 2µg of DNA (plasmid or PCR products) was digested
with the appropriate units of restriction enzyme, buffer and reaction mix incubated
as recommended by the manufacturer’s instructions.
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2.2.7 Dephosphorylation of plasmid DNA
Calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIAP) catalyses the hydrolysis of 5’phosphate groups of DNA. Since CIAP removes both 5’-termini it was used to
prevent re-ligation and re-circularization of linearised cloning vector DNA. A
reaction mix containing 0.01 u/μl-1 of CIAP (Promega), 1μg of DNA (previously
cut with a sticky ends’ enzyme) and the manufacturer’s recommended buffer was
incubated for 1 hour at 37°C then heat treated at 65°C for 15 minutes to stop the
reaction.

2.2.8 Ligation and sub-cloning of DNA fragments
Ligation reactions were set up at a final volume of 10μl by mixing 5µl 10X
T4 DNA ligase buffer (Roche) (660mM Tris·HCl, 50mM MgCl2, 50mM
dithiothreitol (DTT), 10mM ATP, pH 7.5), 0.5µg plasmid DNA to 2µg of insert
and 1.0 u/μl-1 of T4 DNA ligase (Roche). The reaction mixture was vortexed,
spun down in a micro-centrifuge for 3-5 seconds and incubated at room
temperature for 5 minutes.
DH5 E. coli strain BL21/DE3 (Novagen) cells were added to the ligation
reaction mix and left on ice for 20 minutes. The cells were heat-shocked for 90
seconds at 42°C and immediately transferred to ice for 2 minutes. 250μl of SOC
medium (2% [w/v] tryptone (Fisher) , 0.5% [w/v] yeast extract (Fluka), 10mM
NaCl (VWR), 2.5mM KCl, 20mM glucose) kept at room temperature was added
to the cells and incubated at 37°C horizontally in a shaking incubator for 1 hour at
200rpm. After incubation 100μl of each transformation was plated out on Luria
Broth (LB) (1% [w/v] tryptone (Fisher), 0.5% [w/v] yeast extract (Fluka), 1%
[w/v] NaCl (VWR), pH 7.0) 1.2% [w/v] agar (Fisher) plate containing the final
concentration of 100μg/ml of ampicillin (Melford) and incubated upside down
overnight at 37°C in a stationary incubator.

2.2.9 Plasmid Vectors

A set of recombinant high-copy number plasmid vectors were used. The
template DNA vector used was V5TAGAGE1 and for expression of mutant genes
pMUTv5wt vector was used (Unkles et al. 2005). The program PlasMap (Stone et
al. 1984) was used to illustrate the vectors V5TAGAGE1 and pMUTv5wt (Figure
2.1).
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Figure 2.1 V5TAGAGE1 and pMUTv5wt vectors

Legend

V5TAGAGE1 derivative of the plasmid pUC 8 containing LacZ, ampicillin
resistant gene, multiple cloning site flanked by unique recognition sequences and
nrtA gene, which has the coding region of a V5’ epitope fused to the C-terminus.
pMUTv5wt was constructed by Dr. Unkles for expression of mutant genes in A.
nidulans, derivative of the plasmid Bluescript 2KS containing a V5 tag, 1.3Kb of
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nrtA promotor sequence (containing putative binding sites for regulatory
proteins), 350bp of the nrtA terminator containing an unique EcoRI site for
insertion of mutant coding regions and a selectable marker mutant argB gene
(argB*) which was used to target constructs that show single copy integration at
the argB locus for Aspergillus transformation (Riach and Kinghorn 1985; Unkles
et al. 2005).

2.2.10 Preparation of plasmid DNA

A single colony was inoculated in 4.5ml of liquid LB medium containing
100μg/ml ampicillin (Melford) and grown at 250rpm on an orbital shaker at 37°C
overnight. The kit used for plasmid purification was the QIAprep Miniprep kit
(Qiagen). 1ml of bacterial overnight culture was poured into an eppendorf tube
and centrifuged for 30 seconds at 8,000rpm. The supernatant was discarded and
pelleted bacterial cells were re-suspended in 250μl of P1 solution (50mM
Tris·HCl pH 8.0, 10mM EDTA containing 100μg/ml of RNase A - kept
refrigerated) and transferred to a new micro-centrifuge tube. 250μl of the lysis
buffer (P2) (Qiagen) (200mM NaOH, 1% [w/s] sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS))
was added and mixed by inverting the tube 4-6 times, followed by 350μl of
neutralization buffer (N3) (Qiagen), mixed thoroughly by inverting it 4-6 times
and centrifuged at 14,000rpm for 10 minutes (chromosomal DNA precipitated and
plasmid DNA remained in solution). The supernatant was removed, poured into a
QIAprep spin column and centrifuged again at 14,000rpm for 10 minutes. The
supernatant was removed, poured into a miniprep binding column and centrifuged
at 4,000rpm for 2 minutes. The supernatant was discarded, 750μl of wash buffer
(PE) (Qiagen) was used to wash the QIAprep spin column, centrifuged for 30-60
seconds, and flow-through discarded. The QIAprep spin column was transferred
to a collection tube, 50μl of TE (10mM Tris·HCl pH 8.5) was added at the centre
of the membrane inside a collection tube in order to elute the DNA, let to stand
for 1 minute and centrifuged at 14,000rpm for 1 minute. The DNA concentration
was measured at OD260nm and kept at -4°C until further use.

2.2.11 Fungal DNA Isolation using Nucleon Kit

DNA was isolated by using Nucleon Fungal Genomic DNA Prep Kit (GE
Healthcare). The conidiopores (1.3 x 109) were harvested from a previously
inoculated and fully covered 9cm Petri dish (containing Aspergillus complete agar
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medium (see Appendix 2 – electronic version), collected and suspended in 5ml of
saline poly(oxyethylene) sorbitan monolaurate -Tween- 80 (0.9% [w/v] NaCl
(VWR), 0.1% [w/v] Tween-80). The culture was incubated overnight at room
temperature in a 250ml conical flask containing 100ml of minimal medium, 5mM
of NH4 tartrate and 1:1000 of para-amino-benzoic acid-pyrodoxin-pantothenatebiotin (pppb) at 200rpm.
After growing cells overnight the mycelia were harvested by filtration
through a Büchner funnel using sterile mira-cloth (Merck Chemicals) and washed
with refrigerated sterile dH2O. The mycelia were dried by applying pressure with
the aid of a sterile spatula, removed from the mira-cloth, placed between two
small piles of paper towel and squeezed with the aid of an empty bottle to dry.
The mycelia were weighed, wrapped in a labelled piece of aluminium foil and
placed on liquid nitrogen.
The spatula used was sterilised and placed on liquid nitrogen. A previously
sterilised pestle (by autoclaving) was filled with liquid nitrogen, 300mg of
mycelia was added, grinded forcefully with a sterilised mortar (liquid nitrogen
was added repeatedly until mycelia was grinded to a fine powder) and added to a
previously reaction mix containing 2ml of nucleon reagent B (1M Tris·HCl pH
8.0, 0.5M EDTA, 5M NaCl (VWR)) and 2.5-5.0 u/ μl-1 of RNase A added to a
15ml sterile polypropylene tube, mixed to form emulsion and incubated at 37C
for 30 minutes.
After incubation, 0.5ml of NaClO4 was added and the tube mixed gently by
inverting. After addition of 2ml of -20C CHCl3, the mixture was homogenized
by inverting the tube several times, and spun at 3,000rpm for 3 minutes. The
aqueous phase was removed with a cut-off tip 1ml pipette and transferred into a
new 15ml centrifuge tube containing 2ml of 96% ETOH (kept at -20C) and with
the aid of a blocked Pasteur pipette tip (blocked by meting the end tip on a
Bunsen burner), the DNA was swirled away from the solution, collected and
placed into an eppendorf containing 70% ETOH for washing debris away for a
few seconds after which it was placed into a new eppendorf tube, left to air dry for
30 minutes and dissolved in a 50l of TE (10mM Tris·HCl pH 8.5) buffer.

2.2.12 Fungal genomic DNA isolation

The isolation of fungal genomic DNA often starts with the thick cell wall
disruption by mechanical grinding as described above. The preparation of a large
number of samples that are suitable for Southern blotting analysis is rather
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strenuous and time consuming. A procedure that obviates the need for mechanical
grinding extraction have been devised by Scazzicchio (Tilburn et al. 1983) and
successfully applied to the isolation of fungal genomic DNA. This alternative
method enabled the isolation of approximately 100 fungal genomic DNA samples
per day.
An inoculum containing ~103 conidiospores was added to a 5ml screw-cap
polystyrene bijou bottle (Sterilin; VWR International) containing 1ml of liquid
minimal medium, 0.5% [w/v] yeast extract (Fluka) and 1:1000 vitamins was
incubated for 16-20 hours at 37°C in a stationary incubator. Next day the mycelial
mat was collected, excessive medium removed using paper towel and the
squeeze-dried sample was transferred into a 2ml screw cap tube with an O-ring
cap (BioSpec) containing 500μl of breaking buffer (2% [v/v] Triton X-100, 1%
[w/v] SDS, 100mM NaCl (VWR), 10mM Tris·HCl pH 8.0, 1mM EDTA, pH 8.0),
500μl of chlorophorm: isoamyl alcohol (24:1 ratio) and 300μl of 0.5mm
zirconia/silica beads (BioSpec). The cap was tightly closed and inserted into the
Mini-BeadBeater 8 (BioSpec) chamber and homogenized at speed 4.5 for 20
seconds (Please note that the noise level of the Mini-BeadBeader exceeds 85dB).
The tubes were removed, centrifuged at 16,000rpm for 10 minutes at room
temperature then gently the upper aqueous-phase was transferred into a new 1.5ml
micro-centrifuge tube.
Two volumes of ice cold 100% ethanol (kept at -20°C) was added, mixed
and centrifuged at 16,000rpm for 10 minutes to pellet DNA. The supernatant was
decanted and the tubes containing the DNA pellets were rinsed with 70% ethanol.
Most of the 70% ethanol was decanted and the DNA pellets left to dry at room
temperature. The isolated genomic DNA was re-suspended in 50μl of TE (10mM
Tris·HCl pH 8.5) with 2.5 u/μl-1 of RNase A. Between 0.5-1μg of genomic DNA
was used for a 20-50μl PCR reaction and 5-10μg of DNA was used for a
restriction enzyme digestion for Southern blot analyses.

2.2.13 Fungal DNA purification

The kit used was the Dneasy Plant Mini Kit from QIAGEN. An aliquot of
400l of the supplied AP1 buffer (Qiagen) and 20 u/μl-1 of RNase A were added
to a maximum of 100mg of wet weight of fungal tissue and vortexed vigorously.
This mixture was incubated for 10 minutes at 65C and mixed by inverting the
tube every 3 minutes to lyse the cell. 130l of AP2 buffer (Qiagen) was added to
the lysate, mixed and incubated on ice for 5 minutes.
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The lysate was added to the QIAshredder Mini Spin Column placed inside a
2ml collection tube and centrifuged for 2 minutes at 14,000rpm. The flow-through
was transferred to a new tube carefully, without disturbing the cell-debris pellet.
1.5 volumes of the AP3/E buffer (Qiagen) was added to the cleared lysate and
mixed by pipetting. 650l of the mixture, including any precipitate which may
have formed was applied to the Dneasy Mini Spin Column placed inside a 2ml
collection tube, centrifuged for 1 minute at 8,000rpm and the flow-through was
discarded this step was then repeated. The Dneasy Mini Spin Column was re-used
three times for other purification reactions and in order for it to be washed it was
placed in a new 2ml collection tube, 500l AW buffer (Qiagen) was added and
centrifuged for 1 minute at 8,000rpm.

2.3 Organisms

2.3.1 Fungal strain characteristics

The standard A. nidulans wild-type strain (with regard to nitrogen
assimilation) used in this study was T454: nrtA+, nrtB-, yA2, argB2. A single copy
of the wild-type nrtA gene has been integrated at the argB locus of the
transformant T454 which grows on nitrate or nitrite as the sole source of nitrogen.
Two A. nidulans strains were used for genetic transformation (see 2.4
session) (1) strain T110: nrtA747, nrtB110, containing loss-of-function mutations
on both nitrate transporter genes, nrtA- and nrtB-, biA1 (Unkles et al. 2001) and
(2) strain JK1060: nrtA747, nrtB110 (nrtA- and nrtB-), yA2, argB2, pabaA2,
pyroA4. Some T110 and JK1060 transformations were kindly carried out by Dr.
Shiela Unkles please see Appendix 3 for a descriptive list (electronic version).
The strain T454 (nrtA+, nrtB-) was used as positive control and the strain
T110 (nrtA-, nrtB-) as a negative control on phenotypical growth tests, net nitrate
uptake and Western Blotting experiments.
For short-term storage of Aspergillus strains, agar plates were inoculated
with the desired strain containing the appropriate agar medium, supplements and
incubated at 37°C for approximately 7 days. With the aid of sterile needle conidia
were inoculated on a 5ml screw-cap polystyrene bijou bottle containing the
appropriate agar medium, supplements and incubated at 37°C between 2-10 days.
Once inoculated and strains were stored at -4°C for a 1-2 months.
For long-term storage Aspergillus strains of interest were stored in silica,
remaining viable for many years in desiccated environment at -4°C. Conidia
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(~105) from the desired strain were suspended in 1ml of 5% [w/v] Cadbury’s
Marvel milk powder in a sterile 1.5ml eppendorf tube. Approximately 500μl of
this suspension was transferred to a small sterile vial kept on ice containing 60120 micron silica mesh (GFS Chemicals) filled up to approximately 2/3 of the
vial. The silica was then allowed to dry and any lumps disrupted by light shaking
before being stored at -4°C in a desiccated environment provided by depositing
silica beads containing CoCl2 in the bottom of a plastic container that housed the
vials. The hydration/dehydration reaction of CoCl2 is a good moisture indicator as
it turns pink in humid environments. All cultures were tested 7 days and 6
months later on complete medium 1.2% [w/v] agar plates containing 1:1000
vitamins to check viability of strains.

2.3.2 Bacterial Strains
The bacterial strain DH5α (genotype: φ80dlacZΔM15, Δ(lacZYAargF)U169, deoR, endA1, recA1, hsdR17(rk-, mk+), phoA, supE44, λ-, thi-1,
gyrA96, relA1) was used for propagation of all plasmids, sub-cloning and longterm storage of plasmids within E. coli . For long-term storage bacterial E. coli
cells containing single colonies of interest was inoculated in 1ml of LB containing
25% [v/v] glycerol stored at -70°C for until further use.

2.4 Transformations

2.4.1 Bacterial transformation

Bacterial competent cells (Hanahan, 1983) were prepared by inoculating
one single bacterial colony on 10ml LB plate and incubated overnight at 37°C.
The following day, the plate was scraped and inoculated onto a 1L conical flask
containing 200ml LB liquid medium and incubated at 20°C with shaking until
attenuance of OD600 of 0.4-0.6. The cells were transferred to a sterile 500ml
centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 5,000rpm at 4°C for 20 minutes.
The supernatant was discarded, the pellet re-suspended gently in 50ml of
100mM CaCl2 and incubated on ice between 20-60 minutes. The tubes were
centrifuged again at 5,000rpm at 4°C for 5 minutes, the cells re-suspended in
10ml of 100mM CaCl2 and 15% [v/v] glycerol, dispensed into eppendorf tubes
and stored at -70°C. The competent cells (106-107) were used for transformations
with a variable amount of plasmid housing ampicillin as a selectable marker.
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2.4.2 Fungal transformations

Fungal transformation methods used in this study are reviewed in Riach and
Kinghorn (1995); Unkles et al. (2005). The strain T110 (nrtA-, nrtB-) when
transformed with NrtA residue-substituted constructs enabled direct selection of
transformants. T110 is a double mutant that harbours loss-of function mutations in
both nitrate transporter genes and consequently completely fails to grow on
10mM NaNO3 medium thus allowing direct selection of mutant constructs. The
T110 pHELP transformation procedure was performed as described previously
(Unkles et al. 2005) with direct selection for transformants on osmotically
stabilised minimal medium containing 10mM NaNO3 as the sole source of
nitrogen (Figure 2.2).
Conidiospores (5 x 109) from a 9cm petri dish were inoculated into a sterile
Universal Bottle containing 20ml of saline Tween 80 and vortexed. Equal
amounts of conidia suspension were inoculated into 2 x 400ml of minimal media
containing the required supplements. The flasks were kept at -20°C until frozen,
then incubated at 37°C at 250rpm under agitation to avoid clumping for about 6-7
hours until most of the conidia have just germinated or overnight at 25°C.
The germlings were harvested by filtration through a Büchner funnel using
sterile mira-cloth (Merck Chemicals) and washed with refrigerated 500ml of 0.6M
MgCl27H2O. Using a sterile spatula the germlings were suspended in sterile
refrigerated conical flask containing 5ml cold Osmotic Medium (OSMO) (1.2M
MgSO4 (Fisher), 1ml of 1M NaOP (BDH) pH 7.0, brought to pH 5.8 with 0.2M
Na2HPO4 (BDH)) and incubated on ice. For the formation of protoplasts 0.001%
[w/v] of Glucanex® (Novo Nordisk) dissolved in 1ml of OSMO and 1.2% [w/v]
Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) dissolved in 250l of OSMO were added to the
flask and incubated at 60-70rpm at 30°C for 3.5 hours.
Formation

of

protoplasts

was

monitored

microscopically

(Finlay

Microvision Co. Ltd, London) after incubation. The suspension was divided in
two sterile 30ml Corex tubes. With the aid of a 10ml glass pipette and a black
bulb dropper an approximate equal volume of trapping buffer was carefully
layered over the digested suspension. This step was carried out slowly to avoid
mixing of layers. After balancing the tubes protoplasts were separated from
mycelial debris by centrifugation at 4°C at 5,000rpm for 20 minutes. Mycelial
debris formed a pellet at the bottom of the Corex tube whilst the protoplasts
remained in suspension (protoplasts formed a cloudy-white band).
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Using a sterile Pasteur pipette protoplasts was transferred into two sterile
Corex tubes kept on ice and 15-20ml of cold 1X (STC) Sorbitol Tris Calcium
(1.2M sorbitol, 10mM Tris·HCl pH 7.5, 10mM CaCl2) was used to wash
protoplast followed by centrifugation at 7,000rpm at 4°C for 5 minutes.
Protoplasts were suspended using an appropriate volume of 1X STC (depending
on the number of different transforming DNA used). The transforming DNA was
a mixture of 5µg of the DNA containing the desired mutation with 1µg pHELP, a
plasmid which promotes autonomous replication by greatly enhancing
transformation frequencies of co-transformed plasmids in A. nidulans (Unkles et
al. 1997). Plates were incubated at 37°C in the inverted position to avoid
condensation between 4-5days. This method was carried out at least twice for
each construct containing the desired mutation.

Figure 2.2 Direct selection of transformants example

A

B

C

D

(A) K388 L construct illustrating complementation to 10mM NaNO3; (B)
N459A construct illustrating non-complementation to 10mM NaNO3; (C)
V5TAGPMUT/6 DNA from a wild-type strain (nrtB+, nrtB-) containing a
coding sequence in pmut with a V5 tag used as a positive control; and (D)
TE buffer used as a negative control instead of transforming DNA

After nitrate-utilizing T110 strains containing the desired mutation were
identified, an indirect selection approach was carried out to obtain a single copy
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integration of NrtA constructs targeted to the argB locus (Riach and Kinghorn
1995 and reference therein). The strain JK1060 (nrtA-, nrtB-, yA2, argB2, pabaA2,
pyroA4) was used for a second transformation strategy. JK1060 is an arginine
auxotrophic strain harbouring argB2, a selection marker that allows independent
identification of transformants. The transformation was carried out the same way
as T110 described above.

Arginine prototrophs were selected for nitrate

utilization on agar minimal medium containing 5mM NH4+ tartrate (Figure 2.3).
Transformants that grew on minimal medium containing 5mM NH4+ tartrate (no
arginine) were tested in 10mM NaNO3 and 100mM NaNO3. The strain PiJ16
containing the argB2 gene was used as a positive control and TE buffer was used
as a negative control instead of transformant DNA. The identification of strains
containing single-copy gene integration was carried out using Southern Blot
analysis.

Figure 2.3 Indirect selection of transformants example

Arginine prototrophs for Y323Q construct on the right selected on agar
minimal medium with 10mM NaNO3 and the negative control on the left

2.5 Southern Blotting

Southern blotting was used to check whether the mutant strains had a single
copy gene at the argB locus.

DNA of selected strains was isolated from

transformed mycelia. The genomic DNA 10μg was digested with 10 u/μl-1 of
BamHI (New England Biolabs) in a 30μl reaction volume overnight at a 37°C and
separated by gel electrophoresis at 20V overnight. The agarose gel containing the
DNA to be blotted was photographed; the top right corner of the gel cut for
orientation and a model with the equivalent size of the gel was made using a thick
plastic sheet.
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The gel was placed into a glass container containing 0.25M HCL and left in
a shaker for 20 minutes for DNA depurination. The gel was washed in dH2O and
agitated for 30 minutes in a denaturing solution (0.5M NaOH, 1.5M NaCl
(VWR)) required for separation of the two strands, enabling hybridisation to a
radiolabelled probe. The gel was washed with dH2O and agitated for a further 30
minutes in the neutralising solution (0.5M Tris·HCl pH7.4, 3M NaCl (VWR)).
In a glass container 500ml of 20X saline-(tri) sodium citrate (SSC) (3M
NaCl, 300mM (tri)sodium citrate pH7.0) was poured and a small glass or plastic
tray was placed in the centre, covered by two pieces of Whatman No.1 (3mm)
paper pre-soaked on 20X SSC. The gel was carefully placed on top of the filter
papers with the top right hand corner cut off for orientation. Parafilm strips were
placed around the edge of the gel to prevent paper filters dangling in the reservoir.
A piece of nylon membrane (GE Healthcare) was cut using the plastic
model of exact size of the gel and placed carefully on top of the gel avoiding
bubbles. Three pieces of Whatman No.1 (3mm) papers pre-soaked on 20X SSC
and three pieces of dried paper were placed on top of gel. A pile of dried paper
towels were cut approximately to the same size of gel and stacked on top of this
assemblage with a weight on top. The blot was left to stand overnight. Next day
after dismantling the assembly, the membrane was allowed to air dry and UV
auto-crosslinked to fix the DNA (Spectrolinker XL-1500 UV Crosslinker).
For labelling, random sequence hexanucleotides were used to prime DNA
synthesis catalysed by E.coli DNA polymerase I (Klenow Fragment) (Promega) in
the presence of dNTPs and α-32p dCTP (Biomedicals). 50ng of the DNA to be
labelled was added to an eppendorf containing 36μl of sterile dH2O, boiled for 10
minutes and placed on ice. To synthesize
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P-labelled copies of both DNA

strands, 10μl of buffer (supplied by Promega), 1μl of 5 u/μl-1 Klenow and 2.5μl of
α-32p dCTP (Biomedicals) was added to the denatured DNA. The reaction was
incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes.
In order to separate the labelled DNA fragment from the unincorporated
nucleotides the reaction mix was run through a Nick column, comprising
Sephadex G-50 DNA grade (GE Healthcare). The Nick column was equilibrated
with 1ml of TE (10mM Tris·HCl pH 8.5) buffer before adding the DNA. The
ideal specificity activity of each labelled DNA probe is 1.5x107dpm/μl-1. Labelled
DNA which moves faster than the unincorporated nucleotides was collected at the
bottom, in a sterile eppendorf tube. The radioactivity of the labelled probe was
measured using a Geiger counter. TE was added to the Nick column until
radioactivity was removed.
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The labelled probe was denatured by boiling for 10 minutes before being
placed on ice and added to the hybridisation buffer. The blots were pre-hybridised
for a period .of 4-6 hours in a solution consisting of 5X.sodium.chloridesodium.phosphate-EDTA (SSPE) (3.6M NaCl, 0.2M NaH2PO42H2O, 0.02M
EDTA, pH 8.0, 0.5M EDTA, pH 8.0), 6% [v/v] Polyethylene glycol (PEG) 6000,
0.5% [w/v] Cadbury Marvel milk powder, 1% [w/v] SDS, 0.1% [w/v] Na2P4O7
and 250μm ml-1 of denatured herring sperm DNA. PEG was added to increase the
rate of hybridisation by concentrating the probe. Nucleic acids are excluded from
the volume of the solution occupied by the polymer. Typically 20ml of the
solution was added to a 12 x 11cm filter pre-soaked in dH2O and placed inside a
plastic container.
For a stringent hybridisation the incubation was carried out at 65°C. After
boiling, the labelled probe was poured into the pre-hybridisation buffer.
Generally, hybridisation took place overnight. Next day the membranes were
washed with 5X SSC containing 0.1% [w/v] SDS for 30 minutes and incubated at
65°C, then washed with 3X SSC containing 0.1% [w/v] SDS for further 30
minutes and lastly with 3X SSC(-SDS) for another 30 minutes to remove residual
SDS.
Any remaining radioactivity within the membrane was checked with a
Geiger counter. If counting was higher than ambient background radiation the
washing procedure was repeated. The membranes were sealed in a plastic bag,
exposed to a phosphorous screen (Kodak Imaging Screen K) overnight, analysed
next day on a Bio-Rad Molecular Imager FX (Molecular Dynamics) and
visualised using the software Quantity One.

2.6 Net Nitrate Uptake Assay
Conidiospores (2.5 x 109) from a 9cm petri dish were inoculated into a
sterile UB containing 20ml of saline Tween 80 and vortexed. The spores
suspension was poured into a 1L flask containing 200ml of minimal medium,
5mM urea and 1:1000 vitamins incubated at 37C at 250rpm for 4h 50 minutes
when 2ml of 1M NaNO3 was added for a further 100 minutes for induction of the
nitrate assimilation pathway. Nitrate uptake by A. nidulans was estimated as nmol
of nitrate depletion from the medium per mg dry weight (DW) per minute (results
are expressed nmol mg-1 DW min-1).
Nitrate assays were done as previously described by Unkles et al. (2004a).
The measurements of nitrate transport system was carried out in growing mycelia
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(previously washed in nitrate-free medium) in minimal medium containing
500μM of NaNO3. 50ml of the medium containing mycelia were filtered rapidly
through a cellulose acetate filter (GE Healthcare), washed with 4 X 50ml
nitrogen-free minimal medium containing 1:1000 vitamins pre-warmed to 37C.
The mycelia were kept suspended each time a 50ml wash was added. The filter
containing mycelia was placed in a 250ml flask containing 50ml pre-warmed
(37C) minimal medium, 1:1000 vitamins and 500μM of NaNO3.
The flask was gently swirled to free entrapped mycelia from the membrane.
A 3ml aliquot was immediately taken and filtered rapidly whilst the 250ml flask
was placed in a shaker at 37C 250rpm. This filtrate was the zero-time sample to
which 950μl 5 % [v/v] HClO4 was added to stop the reaction. The culture was
incubated for 20 minutes precisely. A 3ml sample was removed and processed
just as the zero-time sample. Therefore the zero sample and 20 minute sample
were taken from the same flask. Once in HClO4, the samples could be stored at
4C overnight before reading the OD at 204 nm.
After 20 minutes of incubation, the amount of NaNO3 remaining in the
assay medium was determined and subtracted from the initial amount of nitrate.
The value obtained represents the amount of nitrate which had been taken up by
the mycelia (rate of the transport system) and is expressed as nanomoles of nitrate
per minute mg dry weight of mycelia per hour. 50ml aliquots of the mycelia were
harvested by vacuum filtration through pre-weighed filter making sure mycelia
was well suspended before taking the aliquot. Filters used were made of cellulose
nitrate, cellulose acetate, nylon (GE Healthcare) or glass fibre (Millipore). The
filter containing the mycelia was dried at 70C overnight and the dry weight was
estimated next day (mg mycelium/ml). Nitrate uptake was estimated by the
depletion of nitrate from media. All experiments were repeated at least three times
and the absorbance was read at OD204 nm.
2.7 Net Nitrate Uptake Assays Kinetic Determination
Nitrate uptake by A. nidulans was estimated as nmol of nitrate depletion
from the medium .per mg dry weight (DW) per minute (results were expressed
nmol mg-1 DW min1). Net nitrate transport was carried out as previously described
by Brownlee and Arst (1983). Conidiospores (5 x 109) from a 9cm petri dish were
inoculated into a sterile UB containing 20ml of saline Tween 80 and vortexed.
The spores suspension was poured into a 1L flask containing 400ml of minimal
medium, 5mM urea and 1:1000 vitamins incubated at 37C at 250rpm for 4h 50
minutes when 4ml of 1M NaNO3 was added for a further 100 minutes for
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induction of the nitrate assimilation pathway. Seven 250ml flasks containing 50ml
pre-warmed (37C) minimal medium, 1:1000 vitamins and the following
concentrations of NaNO3 (50μM, 75μM, 100μM, 300μM, 500μM, 700μM and
1000μM). The nitrate assay was carried out the same way as described in session
2.7 (above) except that the culture was incubated for 20 minutes for the higher
concentrations range 100μM-1000μM and 5 minutes for the lower concentrations
50μM and 75μM.
2.8 Uptake Assay using the tracer 13NO3Approximately 5 x 109 viable conidiospores from a 9cm petri dish were
inoculated into a sterile UB containing 20ml of saline Tween 80 and vortexed.
This suspension was poured into 2 x 200ml minimal medium containing 5mM
urea and 1:1000 vitamins in a 1L flask which was incubated at 37C at 250rpm
for 4h 50min when 10mM NaNO3 was added for a further 100 minutes for
induction of the nitrate assimilation pathway. The conidia were harvested by
filtration through a Büchner funnel using sterile mira-cloth (Merck Chemicals),
washed with pre-warmed (37C) nitrate-free medium containing 1:1000 vitamins
and placed in a 1L flask containing 530ml minimal medium and 1:1000 vitamins
which 60ml was then aliquoted into 7 x 250ml flasks kept in the 37C water bath
at 60-70rpm. Three 30ml samples were filtered and dried overnight to estimate
dry mycelia weights.
A NaNO3 concentration range from 10μM-250μM was used as described by
Unkles et al. (2004a) from a 10mM or 100mM stock of NaNO3 and 3ml of 13NO3were added to a 250ml flask containing minimal medium and 1:1000 vitamins
kept in the 37C water bath at 60-70rpm. Immediately after adding the desired
concentration of NaNO3 and tracer 5 x 5 ml aliquots from the desired
concentration of NaNO3 were filtered rapidly through glass fibre filter (Whatman,
Canada) at zero-time and repeated 5 minutes later. Each sample was washed with
200ml of non-labelled medium at 37°C containing 200μM NaNO 3 to prevent
unabsorbed

13

NO3- adhering to the cell wall (samples were taken to confirm

effectiveness of the washing process). The generation and purification of the
short-lived nitrate tracer

13

NO3- (t1/2=10 minutes) was undertaken by proton

irradiation of water at the University of British Columbia TRIUMF cyclotron
facility (Vancouver, Canada). Labelled filters were counted as described by
Unkles et al. (2001) and elutes counted to detect tracer leaving from mycelia.
Each labelled filter was placed inside a scintillation vial and the
accumulated radioactivity checked by gamma counting in a Canberra Packard
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Gamma Counter. Values for influx are estimated as nmol of nitrate per mg of dry
weight (DW) of mycelia per hour (nmol mg-1 DW h-1). For each transformant a
completely independent experiment was undertaken twice with virtually identical
results. All calculations of influx and half-lives of cytoplasmic exchange are as
described in Unkles et al. (2001).

2.9 Sequencing, alignments and computational methods

2.9.1 DNA Sequencing

DNA sequencing of plasmid DNA, PCR products and sequencing primer
were submitted to The Sequencing Service, University of Dundee until 2007.
Thereafter all DNA samples and sequencing primers were submitted to Macrogen
Inc. (Gasan-dong, Seoul- Korea; URL:[http://dna.macrogen.com/eng/]).
All DNA sequences have been checked using Sequencher® for the desired
mutation and no undesired additional mutations, also double-checked by
colleagues and recorded in a book containing all the laboratory sequences (the
book is kept by Dr. James Kinghorn) for quality control. Electronic files
containing the sequences were also saved in the laboratory shared computer and
in an external USB key.

2.9.2 Computational Methods

Homology is a key biology concept introduced pre-Darwinian time and
currently plays a significant role in molecular biology especially in terms of
protein sequence analysis (Brigandt and Griffiths 2007). An homologous
sequence analysis were generated for this study using BLAST (Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool; Pearson and Lipman 1988) which is undoubtedly the
most heavily used search and alignment tool in the public domain today. BLAST
was used to find regions of similarity between sequences by comparing protein
sequences against the PDB database also automatically calculate the statistical
biological significance of matches. BLAST from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and FASTA (Altschul et al. 1990)
programmes were used to perform sequence homology search and obtain multiple
sequence alignment. Protein sequences in a FASTA format were retrieved using
UniProtKB protein database from the Universal Protein Resource (UniProt).
UniProtKB knowledgebase is managed by Swiss-Prot which is manually
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annotated and reviewed as opposed to TrEMBL which despite being
automatically annotated is not reviewed (Jain et al. 2009).
Sequences retrieval was followed by screening of best homologous
sequences. NrtA which was the target protein sequence was blasted using
BLASTP across the PDB database to obtain the most suitable structures on the
basis of identity, alignment scores, similarity, expectation values and sequence
redundancy. Sequences were compiled in a Word Windows XP document and
used as needed. The main sequences used were NrtA accession number (P22152)
and NrtB (Q8X193). The same method was used to obtain A. thaliana’s lowaffinity nitrate transporter sequences AtNRT 1.1 (Q05085); AtNRT 1.2
(Q8H157); AtNRT 1.3 (Q9LVE0); AtNRT 1.4 (Q9SZY4); AtNRT 1.5
(Q9LQL2); AtNRT 1.6 (Q9LFX9); AtNRT 1.7 (Q8RX77); AtNRT 1.8
(Q8GXN2) and the high-affinity nitrate tranporters AtNRT 2.1(O82811); AtNRT
2.2 (Q9LMZ9); AtNRT 2.3 (Q9FJH7); AtNRT 2.4 (Q9FJH8); AtNRT 2.5
(Q9LPV5); AtNRT 2.6 (Q9LXH0) ; AtNRT 2.7 (Q9LYK2). Other sequences that
were used extensively for computational comparison analysis were the
structurally determined MFS proteins obtained as described above: Lactose
permease (LacY) (P02920); Glycerol-3-phosphate transporter (GlpT) (P08194);
Oxalate:formate antiporter (OxlT) (Q51330); and Tetracycline resistance protein,
class B (TetA) (P02980) and the PDB coordinates used for superimposition of
proteins using Pymol (DeLano 2002) were LacY (1PV6); GlpT (1PW4); OxlT
(1ZC7) and TetA (2CFP). The sequences used for the main alignment (694
sequences) where the conservation parameters for all residues studied were
calculated can be found at Appendix 1 (electronic version), which contains the
name of protein/gene locus, organism and accession number details.
Multiple sequences alignments were viewed using UniProt knowledgebase
for <400 sequences alignment and for a greater alignment >500 sequences
MAFFT (Katoh 2009) a highly accurate multiple alignment tool version FFT-NS2 was used as the main sequence alignment generated for this study had >200
sequences (in total 694). The alignment was then ready for viewing and editing
using BioEdit (Hall 1999), a biological sequence alignment editor that enables
MAFFT sequence view. Please note that for this study sequences used were not
edited, BioEdit was used to calculate the percentage of conservation amongst the
residues analysed in this study across 694 sequences. NetSurfP 1.0 (Petersen et al.
2009) was used to obtain NrtA and NrtB surface accessibility and secondary
structure predictions, in the form of a Z-score.
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PSIPREDView was used for NrtA and NrtB secondary structure prediction
based on position-specific scoring matrices (Jones 1999; McGuffin et al. 2000).
TM predictions were carried out by TMpred (Hofmann and Stoffel 1993),
HMMTOP (Tusnady and Simon 2001) and TMHMM2 2.0 (Krogh et al. 2001)
which reliably predicts the localization and orientation of individual TM helices.
All of these programs predicted NrtA and NrtB with 12 TM helices with Nterminus and C-terminus. The POLYVIEW 2D (Porollo et al. 2007) protein
structure visualization was used to generate amino acid sequence annotations,
such as relative solvent accessibility, evolutionary conservation, and physicochemical property profiles.
HeliQuest (Jones 1999) was used to plot helical wheels from α-helix
sequences. The sequence submitted to HeliQuest was analysed by the TM
prediction tools described above, after confirmation of their helical nature a
sequence containing 18 amino acids was submitted and a complete helical wheel
analysis was displayed for each segment. The mean hydrophobicity and
hydrophobic moment was automatically generated as well as statistics on its
composition (Jones 1999). With appropriate screening parameters e.g. secondary
structure prediction, localization and orientation of individual TM helices which
were carried out before the HeliQuest analysis, the accuracy of the identification
of TM segments helix wheel characteristics are thought to be maximized (Jones
1999).
All proposed 3D structures were generated for visual representation relevant
for this study; the respective software and methods used are indicated at the
legend of each figure. In general, to render 3D images of macromolecular
structures, PyMOL (DeLano 2002), Rasmol (Sayle and Milner-White 1995) and
RasMol 2.7.3 version (Bernstein 2000) were used. Raw data and calculations
were analysed using Excel Windows XP, Origin 40, SPSS 17.0 and Graph Pad
Prism™ 5.0. The kinetic parameters were calculated by nonlinear regression and
Michaelis-Menten analyses. All the raw data and computational analysis can be
found at the Appendix 4 and 5 (electronic version), respectively.
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CHAPTER 3:
The use of alanine scanning mutagenesis on NrtA 2 nd Nitrate Signature

3.1 General Introduction

The aim of this study was to determine the role of highly conserved residues on
TM11 in transporting nitrate across NrtA. There are two highly conserved domains
found within the NrtA permease located at TM5 and TM11, respectively. These
residue sections are known as the nitrate signatures (Kinghorn et al. 2005), which
occur twice within NrtA, the first located in TM5 and the other at TM11. A group of
highly conserved residues (G448, G452, G455, G458, G461, N459) and less conserved
residues (G456, F457, L460, G462) present in the second nitrate signature was targeted for
a function-structure analysis.
All mutant strains have been transformed into A. nidulans and analysed
phenotypically. The strains were obtained by indirect selection transformation and
harboured a single-copy gene integrated at the argB locus. The biochemical analysis of
mutant strains indicates that some of these substitutions significantly changed the
catalytic properties of NrtA’s ability to transport nitrate. The vast majority of the
mutant strains (G448A, G452A, G455A, G456A, F457A, F457G, F457M, G458A, L460A, L460F,
G462A) tolerated substitutions and grew well on nitrate, except G461A which exhibited
negligible growth rates, while mutations at positions N459A and N459D resulted in
strains that failed to grow on nitrate.
3.1.1 Importance of Alanine Scanning Strategy

Alanine scanning mutagenesis is a fast, simple and effective method used to
identify amino acids that could play important roles in the structure and function of
proteins. It has been successfully used by altering the codon sequence, using standard
site-directed mutagenesis methods, where particular amino acids are replaced by
alanine (Lefevre et al. 1997; Morrison and Weiss 2001). Alanine scanning mutagenesis
is an approach widely used as it eliminates the side-chain beyond the β-carbon without
altering the main-chain conformation of proteins as would proline or glycine. Also
alanine substitution does not impose extreme electrostatic interaction or steric
hindrance (Cunningham and Wells 1989; Ashkenazi et al. 1990; Giesman-Cookmeyer
and Lommel 1993; Hong et al. 2004)
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3.1.2 Glycine and Alanine Characteristics

Glycine has only one hydrogen atom as a side-chain, a feature that renders
glycine greater conformational flexibility and internal rotation into the α-helix
backbone than other amino acids. Additionally, glycine is the second most commonly
found amino acid in proteins and acts as a precursor to proteins, also glycine is the
building block to numerous natural products (Hames and Hooper 2005) and according
to the Expasy Protparam (Gasteiger et al. 1995) analysis tool, 9.5% of all residues in
NrtA are glycine. These small residues are characterised as secondary structure
breakers linking up secondary structure segments, forming turns and breaks as a result
it introduces conformational flexibility in protein α-helices (Berg et al. 2002).
Additionally to this unique role of offering particular structural features to proteins,
glycine can play a role in substrate binding, which has been observed by Digby et al.
(2005) study of conserved glycine-rich consensus sequences effect on ATP binding to
the P2X1 receptor channel.
Replacement with alanine eliminates all side-chain atoms, leaving the β-carbon
with a simple structure. The role of a glycine side-chain functional group can be
analysed as alanine side-chain lacks the unusual backbone dihedral angle (Betts and
Russel 2003). There have been several studies aimed at the functional and structural
role of glycine on proteins, for instance, important glycine residues form part of the
photoreceptor rhodopsin binding pocket and interact directly with the ligand (Han et
al. 1997); conserved sequence motifs rich in glycine including the more complex
glycine-zipper motifs have been shown to mediate helix-helix packing interaction in
EmrE, a multidrug transporter (Russ and Engelman 2000). Over the past decades
several studies have shown that glycine can confer conformational flexibility to the
proton-coupled protein, LacY (Weinglass et al. 2001) and are essential for the
conformational switch mechanism in GAT-1, a neurotransmitter transporter (Kanner
and Zomot 2008). Also certain glycine residues can act as a gating hinge in potassium
channels (Nagaoka et al. 2008).
The aim of this study is to examine the effect on nitrate transport when alanine
replacement introduces a methyl group (–CH3). Despite the aliphatic nature of alanine
side-chain replacement of a glycine residue by alanine should not cause steric
hindrance as these two residues are similarly small in size (Berg et al. 2002).
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3.1.3 Gene Duplication

Gene duplication events play a major role in evolution, for instance, it is thought
that the whole S. cerevisiae genome was duplicated ca. 100 million years ago (Kellis et
al. 2004). Recent studies have shown that genome duplication and gene specialisation
have been the main driving force behind A. thaliana adaptive evolution and diversity
(Flagel and Wendel 2009). In view of A. thaliana diversification example, which has
led to divergent functions, is postulated that the same occurred in fungi (Orsel et al.
2002b). The NRT2 phylogeny shown by Slot et al. (2007) proposed that at least 3 gene
duplication events could have occurred in fungi and suggested that one of these events
took place prior to the diversification of Aspergillus with several species preserving
both paralogous genes. Proteins are thought to have evolved from gene duplication
events which are believed to have occurred early in the evolution of MFS proteins (Pao
et al. 1998). Henderson and Maiden (1990) were the first to observe an initial sequence
motif (RxGRR), which is commonly found in several MFS proteins. This motif was
suggested to form a β-turn connecting neighbouring TMs between TM2 and TM3.
Successive studies have shown that this motif occurs twice in MFS proteins, once
between TM2 and TM3 putative cytosolic loop and a less conserved one located at the
other half of the protein between TM8 and TM9. The stretch (GxxxDxxGxR) is
closely related to the motif (Gxxx(D/N)(R/K)xGRR/K) which is a highly conserved
unique feature of MFS proteins (Montanini et al. 2006). This motif is ubiquitously
conserved across MFS proteins present even within MFS members that display
extensive sequence variance (Pao et al. 1998). Like other MFS, this pattern is also
observed in NrtA (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Section of the proposed 2D structure of NrtA (Kinghorn et al. 2005)
illustrating two conserved regions similar to the ones found ubiquitously in all
MFS proteins
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In accordance with other MFS transporters, this figure illustrates the motif
regions (in dashed-yellow lines) location on a section of NrtA proposed 2D
structure (Kinghorn et al. 2005). The first highly conserved motif
(GxxxDxxGxR) located at the loop between TM2-TM3 and the second
(GxxxDxxxRK), less conserved at TM8-TM9. Red highlighted residues indicate
80-90% conservation in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes, whereas green residues
indicate 70-80% conservation. The conservation parameter was based on a 694
multiple alignment sequence using MAFFT (Katoh 2009) and the diagram
generated using SmartDraw (trial version).

Some of the MFS transporter proteins crystallised LacY, GlpT, OxlT, TetA and
EmrD, share at best 20% of overall sequence identity. However, these proteins have a
similar 12TM structure despite evolving local structural characteristics and significant
deviations. Nevertheless, the cytoplasmic halves of TM2 and TM3 of LacY, GlpT and
EmrD when superimposed show a well-conserved and structural resemblance of one
another, specifically, the GxxD(R/K) consensus motif which is remarkably similar in
all these three proteins (Hakizimana et al. 2008). There have been several biochemical
and structural studies performed to elucidate the molecular mechanism of MFS
transporter proteins process such as the study on LacY which suggested this motif is
important in maintaining the global shape whilst promoting conformational changes
(Abramson et al. 2004). In addition to LacY, various determined 3D structures and
biochemical analysis from MFS proteins suggested a similar general architecture of the
12TMs and conserved motifs. Conserved motifs are also observed in NrtA in addition
to an extensive 93-residues central loop, located between TM6-TM7, which is
substantially smaller in equivalent plant proteins which contains about 32-residues
(Kinghorn et al. 2005). Another feature of NrtA is the presence of two highly
conserved consensus sequences in TM5 and TM11, respectively referred to as nitrate
signatures (Kinghorn et al. 2005).

3.1.4 Nitrate Signature (NS)

MFS proteins share low sequence homology except for the conserved signature
sequences motifs found at corresponding positions (Maiden et al. 1987). Duplicated
signature motifs suggest a common ancestry for the MFS proteins (Law et al. 2008).
Moreover, early studies have suggested that a highly conserved nitrate signature motif
similar to the one in NrtA TM5 also can be found in the E. coli NarK protein and it
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was also proposed as a signature motif for the NRT2 family (Trueman et al. 1996).
The first nitrate signature motif in NrtA on TM5 shares a similar sequence to TM11
the second nitrate signature both occurring in other MFS proteins indicating an early
domain duplication event in the evolution of MFS family members resulting in the
internal duplication of a 6TMs sequence (Pao et al. 1998; Taylor and Raes 2004).
NrtA share two structural features found in three other fungal NRT2 proteins,
two from A. nidulans (Unkles et al. 1991) and one from H. polymorpha but are not
found in other eukaryotic members of the family (Forde 2000). These two features are
a very short C-terminal tail at the end of the TM12 and a long putative cytoplasmic
loop between TM5 and TM7. This loop contains extra 61 amino acids in fungi in
comparison to plants. It contains a potential protein kinase C phosphorylation site
(S/Tx R/K) but are not found in equivalent plant polypeptides signature motif located
at TM5 (GW/LGNM/AG) (Jargeat et al. 2003). This is considered a distinctive feature
of high-affinity nitrate transporters as described by Forde (2000) and Kinghorn et al.
(2005). These highly conserved motifs despite being present in all nitrate transporters,
are absent in other classes of MFS proteins (Trueman et al. 1996; Forde 2000). These
motifs present in all nitrate transporters are the first signature A-A-G-L-G-N-A-G-GG, and the second signature G-I-V-S-G-M-V-G-G-F-G-N-L-G-G-I, in bold are the
residues studied and in grey are the nitrate signatures (Kinghorn unpublished data)
(Figure 3.2).
Alanine scanning mutagenesis was a method applied to analyse the first nitrate
signature of NrtA on TM5 by Dr. Vicki Symmington (personal communication). The
main objective was to alter the highly conserved first nitrate signature residues G165,
L166, G167, N168, G170, G171, G172 as well as G157, N160 by alanine then by other physicochemically different residues. Site-directed mutagenesis was used to determine the
role of eight residues (six present in the first nitrate signature and two nearby) in the
transport of nitrate through NrtA. Most alterations proved to be highly disruptive on
NrtA ability to transport nitrate efficiently as ten single mutations (G157A, G165A,
G167A, N168A/S/L/Y, G170A/N and G172A) did not tolerate the changes, drastically
disabling the function of this protein in transporting nitrate. Therefore, it was assumed
that these six residues are structurally and functionally crucial for nitrate uptake.
Protein expression levels were negligible or substantially reduced. This result indicated
that replacements of these residues are deleterious as no transport activity was
observed on TM5 mutant strains. The few mutants that expressed reduced growth did
not demonstrate any significant nitrate uptake on net nitrate uptake assays. The G171A
mutant tolerated the substitution but showed negligible levels of nitrate uptake,
implying that highly conserved residue is critical for these biological functions. The
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mutants L166A/F/T/W and N160A exhibited a quite different pattern as these mutants
tolerated substitutions and biochemical analysis showed moderate nitrate uptake
activity in comparison with the wild type (Dr. Symmington personal communication).
These results suggested that these two residues are not crucial for the transport of
nitrate. The overall findings of the first nitrate signature investigation indicated that
some residues play a crucial role in the function and structure of NrtA.

Figure 3.2 Proposed 3D model of NrtA illustrating its opposing nitrate
signatures
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This illustration shows a schematic 3D structure of TM5 indicated in orange and
TM11 in red with its corresponding residues encased in a 2D format, ribbons are
viewed parallel to the membrane. This diagram was constructed using Pymol
(DeLano 2002) based on NrtA FASTA sequence (Swiss-Prot code P22152) and
modified using SmartDraw (trial version).

According to a POLYVIEW 2D (Porollo et al. 2004; Porollo and Meller 2007)
analysis of NrtA, the second nitrate signature is completely buried into the protein as
well as the residues present in the first nitrate signature with exception of N168 and
G171 which are partially embedded. Usually, residues embedded in the core of the
protein tend to be more conserved than exposed ones (Von Heijne 1994). Most
alterations carried out were of highly conserved residues based on the result of a
multiple homologue sequence alignment. The residue conservation parameter has the
potential to reveal the importance of a given residue from a structural and/or
functional point of view. The exact percentages of conservation of residues present in
the second nitrate signature were calculated based on a multiple alignment using 694
homologue sequences (Appendix 1 – see electronic version).
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Table 3.1 Residues in the second nitrate signature conservation percentages
Residue position

Percentage
(%)
90
87
82
11
6
87
70
47
83
61

G448
G452
G455
G456
F457
G458
N459
L460
G461
G462

Exact percentages of the second nitrate signature residues conservation
parameter obtained by a comparison amongst 694 eukaryotes and prokaryotes
homologue sequences. Highly conserved residues (>80%) are indicated in bold.

The chemical mutagenesis study by Unkles et al. (2004b) suggested a functional
interplay between N459 present in the second nitrate signature (TM11) and R87 (TM2)
suggesting that both residues are likely to be positioned within the binding site of
NrtA. Kinetic analysis of R87 revealed that this residue plays an important role in
substrate affinity. Altogether the result of Unkles et al. (2004b), the study on the first
nitrate structure carried out by Dr. Symmington (personal communication) and the
result obtained on this study of the second nitrate signature have the potential to
illustrate the role and importance of these highly conserved signature motifs. The aim
of this study is to gain information regarding the role of highly conserved residues that
compose the second nitrate signature motif (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3 Proposed 3D model of NrtA illustrating the residues analysed
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Legend on the next page
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This is a schematic speculative 3D structure of NrtA. The α-helices are rendered
as transparent green ribbons. All glycine residues (G448, G452, G455, G456, G458,
G461, G462) side-chains are marked in red, F457 in blue, N459 in black and L460 in
yellow. This image is viewed parallel to the membrane and was generated using
Pymol (DeLano 2002) based on NrtA FASTA sequence (Swiss-Prot code
P22152).

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Residue Replacements

Site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce the mutations indicated in Table
3.2. Following direct assessment of T110 transformants on 10mM NaNO3 medium
with plasmid constructs containing the desired mutation, strains were obtained by
indirect selection transformation of JK1060. Southern blotting was carried out to
verify whether these strains harboured a single-copy gene integrated at the argB locus.
Nitrate-utilizing transformants have been phenotypically analysed to assess the impact
the desired alterations had on mutant strains (Figure 3.4).
No reduction of growth was observed in all glycine substitutions (G452A, G455A,
G456A, G458A and G462A) except at position 461 where a negligible growth rate was
observed. This substitution suggested a potential loss of nitrate transport resulting in a
serious biochemical effect. When the bulky, aromatic, hydrophobic and non-polar
residue F457 was replaced by glycine, a smaller, hydrophilic but equally non-polar
residue, its corresponding strain was able to grow on nitrate as well as the wild-type.
Similarly, when F457 was replaced by an equally bulky residue, methionine no
reduction in growth was observed in comparison to the wild-type. The substitution of a
leucine at position 460 to a bulky and aromatic phenylalanine led to a strain able to
grow on nitrate as well as the wild-type, also observed on the mutational change by
alanine, a smaller residue. In contrast, when the hydrophilic asparagine at position 459
was substituted to an alanine and aspartate, it resulted in strains that failed to grow on
nitrate. This loss of biochemical function suggests a loss of nitrate transport and
therefore no net nitrate uptake assays was carried out on these mutants. Chlorate
toxicity tests revealed that all mutant strains are highly resistant to the toxicity of
150mM ClO-3. Except the mutant strain F457M which was slightly sensitive to chlorate
(Table.3.2).………………………………………………….…………………………
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Table 3.2 Description of mutant strain with codon changes, net nitrate uptake and phenotypical test.
Mutant Transformant

WT
∆nrtA
G448A
G452A
G455A
G456A
F457A
G458A
N459A
L460A
G461A
G462A
F457G
F457M
N459D
L460F

No.

Codon Change Side Chain
Alteration

T454
T110
1103
3033
2656
2761
4661
10
1304A
4568
42
2676
1334
1832
1177
1379

N/A
∆
GGG→GCC
GGC→GCC
GGT→GCT
GGA→GCC
TTC→GCC
GGG→GCC
AAC→GCT
CTC→GCC
GGC→GCC
GGT→GCT
TTC→GGC
TTC→ATG
AAC→GAC
CTC→TTC

N/A
N/A
conservative
conservative
conservative
conservative
volume reduction
conservative
volume reduction
volume reduction
conservative
conservative
volume reduction
volume reduction
gain of charge
volume increase

Phenotypical Growth Tests Uptake
nmol mg-1 DW min-1
100mM 100mM 150mM
NaNO3 NaNO3 ClO-3
37°C
25°C
37°C
+++
+++
+++
13.0 ±2.1
0.0 ±0.8
++
++
+++
7.4 ±0.7
++
++
+++
5.9 ±0.3
++
++
+++
3.4 ±0.1
++
++
+++
1.3 ±0.3
+++
+++
+++
10.2±0.8
+
+
+++
5.4 ±0.5
+++
N/A
++
++
+++
4.2±0.2
-/+
-/+
+++
0.2 ±0.4
+++
+++
+++
2.9 ±0.3
++
++
+++
0.7 ±0.3
+++
+++
++
1.1 ±0.2
+++
N/A
++
++
+++
4.3 ±0.6

Standard Aspergillus growth media and treatment techniques used were as described in Material and Methods (Chapter
2). Phenotypical test growth score of – represents no growth, + represents poor growth, ++ represents moderate growth
and +++ represents wild-type growth. The net nitrate uptake values were determined at 500μM, each value is the mean
(with standard error) of at least three independent experiments. In addition to desired mutations all other strains were
nrtB-. N/A denotes not applicable.
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3.2.2 Phenotypical Analysis

After site directed mutagenesis mutant strains were selected on the basis of
phenotypical growth tests. All NaNO3 phenotypical tests were carried out on minimal
medium (pH 6.5), supplemented with 100mM NaNO3, 1:1000 vitamins and incubated
for 2 days at 37°C and for temperature sensitivity test, at 25°C for 4 days. All ClO-3
phenotypical tests were carried out on minimal medium (pH 6.5), supplemented with
150mM ClO-3, 10mM proline, 1:1000 vitamins and incubated for 2 days at 37°C
(Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 Pictures of single colonies tested phenotypically on NaNO3 under
two different temperatures and on ClO-3

All nitrate growth tests were carried out on minimal medium (pH 6.5) containing
(A) 100mM NaNO3 and 1:1000 vitamins and incubated for 2 days at 37οC and
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(B) at 25οC for 4 days; (C) supplemented with 150mM ClO-3, 10mM proline and
vitamins and incubated for 2 days at 37°C. Wild-type (WT) is nrtA+, nrtB- and
negative control ∆nrtA (nrtA-, nrtB-).

3.2.3 Characterization of Net Nitrate Uptake in Residue Replacements

Nitrate uptake by A. nidulans was estimated as nmol of nitrate depletion from
the medium .per mg dry weight per minute (results were expressed nmol .mg-1 .DW
.min-1) (Table 3.3). Therefore, under the experimental conditions employed,
extracellular nitrate depletion can be considered as a measure of NrtA nitrate transport.
Assays were carried out in triplicate using mycelial cells derived from a single
inoculum. Nitrate uptake values were determined after young mycelia were exposed to
nitrate as described in Chapter 2.

Table 3.3 Net nitrate uptake rates for mutant and wild-type strains

Construct

G448A
G452A
G455A
G456A
F457 A
G458A
L460A
G461A
G462A
F457G
F457M
L460F

Nitrate Uptake Rate
nmol mg-1 DW min-1

7.4 ±0.6
5.9 ±0.3
3.4 ±0.1
1.3 ±0.3
10.2±0.8
5.4 ±0.5
4.2±0.2
0.2 ±0.4
2.9 ±0.3
0.7±0.3
1.1±0.2
4.3 ±0.5

Nitrate
Uptake
(%)*

Wild-type

∆nrtA

(nrtA+, nrtB-)

(nrtA-, nrtB-)

12.6 ±1.6
11.7 ±1.4
12.1±0.8
11.5±1.5
13.6 ±0.8
10.1 ±0.9
13.6 ±0.8
9.7 ±0.7
11.8 ±1.7
12.0±0.8
12.0±0.8
10.4 ±4.3

-0.3 ±0.4
-0.5 ±0.4
-0.1 ±0.3
-0.5 ±0.4
-0.2 ±0.4
-0.4 ±0.6
-0.2 ±0.4
-0.3 ±0.3
-0.1 ±0.1
-0.5 ±0.6
-0.5 ±0.6
-0.3 ±0.5

60
51
28
12
75
53
31
2.7
26
5
8
43

Wild-type refers to a nrtA+ nrtB- strain, ∆nrtA carry single mutations in the nrtA
and nrtB genes, respectively. Constructs were transformed into the triple mutant
JK1060 strain (nrtA-, nrtB-, argB2) further details of constructs and strains are
discussed in Chapter 2. Values are average of triplicates ±S.E expressed as nmol
mg-1 DW min-1. * in comparison to the wild type
The substitution of N459D and N459A were not tolerated therefore no net nitrate
uptake was carried out. (Please note that all values above are average taken from three
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independent experiments. Please refer to Appendix 4 for the raw data on net nitrate
uptake of all strains described above – see electronic version).

3.2.4 Helix Wheel Analysis of TM5 and TM11
Many transmembrane proteins contain amphipathic α-helices which consist of
non-polar and hydrophobic residues on one face of the α-helix and polar and
hydrophilic residues on the other face resulting in a mean helical hydrophobic
moment. The detection of the amphipathicity character of a protein α-helix is
important as they play a crucial role in helix-helix interaction, aggregate with other
hydrophobic surfaces, maintain self-assembly and form the pores or channels of
proteins (Gautier et al. 2008). A distinct amphipathic pattern was observed in the helix
wheel analysis for both nitrate signatures (Figure 3.5A and B).
A functional analysis of the residues in the first nitrate signature has revealed
that mutation of these residues to the non-polar residue alanine led to a drastic
reduction of nitrate transport Those showing significant effects were (G157A, G165A,
G167A, N168A/S/L/Y, G170A/N and G172A), implying that these residues are very
important for the functional activity of NrtA. The G171A mutant showed negligible
levels of nitrate uptake, implying that this highly conserved residue has an important
role on NrtA ability to transport nitrate. The mutants, L166A/F/T/W and N160A
exhibited moderate nitrate uptake rate (Dr. Symmington personal communication). An
examination of the helix wheel projection of TM5 predicts G167, N168, G170 and G171
clustered with the hydrophilic residues at the interface of the domain, whereas G165,
L166 and G172 are positioned in the hydrophobic side of the domain (Figure 3.5A).
In comparison with the first nitrate signature, some mutations carried out on
some highly conserved residues on the second nitrate signature did not affect nitrate
transport. Those showing nitrate uptake activity were (G448A, G452A, G455A, G456A,
F457A/G/M, G458A, L460A/F and G462A); except G461A that exhibited negligible growth
rates, while mutations at positions N459A/D resulted in a strain unable to transport
nitrate, suggesting that N459 and G461 are crucial for the functional ability of NrtA to
transport nitrate efficiently. A helix wheel projection of TM11 predicts residues G452,
G455, G456, G458, N459 and G462 clustered together with the hydrophilic residues at the
interface of the domain whereas, F457, L460 and G461 are positioned in the hydrophobic
face (Figure 3.5B). A visualisation of a proposed 3D structure of NrtA using Pymol
(DeLano 2002) based on NrtA FASTA sequence (Swiss-Prot code P22152) analysis of
TM11 α-helix also position residues G452, G455, G456, G458, N459 and G462 clustered
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together and F457, L460 and G461 sticking outwards towards the hydrophobic face
(Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.5 Helical wheel displays of TM5 and TM11
A

B

N
N

HeliQuest (Gautier et al. 2008) was used to generate the helix wheel display
showing a projection of TM5 (A) and TM11 (B) with its corresponding residues
positioned on a plane perpendicular to the α-helix. The hydrophobic face is
indicated inside a black semi-circular structure; a red (N) indicates the beginning of
the sequence, whereas (C) the end, hydrophobic/non-polar residues are indicated in
yellow, proline is indicated in green; uncharged/hydrophilic residues are shown in
pink, uncharged/ polar are shown in purple.
Figure 3.6 Hypothetical 3D image of TM11

(Legend is on the next page)
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Visualization of a hypothetical 3D model of NrtA TM11 showing the position of
residues analysed in this study. This model was generated using Pymol (DeLano
2002) to verify HeliQuest helical wheel (Gaultier et al. 2008) automated
prediction that suggested TM11 α-helix amphipathic character and a
hypothetical position of these residues. The image shows a projection of the
positions of TM11 residues on a plane perpendicular to the α-helix axis, viewed
from the periplasm.

3.3 Discussion

In this study the role of glycine residues in NrtA TM11 was explored as glycinerich regions are thought to be involved in protein-protein interactions (Kim et al.
2005). Five glycine residues (G448, G452, G455, G458, G461) located in the putative
TM11 in NrtA are highly conserved (above 80% conservation) within nitrate
transporters and together with two other glycine residues (G456, G462) form a motif
frequent in MFS protein especially common in transporter and channel proteins (Liu et
al. 2002).

The second strategy of this study was to analyse the structural and

functional role of N459 on NrtA ability to transport nitrate, pursued after Unkles et al.
(2004b) work that suggested N459 is likely to be located at the vicinity of the substrate
binding site of NrtA. Two other residues were analysed in this study F457 (poorly
conserved, <10% conservation) and L460 (50% conservation). The aim here was to find
out the role of these hydrophobic and bulky residues on the structure of NrtA and their
role in substrate recognition as both residues are unlikely to play a direct functional
role due to their unreactive side-chains.
Together all these residues represent half of the residues located in the putative
TM11, initially in order to gain information on NrtA structure and function these
residues were substituted by alanine, subsequently other residues of different physicochemical characteristics were introduced and analysed. In addition, the result of a
mutagenesis study carried out by a colleague (Dr. Symmington personal
communication) on the first nitrate signature (TM5) will be compared with the result
of this study on the second nitrate signature (TM11).
A variety of phenotypical tests were carried out to identify effects of mutations
on strains such as the strain ability to transport nitrate at standard growth temperature
(37°C) and at a relatively low temperature (25°C) also the effect of mutations on the
strain ability to grow on chlorate. All mutant strains were exposed to various
phenotypical tests conditions as described and maximum growth rates were observed
for the strains that complemented to nitrate in comparison with the wild-type at both
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temperatures and the strains that did not complement to nitrate displayed no growth
(Figure 3.6). If these mutants were found to be temperature sensitive at 25°C a whole
set of net nitrate uptake would have been carried out at this temperature.
Since chlorate is an analogue of nitrate thus cannot act as a nitrogen source,
proline was used to avoid nitrogen starvation by the strains used on chlorate
phenotypical analysis. Chlorate toxicity tests revealed one mutant strain F457M was
slightly sensitive to chlorate. However, there was a clear display of no phenotypical
difference between the wild-type and the other strains (Figure 3.6). Nitrate-utilizing
strains that are sensitive to chlorate like F457M (albeit only slightly sensitive) are rare.
Phenotypical tests indicated that the mutant strain F457M was able to grow on nitrate
therefore the mechanisms of its slight sensitivity to chlorate remains unknown and
require further study.
Protein functionality is mediated by the nature of its amino acid composition,
position and side-chain characteristics (Betts and Russell 2003). Some amino acids are
responsible for the stability of the protein such as glycines which in addition to their
unique role in protein flexibility and in helix-helix packing interaction also play an
indirect functional role when located near the binding sites of proteins (Russ and
Engelman 2000; Digby et al. 2005; Atmane et al. 2007). The replacement of glycine
by alanine confers a minor structural change as both residues share similarities in
terms of size and relative hydrophobicity. The difference is that glycine introduces
more conformational freedom than alanine. A glycine to alanine substitution would
decrease the inflexibility of the peptide (Li et al. 2004).
Substitution by alanine had no apparent effect on phenotypical growth and
nitrate uptake on most of the highly conserved glycines.The glycine residue
substitutions G448A, G452A, G455A, G456A, G458A and G462A all tolerated alanine
substitutions. All these residue changes resulted in strains able to uptake nitrate except
on one residue change G461A, in addition to not growing well on nitrate a markedly
reduced nitrate uptake rate was observed (Table 3.2). The strain containing G456A
substitution resulted in a strain that was not able to transport nitrate as efficiently as
the wild-type.
The overall result of the alanine scanning analysis on TM11 indicates that
glycine at position 461 is essential for the efficient transport of nitrate as substitution
to alanine reduced the ability of the protein to uptake nitrate (negligible value for
nitrate uptake rate was observed) and poor growth as shown by phenotypical tests.
This result indicates that the transport of nitrate is impaired presumably the protein is
not folding properly caused by the alanine replacement.
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In general the substitution of a glycine to other small amino acids such as
alanine results in a lesser impact on the protein; however the role of glycine in protein
structure can be impaired even at apparent neutral substitutions (Betts and Russell
2003). The substitution G461A appears to yield a mutant strain with diminishing
catalytic activity. Furthermore, a virtual hypothetical mutagenesis of G461A analysis
using Pymol (DeLano 2002) indicated a slight steric hindrance at tertiary level caused
by the alanine methyl side-chain (Figure 3.7).
Although modelling prediction remain speculative the experimental result
indicated that NrtA folding might have been affected as this mutational change led to a
catalytic reduction of NrtA ability to transport nitrate relative to the wild-type. There is
no complete loss of function so G461 residue is not mandatory however, an alanine
substitution is unfavourable. A different pattern was observed with the other glycines,
suggesting that the highly conserved glycine residues of NrtA second nitrate signature
fulfill a variety of roles.
Figure 3.7 Hypothetical 3D model illustrating G461A substitution

A

G461

A461

B

G461
A461

Speculative tertiary level prediction of TM11 showing G461 substitution by
alanine using Pymol (DeLano 2002) illustrating a slight steric hindrance caused
by alanine’s side-chain (methyl group) indicated with a black arrow. The model
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is shown from (A) side-on view and (B) as viewed on a plane perpendicular to
the α-helix from the cytoplasm of the membrane and the α-helix is rendered as
transparent green ribbons.

A chemical mutagenesis study carried out by Kinghorn et al. (2005) using Nmethyl-N’-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine

(NTG)

(Adelberg

et

al.

1965)

and

4-

nitroquinoline-1-oxide (NQO) (Bal et al. 1977) yielded mutant strains which were
isolated on the basis of a chlorate resistance phenotype, amongst 38 missense
mutations, two were particular relevant to this study, which were the mutation on G458
and G462. Both gained charge and mutated to arginine, which like glycine, often play
structural roles in proteins.

Kinghorn et al. (2005) suggested that these glycine

residues were probably not mandatory for the transport of nitrate since both missense
mutations resulted in strains that tolerated the change and were able to transport nitrate
indicating that a gain of charge and size did not impair nitrate transport. Similarly, the
alanine substitution carried out in this study showed that a small and neutral
substitution did not impact nitrate transport of G458 and G462. Coupled with the results
of Kinghorn et al. (2005) there is a strong indication that a glycine at position 458 and
462 is not essential for the transport of nitrate.
Glycine zippers are thought to help maintain α-helices structural flexibility, also
to help to form the binding site/active centre of many proteins, furthermore, weak
polar interactions (CH···O hydrogen bonds) allow α-helices closer contact maximizing
helix-helix packing interactions (Kim et al. 2005). Atmane et al. (2007) suggested
that a glycine present in the beginning of the active site of NAT enzyme was not
directly involved with the substrate binding but has a direct role in maintaining the
function of active/binding site by providing structural integrity of NAT enzyme. It is
proposed here that the glycine motif in TM11 play an important role in providing
TM11 α-helix conformational flexibility which in turn could help to form the binding
site of NrtA together with TM5. It is unlikely that the glycine motif in TM11 play a
direct role in the binding/translocation of nitrate.
Substitution of the aromatic, hydrophobic and non-polar F457 by the nonaromatics alanine, glycine and methionine were tolerated, however, nitrate uptake rate
by F457A was considerably higher than the other substitutions. The removal of the
phenyl moiety results in small adjustments of the neighbouring side-chains towards
the centre of the mutation site but F457 to alanine substitution did not cause a change in
the nitrate transport. Similarly, the removal of the branched side-chain of F457 and
introduction of a glycine did not impact nitrate transport. Despite a major structural
change from a bulky aromatic side-chain to a small side-chain nitrate transport was not
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affected on both substitutions. F457M substitution did not affect nitrate transport, which
is not surprising since both side-chains share similar size and hydrophobicity. Alanine
and glycine molecular mass are 89 Da and 75 Da respectively, considerably smaller
than phenylalanine 165 Da and methionine 149 Da (Betts and Russell 2003). Perhaps
due to a reduction in size alanine and glycine substitutions are unfavourable, whereas a
substitution to the bulky and hydrophobic methionine had no impact in the protein
ability to transport nitrate. Helical wheel analysis predicts F457 facing the hydrophobic
face of the α-helix (Figure 3.5). The aromatic side-chain of phenylalanine is thought to
be unreactive thus rarely involved in protein function except when is playing a role in
substrate recognition moreover, phenylalanine side-chain is thought to be involved in
stacking interaction with other aromatic residue side-chains (Betts and Russell 2003).
Interestingly, a virtual 3D analysis of F457 place it’s bulky side-chain facing TM1
(Figure 3.8) which is packed with aromatic residues some which are highly conserved
suggesting that F457 could potentially be involved in aromatic stacking interaction, a
common phenomenon between aromatic residues due to an especially strong Van der
Waals bond between their side-chain rings. Furthermore, stacking interactions play
important roles in substrate recognition and protein stabilisation (Betts and Russell
2003; Rutledge et al. 2008). Therefore, this residue could be potentially involved,
albeit indirectly, in NrtA substrate binding site.
Figure 3.8 Hypothetical 3D model illustrating F457 aromatic ring facing the
hydrophobic core of NrtA

TM1

F457

TM11

L460

Speculative tertiary level prediction showing F457 (in blue) side-chain facing
TM1 oriented towards the hydrophobic core, the aromatic residues in TM1 are
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indicated in magenta, the model is shown from the cytoplasm of the protein and
the α-helix is rendered as transparent green ribbons, the model was generated
using Pymol (DeLano 2002).

According to Acharya et al. (2007) phenylalanine positioned along with glycine
zipper motifs help to maintain the α-helix conformation stability. After carrying out de
novo design of peptides phenylalanine was incorporated in a GxxxG motif and
characterised by x-ray diffraction and circular dichroism (CD) resulting in a stable
spanning TM (Acharya et al. 2007). Therefore, F457 could have a dual role, firstly as
suggested above this residue side-chain could be involved in aromatic-aromatic
stacking interaction with the aromatic residues located at TM1. Additionally, its main
side-chain could be participating in weak Cα-H···O hydrogen bonding interaction with
highly conserved glycines providing stability to TM11.
Replacement of L460 by alanine a smaller residue resulted in full nitrate uptake,
the same was observed by a replacement to a bulkier residue, phenylalanine. Leucine
and phenylalanine share similar hydrophobicity and both prefers to be burried in the
hydrophobic core so it is not surprising that the L460F mutant was able to uptake nitrate
well. A non-polar residue such as leucine within the core of a protein tends to
contribute to stability and a change from leucine to alanine can potentially cause loss
of stability due to the reduction in hydrophobicity but L460 can be replaced by alanine
with little or no effect on growth or on nitrate transport. This results illustrate that a
leucine at position 460 is not essential for nitrate transport. Leucine residues prefers to
be burried in the hydrophobic core (Betts and Russell 2003), which in the case of L460
was verified on helix wheel prediction positioning it in the hydrophobic face.
However, a virtual analysis using Pymol shows L460 side-chain sticking outwards the
α-helix (See figure 3.12) suggesting that this hydrophobic residue may help polar
residues in the substrate binding by creating a non-aqueous environment (Betts and
Russell 2003).
A second site mutation analysis carried out by Unkles et al. (2004b) on two
arginine residues (R87, R368), in which a previous site-directed mutagenesis study
yielded NrtA loss-of-function mutants, sought to reinstate some of these mutants
ability to grow on nitrate. After intragenic supression using the chemical mutagen
NTG (Adelberg et al. 1965), one mutant in particular R87T was found to contain a
second mutation at N459K located at TM11 of NrtA surprisingly, given that N459 is
highly conserved (above 70% conservation) and is located on the 2 nd nitrate signature.
Based on structural studies of other MFS proteins coupled with their results, Unkles et
al. (2004b) suggested that R87 is probably located in close proximity to N459 in the 3D
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NrtA structure working together structurally or functionally for an efficient transport
of nitrate more specifically these residues are likely to be located near the substrate
binding. According to Unkles et al. (2004b) N459 is important for activity either
structurally or functionally because no other previous substitution tested allowed
substantial growth except when substituted to glutamine which shown no effect on
nitrate uptake and protein expression.
In this study of the second nitrate signature despite a wide range of substitutions
studied only two cases resulted in total loss of biochemical function, which was the
mutational change N459A and N459D. The N459A substitution resulted in a strain unable
to grow on nitrate. Alanine substitutions are thought to affect side-chain packing and
hydrophobic interactions (Matthews 2001). Asparagine prefers to be substituted by
other equally polar residues, and aspartate despite the negative charge shares the same
polarity and similar size. The only difference between the two is that aspartate
contains an oxygen atom instead of the amino group of asparagine (Betts and Russell
2003). However, introduction of charged residue is thermodynamically unfavoured
often adversely affecting the protein ability to function properly which was shown in
the N459D substitution as no growth was observed. The result of this study combined
with Unkles et al. (2004b) work on N459 residue shows the importance of this residue
for the transport of nitrate as substitutions by other physico-chemically different
residues such as cysteine, lysine, arginine, alanine and aspartate severely affected the
corresponding mutant strain ability to grow on nitrate. However, asparagine at position
459 is not compulsory as a substitution by glutamine was tolerated. Structurally both
residues share similar features as both have an amide group, are hydrophilic thus
prefers to be exposed to the aqueous environment, are uncharged and polar,
additionally both are hydrogen donors and acceptors (Lehninger et al. 2000). Due to
all these similarities is not surprising that a replacement of asparagine by glutamine
was tolerated.
This result of this study suggests that the total subset of residues on TM11,
especially the highly conserved G461 may contribute to the overall stability-shape of
the protein, whereas the asparagine N459 may have a functional role together with R 87
consistent with the hypothesis put forward by Unkles et al. (2004b). The fact that the
majority of the glycine residues located at TM5 and TM11 are highly conserved >80%
throughout the NRT2 family indicates that these residues play an important role in the
function or structure of the protein. However, most of the glycine to alanine
substitutions in the second nitrate signature caused no decrease in the catalytic activity
of the substrate indicating that the majority of the glycine residues located at the
second nitrate signature are not essential for nitrate transport except glycine at position
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461 as substitution to a small residue led to negligible growth on nitrate and low
nitrate uptake rate. However, glycine substitutions by alanine in the first nitrate
signature revealed a different catalytic pattern as negligible growth rates and
substantial loss of nitrate transport were observed.
It is possible that NrtA like many MFS proteins underwent a duplication event –
the duplication of the nrtA gene 6TMs giving rise to both the TM5 and TM11. The
basic structural arrangement of both nitrate signatures is the glycine motifs (GxxxG).
Glycine is present in highly conserved regions specially transporter, symporter and
channel proteins (Liu et al. 2002) thus this motif has a markedly effect on protein
structure and TM helix-helix packing. Glycine motifs are also observed in the first and
second nitrate signature; the first nitrate signature has the following glycine motif
(xxGxGxxGGG) and the second nitrate signature has (xGGxGxxGGx). This is a
special pattern containing high complexity glycine repeats which is observed in many
proteins helix-helix interactions. The study of the two NrtA nitrate signatures in nitrate
transport and the implications of alanine scanning and other in vitro mutagenesis
replacements revealed an interesting outline. Both domains are considered a unique
feature of high-affinity nitrate transporters which indicated the probability of a domain
duplication, an important evolutionary driving force that led to diversification of
protein functions (Vogel et al. 2005). An examination of the helix wheel projection of
the transmembrane domains in TM5 and TM11 shows that, whereas (G167, N168, G170,
G171) in TM5 and (G452, G455, G456, G458, N459, G462) in TM11 prefers to cluster with
the hydrophilic residues at the interface between the polar and non-polar faces; (G165,
L166, G172) in TM5 and (F457, L460, G461) on TM11 prefers the hydrophobic face of the
transmembrane domain. Considering the strong effect the mutants on TM5 had on the
kinetic parameters coupled with their position oriented towards the hydrophobic core
of the α-helix, it appears that this domain play an important role in the
binding/translocation site of nitrate transport. In this study, most of the residues
targeted in TM11 showed moderate nitrate activity, whereas two residues in this
domain showed negligible or total loss in functional activity. Both domains might be
marginally or directly involved in the transport of nitrate. In some important aspects,
TM5 and TM11 mirror each other across the cytoplasmic membrane. In TM11 the
following residues which had diminished or total loss of catalytic activity N459 and
G461 mirror their directly opposite residues in TM5 N168 and G170. The substitutions of
both residues also resulted in a protein unable to transport nitrate. Both asparagines,
N168 in TM5 and N459 in TM11 are located outside the hydrophobic face of their
respective domains. Asparagine’s polar amide group is uncharged but has an extensive
H-bonding and acceptance ability (Lehinger et al. 2000).
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According to the POLYVIEW 2D analysis, N168 is partially buried and N459 is
fully embedded in the protein (See figure 1.11 Chapter 1). The amide group of
asparagine side-chain has the capacity of forming numerous H-bonds with
neighbouring atoms as a result it frequently plays a significant role in protein structure
stability (Weichenberger and Sippl 2007). The amphipathic character of TM5 and
TM11 helix analysis supports the favourable side-chain interactions of asparagines
with other atoms. However, mutations on the residues studied in TM11 diverges at the
catalytic level in comparison with the residues in TM5 and this comparison provides a
framework for understanding nitrate signature motifs leaving both domains open for
further exploration for their role in forming the substrate binding site/translocation
channel. Speculating a possible domain duplication event on NrtA and the difference
on the amino acid compositions on both nitrate signatures on TM5 and TM11 revealed
that they remained very similar in relation to their amino acids physico-chemical
properties. For instance, a simple comparative analysis indicates that both domains
shares a very similar hydrophobicity pattern (Table 3.4).

Table 3.4 Comparison of the amino acid compositions on both nitrate signatures
Residue 1st
NS

Residue 2nd NS

A163

V454

A164

G455

G165
L166

G456
F457

G167
N168
A169

G458
N459
L460

G170
G171
G172

G461
G462
I463

Differences in physico-chemical
properties
Both non-polar and hydrophobic/small to
an aliphatic change
Both small in size/non-polar to polar/
hydrophobic-neutral change
N/A
Both non-polar, hydrophobic and bulky in
size/aliphatic to an aromatic change
N/A
N/A
Both non-polar, hydrophobic/ small to a
bulky size change
N/A
N/A
polar to non-polar/neutralhydrophobic/small to a bulky size change

List of residues present in the 1st and 2nd nitrate signatures (NS), N/D denotes the
same residue at the corresponding position, in bold the residues highly conserved
(>80% in 694 homologues – see CD attached).

Structurally both nitrate signatures have the same number of glycine (5) spaced
as glycine-zippers common in many other transporter proteins that share similar basic
structures. Another interesting characteristic of this physico-chemical comparison
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between TM5 and TM11 is the predominance of other small residues such as alanine
and serine, which prevails on both nitrate signatures. This is common in proteins such
as aquaporin 1, GlpT and ABC transporters (Kim et al. 2005). Interestingly, the
multiple alignment sequences of 694 homologues also indicated that the majority of
other substitutes for glycine located at TM5 and TM11 in other nitrate transporters
were similarly small residues such as serine and alanine. Glycine paired with smaller
amino acids such as alanine, serine and threonine followed by valine, leucine and
isoleucine are very common in the highly conserved regions of glycine-zippers (Kim
et al. 2005), which is the precise pattern observed in TM11.
In conclusion, the alanine scanning results of TM11 revealed that this
transmembrane domain plays an important direct role in the structural conformation of
NrtA and a more indirect role in its functional ability to transport nitrate. The helical
wheel 2D projection analysis of TM11 predicted an amphipathic character to this αhelix with it polar and non-polar side playing a crucial role in helix-helix interaction
and protein folding. The glycine motif of TM11 is likely to be part of hydrogen
bonding to the protein backbone contributing to the overall geometry of the active site.
N459 is more likely to be involved in H-bonding to nitrate. These assumptions are
compatible with the absence of nitrate transport in most N 459 substitutions and G461
inability to transport nitrate efficiently. Furthermore, the results of this study indicate
that replacements of glycine by alanine can be a useful strategy to manipulate the
stability of proteins. The biochemical analysis followed by alanine scanning has
provided an efficient method for analysing residues in the second nitrate signature
region of NrtA, deemed important for the transport of nitrate. Following the results of
the alanine scanning mutagenesis studies on both nitrate signatures, more detailed
experiments can be devised to charaterise the intricate mechanism of NrtA’s nitrate
transport. An analysis of homologue nitrate transporter sequences and structurally
solved MFS proteins such as LacY and GlpT using the following coordinate sets (PDB
1PV7; PDB 1PW4), respectively, and a comparison with NrtA hypothetical 3D
structure strongly suggests that residues on TM2 and TM11 and on TM5 and TM8
play a major role in the binding and translocation of nitrate. However, it is yet to be
resolved how those TM membranes interact with each other, with other α-helices of
NrtA and with nitrate. Studies like this one should led to a better understanding of how
other nitrate transporters can transport a wide variety of substrates and may improve
our approach in designing organisms or higher plants that can take up nitrate more
efficiently, novel drug transporters for therapeutical applications and our understating
in the intricate mechanism of membrane protein transport.
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CHAPTER 4:
NrtA and NrtB comparative study

4.1 Introduction

A. nidulans nrtA and nrtB paralogous genes encode two high-affinity
transporters NrtA and NrtB, respectively. Both co-ordinately regulated proteins
appear to provide A. nidulans with great plasticity to acquire nitrate despite its
fluctuating concentration levels in the environment. Unkles et al. (2001) suggested
that nrtA and nrtB appear to be the only genes encoding nitrate transporters in A.
nidulans as mutants expressing only nrtA or nrtB genes grew normally on nitrate as a
sole nitrogen source, whereas a double mutant (nrtA+, nrtB+) failed to grow on nitrate
concentrations up to 200mM suggesting that these genes seemed to be functioning
together co-ordinately. Furthermore, a flux analysis using the 13NO3- tracer of single
gene mutants revealed that Km values for the NrtA and NrtB transporters were ~100
and ~10mM, respectively, while Vmax values were ~600 and ~100 nmol mg-1 DW h-1
(Unkles et al. 2001). This kinetic variation illustrates how NrtA and NrtB seem to
work together in order to acquire sufficient nitrate, despite the highly fluctuating
environmental concentrations. According to Unkles et al. (2001), these two
homologous genes are induced rapidly by nitrate exposure and are under the same
transcriptional regulation. Despite being involved in nitrate transport, these two
isoforms are functionally distinct as observed by the 10-fold difference in affinity for
nitrate. Also it has been suggested that NrtA could be under post-translation
regulation (Wang et al. 2007) indicating functional divergence between these two
proteins. Slot et al. (2010) phylogenetic study observed the same pattern of
expression of NRT2 nitrate transporters but at different levels and diverging foldchanges between three clades of fungi from different niches, in respect to nitrogen
availability, which suggested functional evolution due to environmental adaptation.
Another example of proteins working co-ordinately comes from the structure
determination of the cyanobacteria (Synechocystis sp.) NrtA, a nitrate-specific
receptor that belongs to the ABC high-affinity nitrate transporter family. A functional
coordinated interaction between the cyanobacteria NrtA and NrtB was suggested by
Koropatkin et al. (2006), whereby NrtA seems to have a dual role - firstly to scavenge
nitrate from the periplasm and secondly to transport to the membrane permease NrtB.
Whereas the NrtB role is to force NrtA off the surface of the membrane to facilitate
contact between the two and to maximize NrtA’s ability to capture nitrate; a process
partially driven by the electrostatic potential as NrtA have many negatively charged
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residues that potentially facilitate NrtB interaction whilst avoiding unproductive
association with the phospholipid bilayer (Koropatkin et al. 2006).
This study aims to explain the role of the two high affinity transporters in A.
nidulans nitrate uptake by analysing structural differences between NrtA and NrtB,
which could explain the functional differences between these proteins. The main
strategy used in this study was an analysis of six residues located close to highly
conserved residues R87, N168, R368, N459 on TM2, 5, 8 and 11 respectively, which have
been associated to the binding site of NrtA by Unkles et al. (2004b). The six residues
analysed in this study were substituted by their respective equivalent-residue in terms
of their position on NrtB. L84 and L88 were both replaced by phenylalanine which is
their residue-equivalent in positions 87 and 91 in NrtB (TM2); F362 was replaced by
leucine (position 354 in NrtB) and C367 replaced by phenylalanine (position 359 in
NrtB) (TM8); F457 was replaced by methionine (position 449 in NrtB) and L460
replaced by phenylalanine (position 452 on NrtB) (TM11) (Figure 4.1).
A. thaliana’s genome contains 53 NRT1 genes but only 9 members have been
functionally characterised (AtNRT1.1-AtNRT1.9), encoding low affinity transporters
with the exception of AtNRT1.1 which has dual affinity to nitrate (Tsay et al. 2007;
Glass 2009; Wang and Tsay 2011). On the other hand, A. nidulans has only 2 nitrate
transporter genes, which is therefore, easier to study than A. thaliana’s 9 genes,
nevertheless the study of A. nidulans nitrate transporter proteins NrtA and NrtB
provides a comparison framework to uncover clues into the intricate mechanisms of
nitrate transport of both species.
Figure 4.1 A simplified 2D structure of NrtA and NrtB

(Legend on the next page)
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A simplified 2D structure of NrtA (top) and NrtB (bottom) illustrating the
residues studied in TM2, 8 and 11. TMHMM (Krogh et al. 2001) was used for
NrtA and NrtB TM domains prediction and subsequently YRC Informatics
Platform-Version 3.0 was used to generate this diagram (Reynolds et al.
2008).

In addition to the site-directed mutagenesis analysis the sequences from
structurally determined MFS proteins LacY, GlpT, OxlT and TetA were
superimposed with NrtA and NrtB to provide a more complete context for the
structural and functional differences between these two proteins that occurred
probably due to a possible functional evolution event to enable niche adaptation.
Structural differences of conserved genome regions could exist due to adaptation to
changes in their environment - in the case of A. nidulans this lead to a more efficient
nitrate transport. The structural similarities between the A. nidulans NrtA and NrtB
could help to elucidate the possibility of shared functionality which otherwise might
not be detected by native sequence information alone. The structural similarity
between these proteins has been detected and quantified by a protein structure
alignment and by a speculative 3D superimposition of NrtA and NrtB with four
structurally determined proteins (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 A hypothetical 3D model for NrtA and NrtB superimposed with 4
other MFS structurally determined proteins

Periplasm

Cytoplasm

Ribbon representation of NrtA (FASTA: P22152) is indicated in green, NrtB
(FASTA: Q8X193) in red, GlpT (PDB: 1PW4) in yellow, LacY (PDB: 1PV6) in
orange, TetA (PDB: 2CFP) in pink and OxlT (PDB: 1ZC7) in white. The
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sequences were obtained using the search tool of UniProt (FASTA) and PDB for
the structurally solved proteins and superimposed using Pymol (DeLano 2002).

4.1.2 NrtA and NrtB possible gene duplication event

Gene duplication is the most important evolutionary event since the principle of
universal common ancestor was put forward which was a front-runner in evolutionary
biology, suggesting that all living creatures descended from a common ancestor, an
ancient microbe (Koonin 2005; Crow and Wagner 2006). The evolutionary process
leading to duplicated genes has been of great interest since was first suggested almost
half century ago and many functional studies including vast amounts of genome
sequencing have indicated that gene duplication can be found extensively in
eukaryotic genomes (Friedman and Hughes 2001; Zhang 2003). NrtA and NrtB share
a similar amino acid sequence and distribution. However, despite having a shorter
sequence, NrtB have a higher percentage of histidine, isoleucine, serine and valine
than NrtA (Table 4.1). The nrtA and nrtB A. nidulans’s genes have probably been
duplicated despite occupying two different positions in the same genome.
Paralogous sequences usually share the same or similar function, but if one
lacks the original selective pressure upon the copy of the duplicated gene it is able to
mutate and acquire new functions (Sonnhammer and Koonin 2002; Dufayard et al.
2005). Gene duplication gives rise to genomic plasticity so species are better able to
adapt to dynamic environments; without it, species survival and adaptability would be
jeopardised (Crow and Wagner 2006). Duplication events lead to the production of
novel gene function and this novel functionality can be potentially sustained for a
long period after a subset of genes underwent duplication (Taverna and Goldstein
2000; Seoighe et al. 2003). New gene family are being constantly identified in both
prokaryotes (Gevers et al. 2004) and eukaryotes (Friedman and Hughes 2001; He and
Zhang 2005).
There are several examples of gain of novel function for instance, the protein
CgPDR1, from Candida glabrata involved in the regulation of the ABC-transporter
genes (CgCDR1, CgCDR2, and CgSNQ2) have been associated with antifungal
resistance but also showed increased virulence of C. glabrata in animal models
(Ferrari et al. 2009); indicating gain of function in this case to increase virulence.
Another example is the computer-based motif identification and statistical analysis of
Pht, a phagosomal transporter of Legionella pneumophila, which suggested that this
protein arose from early 6TMs gene duplication when a novel type of activity,
involved in the intracellular growth of L. pneumophila emerged (Chen et al. 2008b).
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Gene duplication is of extreme importance in evolution therefore, further studies
elucidating how gene duplicates and how it can evolve over time have profound
importance in our understanding of how organisms have been evolving, surviving and
adapting.

4.1.1 NrtA/NrtB sequence comparison

Computer-based analysis based on algorithmic tools is an efficient way to
compare sequences to obtain a multitude of information regarding proteins.
Computational methods can be used in addition to molecular biology analysis and
often provide great insights in a fast, efficient and, most importantly in a reliable way.
A series of computer-based analyses was used to determine properties and structural
differences between NrtA and NrtB. The starting point was to search for the main
sequences of NrtA and NrtB using the protein knowledge database held at UniProt
(UniProtKB) (Jain et al. 2009). Once sequences were obtained in a FASTA format a
simple alignment was carried out using UniProtKB database (Jain et al. 2009) (Figure
4.3). A series of other computer-based analyses was carried out as outlined in the
Material and Methods (Chapter 2). The results of both proteins predictions confirm
that both NrtA and NrtB consist of 12TMs like other eukaryotic high-affinity nitrate
transporters belonging to the NRT2 family (Forde 2000) (See Appendix 5- ProtParam
5.1.1 for NrtA and 5.1.2 for NrtB complete analysis – electronic version).

Figure 4.3 NrtA and NrtB UniprotKB alignment

NrtA and NrtB alignment obtained from UniProtKB database (Jain et al. 2009).
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Residues studied in NrtA (L84, L88, C367, F362, F457 and L460) and its NrtB
equivalent (F87, F91, L354, F359, M449 and F452) are indicated with a black arrow.

NrtA consists of 507 residues containing 66 charged residues, whereas NrtB is
composed of 497 in which 60 are charged residues (Table 4.1). Both sequences are
highly similar as indicated by the alignment carried out using UniProtKB ClustalW
algorithm tool - it predicted that 303 positions were identical and both sequences share
60% identity. This tool also identified up to 131 extra positions in which the residues
are hydrophobic and aliphatic - if the properties of these residues are taken into
account than NrtB is 86% identical to NrtA. Despite having almost the same amount
of residues, NrtB (53.7KDa) is slightly lighter than NrtA (55KDa). A closer look
reveals subtle differences amongst those 131 non-identical residues. NrtB has smaller
sized and more hydrophobic residues than NrtA, which in turn have more aromatic
and positively charged residues - much larger in size.

Table 4.1 Amino acid composition of NrtA and NrtB

NrtA
Ala
Arg
Asn
Asp
Cys
Gln
Glu
Gly
His
Ile
Leu
Lys
Met
Phe
Pro
Ser
Thr
Trp
Tyr
Val

(A)
(R)
(N)
(D)
(C)
(Q)
(E)
(G)
(H)
(I)
(L)
(K)
(M)
(F)
(P)
(S)
(T)
(W)
(Y)
(V)

52
19
19
19
8
13
11
48
6
39
48
17
17
41
31
36
26
10
13
34

NrtB
10.3%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%
1.6%
2.6%
2.2%
9.5%
1.2%
7.7%
9.5%
3.4%
3.4%
8.1%
6.1%
7.1%
5.1%
2.0%
2.6%
6.7%

Ala
Arg
Asn
Asp
Cys
Gln
Glu
Gly
His
Ile
Leu
Lys
Met
Phe
Pro
Ser
Thr
Trp
Tyr
Val

(A)
(R)
(N)
(D)
(C)
(Q)
(E)
(G)
(H)
(I)
(L)
(K)
(M)
(F)
(P)
(S)
(T)
(W)
(Y)
(V)

50
20
20
18
7
12
8
45
10
40
45
14
14
37
29
36
23
10
12
47

10.1%
4.0%
4.0%
3.6%
1.4%
2.4%
1.6%
9.1%
2.0%
8.0%
9.1%
2.8%
2.8%
7.4%
5.8%
7.2%
4.6%
2.0%
2.4%
9.5%

NrtA and NrtB amino acid composition (%) using Expassy ProtParam Analysis
Tool (Gasteiger et al. 2005).

NrtA and NrtB carry an overall positive charge as their theoretical isoelectric
points (pI), calculated from their respective amino acids pKa value were 8.7 and 9.1,
respectively. When the pI is reached, the protein has no net charge or the negative and
positive charges from the residues are even. The aliphatic index which is thought to
increase thermo-stability of proteins indicated that the volume occupied by aliphatic
residues side-chains was higher for NrtB (104) than NrtA (96.6).
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Another parameter that indicates whether a protein is stable (in vitro), is the
instability index, a statistical analysis tool that calculates the occurrence of particular
peptides from 12 unstable and 32 stable proteins. NrtA and NrtB instability index were
around 35, generally a protein whose instability index is less than 40 is considered
stable (Gasteiger et al. 2005). The grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY) tool
indicated that NrtB has more hydrophobic residues than NrtA, which was verified
using UniProtKB hydrophobicity feature (NrtB has 7 more hydrophobic residues than
NrtA). The extinction coefficient (EC) can be used to calculate the protein
concentration and proportion of aromatic residues, which can be determined once the
absorptivity coefficient has been established. In the case of NrtA and NrtB the EC
obtained was 75 and 73, respectively. NrtB has almost the same amount of aromatic
residues as NrtA; the only difference is that NrtB has one extra aromatic residue which
was observed using one of UniProtKB alignment features. The estimated half-life
prediction is the turn over time for half of the protein after synthesis. ProtParam
estimated the half-life for both NrtA and NrtB as 30 hours; in general half-life
estimates are calculated according to the residue located at the N-terminus, which in
the case of both proteins is methionine (see Appendix 5 for detailed analysis –
electronic version).
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Residue Replacements

Site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce the mutations indicated in Table
4.2. Following T110 and JK1060 transformations, Southern blotting was carried out to
verify whether strains harboured a single-copy gene integrated at the argB locus (See
Chapter 2). No reduction of growth was observed in all substitutions; the residues L84
and L88 located at TM2, C367 located at TM8 and L460 located at TM11 tolerated
replacements by phenylalanine and this change resulted in strains able to grow as well
as the wild-type strain. The following substitutions F362 L and F457M both located at
TM8 and TM11, respectively also tolerated the substitutions (Table 4.2).

4.2.2 Phenotypical Analysis

Nitrate-utilizing transformants have been phenotypically analysed to assess the
impact the desired alterations had on mutant strains. All phenotypical tests were
carried out as described before (See Chapter 3) (Figure 4.4).
………………
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Table 4.2 Description of mutant strain with codon changes, net nitrate uptake and phenotypical tests

Mutant

Transformant

Codon Change

No.

Side Chain

Phenotypical Growth Tests

nmol mg-1 DW min-1

Alteration
100mM 100mM

WT
ΔnrtA
L84F
L88F
F362 L

T474
T110
2607
2613
8201

N/A
N/A
CTA→TTC
CTT→TTC
TTC→CTC

C367F
F457M
L460F

3146
1832
1379

TGT→TTC
TTC→ATG
CTC→TTC

N/A
N/A
volume increase
volume increase
volume
reduction
SH – non-polar
volume reduction
volume increase

Uptake

150mM

NaNO3

NaNO3

ClO-3

37°C

25°C

37°C

+++
+++
+++
++

+++
+++
+++
++

+++
+++
+++
+++
+

13±0.1
0.0±0.8
2.2 ±0.3
1.6 ±0.5
N/D

++
+++
++

++
+++
++

+++
++
+++

0.6 ±0.3
1.1 ±0.2
4.3 ±0.6

Standard Aspergillus growth media and treatment techniques used were as described in Material and Methods (Chapter
2). Phenotypical test growth score of – represents no growth, + represents poor growth, ++ represents moderate growth
and +++ represents wild type growth. The net nitrate uptake values were determined at 500μM, each value is the mean
(with standard error) of at least three independent experiments. N/A denotes not applicable and N/D denotes not
determined.
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Figure 4.4 Pictures of single colonies tested phenotypically on NaNO 3 under
two different temperatures and on ClO-3

All nitrate growth tests were carried out on minimal medium (pH 6.5) containing
(A) 100mM NaNO3 and 1:1000 vitamins and incubated for 2 days at 37οC and
(B) at 25οC for 4 days; (C) supplemented with 150mM ClO-3, 10mM proline and
vitamins and incubated for 2 days at 37°C. Wild type (WT) is nrtA+, nrtB- and
negative control ∆nrtA (nrtA-, nrtB-).

4.2.3 Helix Wheel Analysis of residues analysed in NrtA and its NrtB
equivalent

An amphipathic pattern was observed in the helix wheel analysis for all TM
domains in this study. A helical wheel analysis of L84 and L88 (Figure 4.5A) indicated
that they sit in the hydrophobic face, as well as their residue-equivalent in NrtB F87
and F91 (Figure 4.5B). The helix wheel analysis of TM8 from both proteins revealed
slight different features, F362 and C367 (Figure 4.5C) were predicted to be positioned
outside the hydrophobic face, whereas their residue-equivalent in NrtB; L354 and F359
(Figure 4.5D) were positioned inside a very long hydrophobic face. The TM11 helix
wheel analysis revealed an almost identical pattern on both proteins as the residues
analysed F457and L460 (Figure 4.5E) in NrtA and their residue-equivalent in NrtB; M449
and F452 (Figure 4.5F) were predicted to be positioned on the hydrophobic face of the
α-helix.
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Figure 4.5 Helical transmembrane segments rotational angle prediction comparison between NrtA/NrtB TM2, TM8 and TM11

NrtA

NrtB

A

B
R87

R90

90

F91
L84
L88

F87

C

D

368

360

R360

R368
N

L354

F362
N

F359

C367

F

E

N

L460

N

F457

M449

(legend on the next page)
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F452

The helical wheel displays the projection of the residue positions on a plane
perpendicular to the helical axis of NrtA and NrtB. The hydrophobic face is
indicated inside a black semi-circular structure, a red (N) marks the beginning
of the sequence and (C) the end of the sequence, hydrophobic/non-polar
residues are indicated in yellow, proline is shown in green; uncharged and
hydrophilic residues are shown in pink, uncharged/polar are shown in purple
and positively charged residues in shown in blue and negatively charged in red
HeliQuest (Gautier et al. 2008). On the left the images from a hypothetical 3D
model of NrtA (green) superimposed with NrtB (red) showing the position of
residues analysed in this study are indicated. The models are shown on a
projection of the residue positions on a plane perpendicular to the α-helix axis
viewed from the periplasm.generated.using.Pymol (DeLano.2002).…………..
4.2.4 Characterization of net nitrate uptake in residue replacements

Nitrate uptake by A. nidulans was estimated as nmol of nitrate depletion from
the medium per mg dry weight per minute (results were expressed nmol .mg-1.DW
.min-1) (Table 4.3). Assays were carried out in triplicate using mycelial cells derived
from a single inoculum. Nitrate uptake values were determined after young mycelia
were exposed to nitrate as described in Chapter 2.

Table 4.3 Net nitrate uptake rates for mutant and wild-type strains

Construct

L84F
L88F
C367F

Nitrate Uptake Rate
nmol mg-1 DW min-1

2.2 ±0.3
1.6 ±0.5
0.6 ±0.3

Nitrate
Uptake
(%)*

Wild-type

∆nrtA

(nrtA+, nrtB-)

(nrtA-, nrtB-)

11±1.2
14 ±0.9
12.3 ±1.2

0.1 ±0.2
-0.1 ±0.6
-0.1 ±0.2

20
11
4.7

Wild-type refers to a nrtA+ nrtB- strain, ∆nrtA carry single mutations in the nrtA
and nrtB genes, respectively. Constructs were transformed into the triple mutant
JK1060 strain (nrtA-, nrtB-, argB2) further details of constructs and strains are
discussed in Chapter 2. Values are average of triplicates ±S.E expressed as nmol
mg-1 DW min-1. The net nitrate uptake average values for the substitution of
F457M and L460 F for young mycelia spores are described in Chapter 3 and for
the mutant strain F362 L has not been determined yet. Please note that all values
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above are average taken from three independent experiments. Please refer to
Appendix 4 for the raw data on net nitrate uptake of all strains described above –
electronic version). * in comparison to the wild type

4.3 Discussion
In this study the role of six residues (L84, L88, F362, C367, F457M and L460) located
closed to the residues thought to be essential for the binding and/or translocation of
nitrate (Unkles et al. 2004b) were analysed. The main aim of this study was to replace
these six NrtA residues by their equivalent of NrtB. In order to understand the
structural differences between NrtA and NrtB computer-based prediction tools were
used to complement mutational analysis, so that the functional and structural
differences between these two high-affinity nitrate transporters could be further
explored. The advancement of computational tools enabled the vast amount of
information obtained post-genomic project era to be analysed and interpreted.
Alignments of NrtA and NrtB were carried out together with other computer-based
prediction tools for better understanding of the role and importance of the six residues
analysed. When these residues were replaced by their equivalent residue in NrtB,
only two of them had a diminishing effect on NrtA’s ability to transport nitrate. L88
substitution had no apparent effect on growth and nitrate uptake. On the other hand,
C367 substitution resulted in a drastically reduced nitrate uptake.
A variety of phenotypical tests were carried out in order to identify effects of
mutations on strains. As described before (Chapter 3), all the strains analysed in this
study complemented to nitrate in comparison with the wild-type and maximum
growth rates were observed at both temperatures (Figure 4.4). Chlorate toxicity tests
revealed that substitution of F457M (Chapter 3) and F362 L rendered strains sensitive to
150mM chlorate. F457M was only slightly sensitive to chlorate, whereas F362L
mutation rendered a strain highly sensitive to this nitrate analogue (Figure 4.4). The
chlorate transport into the cell through a low and high-affinity transporters have been
observed by CHL1 from A. thaliana (Tsay et al. 1993) and NrtA (Unkles et al. 2001),
respectively. Moreover, expression of NrtA in X. oocytes suggested NrtA’s
involvement in low-affinity nitrite and chlorite transport (Zhou et al. 2000). However,
Ynt1, a yeast nitrate transporter, seems to be unable to transport chlorate while
maintaining nitrate transport as H. polymorpha Ynt1 chlorate sensitive mutants were
able to uptake nitrate (Machin et al. 2004). According to Cove (1976), chlorate is not
toxic but is rendered toxic after in vivo NR catalysed conversion to chlorite. However,
this does not explain chlorate toxicity considering that not all mutants lacking NR are
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chlorate resistant (Cove 1979). According to Unkles et al. (1999), chlorate resistant
mutants do not require NR activity, whereas the retention of some NR activity
renders a mutant strain sensitive to chlorate. However, it can be speculated that if, as
a result of F362 L substitution, NR was synthesised under the growth conditions that
are capable of reducing chlorate to the toxic chlorite. Although growth on medium
containing nitrate was observed no conclusions can be drawn regarding the chlorate
sensitivity of strains resulting from the F457M and F362 L substitutions.
Three leucine residues analysed in this study: L84, L88 and L460 were substituted
by the equally large, non-polar and hydrophobic phenylalanine, and all resulting
strains tolerated the change and were able to uptake nitrate. These substitutions were
probably tolerated with a little impact on nitrate transport due the similarities between
phenylalanine and leucine side-chains. Both are non-polar, hydrophobic and prefer to
be embedded into the protein. According to the NetSurfP 1.0 (Petersen et al. 2009)
analysis tool L84, L88 and L460 are embedded in the protein, oriented toward the
hydrophobic core and the helix wheel analysis (Figure 4.5A and E) positioned all
these residues in the hydrophobic face of their respective TM. A comparative
NetSurfP 1.0 analysis predicted these residues-equivalent (F87, F91 and F452) on NrtB
to be embedded in the protein and oriented towards the hydrophobic core as well.
These residues have very large R-groups, phenylalanine has a phenyl group that has
the potential to form covalent bonds with other aromatics, while leucine has an
isobutyl hydrocarbon branched group with a methyl group but it’s usually not
involved in hydrogen bonds or other chemical reactions (Lehninger et al. 2000; Betts
and Russell 2003). The UniProtKB alignment of these residues revealed that L84 is
conserved in LacY and in the low-affinity A. thaliana AtNRT1.3 transporter, yet in
all A. thaliana high-affinity transporters another aliphatic residue is present
(isoleucine), including AtNRT 2.5, which has valine, whereas TetA has methionine
and OxlT has alanine. Since substitution by phenylalanine was tolerated and did not
impact nitrate transport, it seems that leucine at this position is not crucial for the
transport of nitrate. Taking into consideration that in most A. thaliana nitrate
transporters this positon is occupied by an aliphatic and hydrophobic residue, and
also occupied by a hydrophobic residue in NrtB, LacY, TetA and OxlT, it seems that
as long as a hydrophobic residue is contained at position 84, NrtA is able to transport
nitrate. Leucine at position 88 however, is highly conserved amongst A. thaliana
high-affinity nitrate transporters (except for AtNRT 2.5 which has an isoleucine); also
conserved amongst four low-affinity (AtNRT1.1, 1.5-1.8), except for AtNRT1.2-1.3,
which has valine and AtNRT1.4 has isoleucine). Similar to the pattern observed in
L84, when L88 is not conserved in A. thaliana’s nitrate transporters, an aliphatic
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residue is found in its equivalent position. GlpT and TetA have phenylalanine like in
NrtB, whereas LacY and OxlT have proline. LacY proline (P61) (residue-equivalent
to L88 in NrtA) has been substituted by leucine (Consler et al. 1991) resulting in
minor effects as lac permease activity was retained. A speculative 3D model of NrtA
and NrtB shows slight structural differences between L84 and L88 substitutions by
phenylalanine, and also between their respective residue-equivalent in NrtB (F87 and
F91). The L84F substitution would result in minimal structural differences, whereas
L88F substitution would result in a slight side-chain bent as the benzene ring of
phenylalanine at this position would hypothetically be sticking slightly further away
from the hydrophobic core (Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.6 Illustration of L84 and L88 side-chains in comparison with NrtB

F87

F87

L84

F84
F91
F91
F88

L88
This is a schematic speculative 3D structure of NrtA superimposed with NrtB
(GlpT, LacY, TetA and OxlT were hidden from view with the purpose to
illustrate TM2 of NrtA and NrtB only). This illustrates the side-chain
differences of a theoretical 3D mutagenesis also NrtB equivalent-residues sidechains. NrtA α-helix and residues are rendered green and NrtB red. This image
is viewed from the side with the cytoplasm at the bottom and was generated
using Pymol (DeLano 2002) based on NrtA and NrtB FASTA sequences.
Substitution of the other leucine analysed in this study L460F yielded a mutant
strain that grew well on nitrate and was able to uptake nitrate. The UniProtKB
alignment of this residue revealed that L460 is conserved in GlpT and LacY but in
OxlT and in all A. thaliana low and high-affinity transporters this position is occupied
by phenylalanine (except AtNRT 2.5 and 2.7 which has tyrosine).
Two phenylalanine residues were studied (F362 and F457). Nitrate uptake rate for
the F362L substitution has not been determined but the resulting strain was able to
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grow on nitrate. Phenylalanine shares similar side-chain features to leucine both are
equally large, non-polar, and hydrophobic (Betts and Russell 2003). F362 is not
conserved and in all high-affinity A. thaliana nitrate transporters this position is
occupied by methionine and in 3 low-affinity A. thaliana nitrate transporters, LacY,
TetA, NrtB this position is occupied by leucine.
The F457M substitution resulted in a strain that was able to grow on nitrate and
transport nitrate as well as the wild-type strain. Methionine has similar properties
(neutral, non-polar, bulky), and as phenylalanine, both have large bulky side-chains.
Hence, it is not surprising that when a similarly bulky thioether group was introduced
in the place of an aromatic benzene ring, this replacement was tolerated. Kinetic
analysis of this mutant strain yielded Km and Vmax values similar to the wild-type (see
Chapter 5 for details). Therefore, it can be assumed that this residue is not crucial for
nitrate transport.
According to the NetSurfP 1.0 (Petersen et al. 2009) analysis tool, F362 was
predicted to be exposed to the solvent as well as its NrtB residue-equivalent L354,
whereas F457 was predicted to be embedded in the protein and its NrtB residueequivalent M449 was predicted to be exposed to the solvent surface. Helix wheel
analysis of both residues studied F362 and F457 (Figure 4.5C and E) was in accordance
with the NetSurfP analysis. However, the helix wheel analysis for these residueequivalents in NrtB was contradictory as it has predicted L354 and M449 to be found
inside the hydrophobic face (Figure 4.5D and F).
Despite major side-chain differences the substitution of C367 by phenylalanine
was tolerated, the resulting strain grew well on nitrate but yielded a low nitrate uptake
rate in comparison with the wild-type. Cysteine has a small sulphur side-chain and
prefers to be substituted by other equally small residues. The substitution of C367F,
albeit tolerated severely affected the strain ability to transport nitrate. Cysteine is
often involved in thiol-oxidation reactions by formation of disulphide bonds with
another cysteine, even when located further away from each other in terms of their
primary structure. Disulphide bridges play an important role in the final 3D
conformation of proteins by providing a strong stability force (Lehninger et al. 2000;
Betts and Russell 2003). C367 is not conserved and in other putative high-affinity
nitrate transporters this position is occupied by other small residues such as alanine
and serine. However, C367 is conserved in OxlT and its residue-equivalent C271 has
been analysed together with another cysteine C28 by Yang et al. (2005). Both
cysteines were shown not to be required for the normal functioning of OxlT but could
be used as potential informative targets for thiol-directed probes as other cysteine
residues in TM11 of OxlT were shown to participate in substrate translocation.
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Moreover, a cysteine scanning mutagenesis study by Fann et al. (2003) identified a
cysteine

residue

(C176)

located

along

the

translocation

pathway,

whose

conformational plasticity is thought to provide an important collaborative role in the
GlpT glycerol 3-phosphate transport.
According to the NetSurfP 1.0 analysis, both C367 and its NrtB residueequivalent are exposed to the solvent surface. Additionally, the helix wheel analysis
predicted C367 positioned outside the hydrophobic face also possibly exposed to the
solvent and F359 in the borderline between the hydrophobic face and the region
exposed to the solvent surface (Figure 4.5C and D). A particularly noteworthy
structural aspect is that C367 is directly below R368, a residue thought to play an
important role in the binding site of NrtA (Unkles et al. 2004b). Although the
biochemical and molecular biology analysis of C367 combined with the computerbased prediction tools have not identified the precise functional role of this residue, it
is proposed here that C367 could potentially play an important indirect cooperative role
in the large conformational changes brought by substrate binding and translocation of
nitrate by NrtA.
Slot et al. (2010) compared structural genomic differences between paralogs in
8 Aspergillus species and suggested some residues that could be subjected to a
mutational analysis in order to understand functional and structural differences of
transporter diversification in the NRT2 family. In A. nidulans’s NrtA it was suggested
that L84 (analysed in this study), and C90 on TM2, and their residue-equivalent in
NrtB (F87 and G94) vary in respect of their hydrophobicity according to a helix wheel
analysis, which has been compared and verified with the helix wheel analysis carried
out for this study (Figure 4.5A and B). According to Slot et al. (2010) this
hydrophobic region divergence has been observed between paralogs from different
lineages and it was postulated that this hydrophobicity variation, located very near the
putative binding site, is directly related to the 10-fold divergence in substrate affinity
between A. nidulans’s NrtA and NrtB. Furthermore, it was suggested that these two
residues could influence the degree to which TM2 is embedded in the bilayer, thus
the variation between L84 and C90 hydrophobicity could impose a differential torque
on TM2 α-helix conformation. Additionally, it was speculated that these two residues
could influentiate the degree of exposure of the highly conserved R87 and pore size in
all NRT2 members analysed, thus influencing substrate binding, affinity and
transport. Unkles et al. (2005) analysis of 8 cysteine residues of NrtA involved the
mutational replacement of C90 by a variety of other residues. This particular cysteine
(C90) is one of the residues suggested by Slot et al. (2010) to play a role in the rate
and affinity to nitrate differences (6-fold and 10-fold difference, respectively)
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between NrtA and NrtB. However, according to Unkles et al. (2005), this residue is
unlikely to be crucial for the activity of the transporter as substitutions by alanine,
valine and serine were tolerated. Furthermore, alanine and valine substitutions
yielded a mutant strain able to grow as well the wild-type, whereas substitution to a
serine yielded a mutant that grew to some extent less well than the wild-type strain
(Unkles et al. 2005). Alanine and valine are hydrophobic, whereas serine is slightly
polar, which could indicate the differences in the growth levels and nitrate uptake
rates obtained by Unkles et al. (2005). Despite not being crucial for the transport of
nitrate, C90 as well as L84 could play an import indirect role by providing
hydrophobicity to this highly important region.
TM8 which is located directly opposite of TM2, also contains a highly
conserved

residue,

R368

thought

to

play an

important

role

in

nitrate

binding/translocation by NrtA (Unkles et al. 2004b). This region however, displays
less variability and is more hydrophilic than TM2, therefore it should be less
embedded in the bilayer (Slot et al. 2010). Two residues located near this highly
conserved residue were also analysed in this study (C 367 and F362). The identification
of the variability of hydrophobicity between residues located near highly conserved
residues has deemed highly informative in predicting voltage modulation voltagegated potassium channels (Li and Gallin 2002).
To conclude, no substitutions made in this study altered NrtA’s ability to
transport nitrate to a significant degree. However, it is clear that two residues L88 and
C367 play important roles perhaps assisting their neighbouring two highly conserved
arginine residues to bind/translocate. Interestingly, both residues are located directly
above or below arginine residues thought to play crucial roles in the binding site of
NrtA, R87 and R368, respectively (Unkles et al. 2004b). However, further studies are
needed to determine their exact roles.
Furthermore, these mutations provided some information regarding slightly
structural difference between NrtA and NrtB which could explain their 6-fold
difference in nitrate uptake rate and 10-fold difference in affinity for nitrate reported
by Unkles et al. (2001). The information obtained in this mutagenesis study using A.
nidulans as a model organism can potentially be applied to other Aspergillus species
studies, as suggested by Slot et al. (2010). Moreover, the approaches used in this
study can be used in order to elucidate the differences between A. thaliana complex
nitrate transporter genes.
NrtA was superimposed with NrtB and four proteins that have been resolved
structurally by high-resolution x-ray crystallography (LacY, GlpT, OxlT and TetA)
and a high degree of structural similarity between both high-affinity nitrate
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transporters and these four MFS transporter proteins have been observed (Figure 4.2).
The two approaches explored in this study, computational prediction tools combined
with mutational analysis, generally agreed on the importance of certain residues.
Comparing both proteins in a simple mutagenesis study was shown to be ultimately
an efficient and less time-consuming way to analyse putative nitrate transporter
proteins. By comparing homology sequences between proteins from different
kingdoms it is possible to gain further information regarding their evolutionary
history. This, in turn, will allow a deeper understanding of the general trends in the
evolution of their genome complexity and organisms specific adaptations (Koonin
2005).
An analysis of 8 Aspergillus genomes by Slot et al. (2010) indicated that
clustering of nitrate and nitrite reductase genes exclusively occur in NrtA with a
possible duplication event leading to the parolog nrtB being lost in 5 out of the eight
lineages studied. These structural differences from different NRT2 family members
could be a result of adaptation as regions conserved amongst paralogous genes
indicate subtle functional differences. However, as no species were observed to
possess nrtB without nrtA, it confirmed Unkles et al. (2001) hypothesis that these two
genes must work co-ordinately to transport nitrate efficiently in A. nidulans. The
main advantageous concept of gene duplication is to strengthen redundancy allowing
one gene to obtain new functions, whilst the other performs the previous function
(Sonnhammer and Koonin 2002; Dufayard et al. 2005). However, despite the strong
evidence of a possible gene duplication, the sequence divergence between NrtA and
NrtB from A. nidulans as proposed by Unkles et al. (2001) is probably due to
adaptation to the vast differences in nitrate concentration and availability found in the
natural environment, NrtA and NrtB are thought to provide A. nidulans with
ecological plasticity as at higher concentrations NrtA transport nitrate at much faster
rate than NrtB, whereas at lower concentrations NrtB has a higher affinity to nitrate
(Unkles et al. 2001). It has also been suggested that the main functional difference
between NrtA and NrtB is their preference for nitrite versus nitrate, as NrtB seems to
prefer to absorb nitrite instead of nitrate (Wang et al. 2008). It still remains unclear
exactly how NrtA and NrtB transport nitrate. It is predominantly more challenging in
higher plants, where there are a lot more putative nitrate transporter proteins in
comparison to other types of organisms (Rawat et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2004).
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CHAPTER 5:
The study of highly conserved NrtA aromatic residues

5.1 Introduction

The initial aim of this study was to gain information on the effect of site-directed
mutagenesis on the nitrate transporter NrtA through replacing conserved and highly
conserved aromatic residues to other aromatics and then, depending on outcomes, to
other non-aromatic residues. Aromatic amino acids are cyclic, large and neutral but
they differ in their polarities, which are determined by the characteristics of their ring
(Lehninger et al. 2000). The benzene ring or phenyl group is particularly stable
molecule because the four bonding carbon forms natural angles. Three carbon atoms in
the ring are connected by a hydrogen bond, the fourth carbon is connected by a π
bond, which is delocalised in the ring. All of these delocalised electrons act like an
adhesive connecting the atoms of the ring, making the ring structure stable (Claydon
2009). Electrostatic forces are the most important non-covalent interaction in proteins,
which can also occur between side-chains of residues that have partial charges, such as
aromatics. The π electrons of an aromatic residue side-chain positioned on the face of
the ring have a partial negative charge, as opposed to the hydrogen atoms located at
the edge of the ring, which have a partial positive charge. This electrostatic interaction
can result in stacking between the partial negative charge of one aromatic residue with
the partial positive charge of the other for example, aromatic-aromatic interaction (ππ) or between an aromatic and a basic residue side-chain (π-cation interaction) (Betts
and Russell 2003).
The polarity of each aromatic residue is determined by the substituents on each
ring, which in turn will determine their side-chain interaction, i.e. polar or
hydrophobic. Phenylalanine has a phenyl group devoid of any substituents; its
electrons are shared evenly between the carbons, resulting in a very non-polar and
hydrophobic structure. Phenylalanine is commonly found buried inside proteins, and
its side chain can be involved with other aromatic residues side-chain via stacking
interactions. Tyrosine has a polar hydroxyl group attached to its phenyl ring that can
be fully ionized, which rarely occurs in proteins and the strong charge of this group
renders tyrosine polar and hydrophilic. Tyrosine is also partially hydrophobic as the CC and C-H bond in the other portion of the R-group is non-polar. Tyrosine can be
found in the surface of proteins and its reactive OH- group can interact by hydrogen
bonds with external non-protein atoms such as ligands or other residues, especially
these involved in stacking interactions with the other aromatics. Tryptophan is the
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least frequent aromatic found buried in proteins, which is not surprising as its
heterocyclic indole ring is the bulkiest side-chain amongst all amino acids. This large
and complex ring structure is attached to a five nitrogen-containing pyrrole ring that
engages in hydrogen bonds. Tryptophan side-chain is slightly polar, more reactive
than phenylalanine but less reactive than tyrosine and like other aromatics it can
engage in stacking interactions (Lehninger et al. 2000; Schleyer 2001; Betts and
Russell 2003).
Many studies have identified the role of aromatic residues using site-directed
mutagenesis to gain valuable information of the structure and function of proteins. For
example, the outer membrane maltoporin LamB channel of E. coli, has been
extensively studied. LamB belongs to the ATP binding cassette family and it carries
out the uptake and metabolism of maltodextrins (Boos and Shuman 1998). Orlik et al.
(2002) suggested that a tyrosine (Y118), which in line with the 3D structure of LamB is
located at the central constriction of the channel, play a crucial role on the stability of
the binding site. The mutation of Y118 to any other non-aromatic amino acid resulted in
a significant decrease of the stability constant of binding (Orlik et al. 2002). In a
separate study, Denker et al. (2005) also investigated the effect of aromatic residues on
LamB binding to maltopentose; the main effect observed was when all aromatic
residues were replaced by alanine. This was because no binding of maltopentaose
detected, demonstrating the importance of aromatic residues on carbohydrate and ion
transport through LamB. Another study where aromatics were thought to play an
important role in the substrate binding site was the one carried out by Hong et al.
(2007). It was suggested that two aromatic residues played an important role in the
stability of the hOAT1 transporter as a result these residues were directly involved in
the substrate binding and two other aromatic residues of TM1 were found to be
essential for maintaining the overall stability of this anion transporter.
Much progress have been achieved towards understanding the binding and
transport characteristics of OAT, an organic anion transporter that mediates the body’s
ability to transport a variety of toxins and therapeutic drugs, by site-directed
mutagenesis of two OAT aromatic residues suggested to play a role in the substrateprotein interaction (Perry et al. 2006).
The knowledge gained from these studies illustrates the importance of aromatic
residues in the function and structure of a variety of proteins, which in turn provides
invaluable information geared towards the understanding of the intricate protein
transport mechanisms. This study aims to explore the role of 11 aromatic residues of
A. nidulans’ NrtA nitrate transport – totalling 35 alterations. Certain changes led to the
complete impairment of growth on nitrate suggesting loss of nitrate transport. In
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contrast, other amino acid changes remained wild-type for growth or exhibited
reduced levels of growth, indicating a less serious biochemical effect. Kinetic analysis
of F47Y and F457M indicated that F47Y resulted in a strain with decreased Km and Vmax
values for nitrate uptake and F457M mutant strain resulted in kinetic values similar to
the wild-type. Toward gaining an understanding of the importance of the residue F47
and its role in the structure and function of NrtA, the resulting mutant strain of F47Y
substitution with altered Km and Vmax was further analysed by another nitrate uptake
assays using the short-lived tracer 13NO3-. The starting point of this study was to check
the conservation percentages of these residues, and 8 out of 11 residues selected were
highly conserved (>80-90%) based on a comparison amongst 694 homologues of NrtA
which have been identified in eukaryotes and prokaryotes (Table 5.1).
Table 5.1 Aromatic residues conservation based on 694 homologue sequences
Residue position

Percentage
(%)
32
25
70
88
6.5
89
87
86
90
28
6.5

F36
W40
F43
F47
Y51
F140
F151
W197
Y323
F362
F457

Exact percentages of the aromatic residues studied, in bold the highly conserved
residues (>80%) are indicated.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Residue Replacements
Site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce the mutations indicated in
Table 5.2. Following T110 and JK1060 transformations, Southern blotting was
carried out to verify whether strains harboured a single-copy gene integrated at the
argB locus (as described in Chapter 2). All the following substitutions tolerated
replacements and the resulting strains were able to grow on nitrate in comparison
with the wild-type: F36C/L/Y, W40F/L/Y, F43L/Y, F47Y/W, Y51F/L/W, F140L,
F151 L/S/W, W197Y, F362 L and F457 A/G/M. The substitutions that did not tolerate
replacement were F43W, F47K/ T, F140Y/W and Y323 W/L/Q/K/E (Table 5.2).
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5.2.2 Phenotypical Analysis

Nitrate-utilizing transformants have been phenotypically analysed to assess the
impact the desired alterations had on mutant strains (Figure 5.1). All phenotypical
tests were carried out as described before (See Chapter 3).
Figure 5.1 Pictures of single colonies tested phenotypically on NaNO 3 under
two different temperatures and on ClO-3

All nitrate growth tests were carried out on minimal medium (pH 6.5) containing
(A) 100mM NaNO3 and 1:1000 vitamins and incubated for 2 days at 37οC and
(B) at 25οC for 4 days; (C) supplemented with 150mM ClO-3, 10mM proline,
1:1000 vitamins and incubated for 2 days at 37°C. Wild-type (WT) strain is
nrtA+, nrtB- and negative control ∆nrtA (nrtA-, nrtB-).
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Table 5.2 Description of mutant strain with codon changes, net nitrate uptake and phenotypical tests

Mutant

Transformant
No.

Codon Change

Side Chain
Alteration

Phenotypical Growth Tests

Uptake

nmol mg-1 DW min-1
100mM 100mM
NaNO3 NaNO3
37°C
25°C

150mM
ClO-3
37°C

WT

T474

N/A

N/A

+++

+++

+++

13.0 ±2.1

ΔnrtA

T110

N/A

N/A

-

-

+++

0.01±0.8

F36C

51

TTC→TGC

non-polar-SH

+++

+++

+++

0.5±0.3

F L

2675

TTC→CTA

volume reduction

++

++

+++

0.5±0.3

F36Y

17

TTC→TAC

conservative

+++

+++

+++

1.5±0.2

W F

48

TGG→TTC

conservative

+++

+++

+++

3.5±0.2

W40L

3068

TGG→CTC

volume reduction

+-

+-

+++

0.8±0.3

40

W Y

2705

TGG→TAT

conservative

+++

+++

+++

4.8±0.5

F43L

2126

TTC→CTA

volume reduction

+

+

+++

3.7±0.4

43

F Y

2207

TTC→TAC

conservative

-

-

+++

N/D

F43W

370

TTC→TGG

conservative

++

++

+++

7.0±0.3

F47L

1153

TTC→CTA

volume reduction

-

-

+++

N/A

47

F T

2005

TTC→ACC

non-polar-polar

-

-

+++

N/A

F47Y

2635

TTC→TAC

conservative

+

+

+++

1.0±0.5

47

F K

2225

TTC→AAA

-

-

+++

N/A

F47W

370

TTC→TGG

non-polar-positive
charge
conservative

++

++

+++

1.2±0.4

85

CCT→TTC

conservative

++

++

+++

3.5±0.4

36

40

51

Y F

(table carries onto the next page)
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Y51L

3016

CCT→CTA

51

Y W

1226

CCT→TGG

F140L

1941

F140W

+

+

+++

2.7±0.3

conservative

++

++

+++

0.1±0.4

TTC→CTA

volume reduction

+

+

+++

0.9±0.2

154

TTC→TGG

conservative

-

-

+++

N/A

Y

1663

TTC→TAC

conservative

-

-

+++

N/A

F151L

1757

TTC→CTC

volume reduction

+

+

+++

0.8±0.5

151

F S

1914

TTC→TCC

non-polar-polar

+++

+++

+++

7.6±0.4

F151W

1779

TTC→TGG

conservative

++

++

+++

0.8±0.1

18

TTC→TAC

conservative

+++

+++

+++

6.6±0.5

W197V

N/D

TGG→GTA

N/D

N/D

N/D

N/D

W197Y

3766

TGG→TAT

slight volume
reduction
conservative

+-

+-

+++

0.4 ±0.2

Y323E

2375

TAT→GAA

gain of charge

-

-

+++

N/A

Y L

615

TAT→CTC

volume reduction

-

-

+++

N/A

Y323K

2314

TAT→AAG

-

-

+++

N/A

Y323Q

2356

TAT→CAA

non-polarpositive charge
non-polar-polar

-

-

+++

N/A

323

Y W

1976

TAT→TGG

conservative

-

-

+++

N/A

F362L

8201

TTC→CTC

volume reduction

++

++

+

N/D

457

A

4661

TTC→GCC

volume reduction

++

++

+++

13.1±0.8

457

G

1334

TTC→GGC

volume reduction

+++

+++

+++

0.7±0.3

F457M

1832

TTC→ATG

volume reduction

+

+

+++

1.1±0.2

140

F

151

F

Y

323

F
F

volume reduction

Standard Aspergillus growth media and treatment techniques used were as described in Chapter 2. Phenotypical test growth
score of – represents no growth, + represents poor growth, ++ represents moderate growth and +++ represents wild-type growth.
The net nitrate uptake values were determined at 500μM, with each value representing the mean (with standard error) of at least
three independent experiments. N/A denotes not applicable and N/D denotes not determined.
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5.2.3 Helix wheel analysis of aromatics residues studied

A distinct amphipathic pattern was observed in the helix wheel analysis for all
domains. A helical wheel analysis of TM1 predicted all residues studied (F36, W40, F43,
F47, Y51) clustered together at a very long hydrophobic face of the domain (Figure 5.2
TM1). TM4 helix wheel analysis also predicted F140 and F151 located in a very long
hydrophilic face (Figure 5.2 TM4). TM7 helix wheel analysis projected the highly
conserved residue Y323 at the hydrophilic region of the domain (Figure 5.2 TM7).
Also predicted to be located at the hydrophilic region was the residue F362 (Please refer
to Figure 4.6C on Chapter 4). TM11 helix wheel analysis projected F457 located in a
very long hydrophobic face (Please refer to Figure 4.5E on Chapter 4).

Figure 5.2 Helical wheel transmembrane segments rotational angle display

TM1

TM4

TM7

N

N

The helical wheel displays were generated using HeliQuest (Gautier et al. 2008)
and projects the residue position on a plane perpendicular to the helical axis of
NrtA viewed from the periplasm. The hydrophobic face is shown inside a black
semi-circular structure, a red (N) marks the beginning of the sequence and (C)
marks the end of the sequence, hydrophobic/non-polar residues are shown in
yellow, proline is shown in green; uncharged and hydrophilic residues are shown
in pink, uncharged/polar are shown in purple and negatively charged is indicated
in red.

5.2.4 Characterization of net nitrate uptake in residue replacements

Nitrate uptake by A. nidulans was estimated as nmol of nitrate depletion from
the medium .per mg dry weight per minute (results were expressed nmol mg-1 DW
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min-1) (Table 5.3). Therefore, under the experimental conditions employed,
extracellular nitrate depletion can be considered as a measure of NrtA nitrate transport.
Assays were carried out in triplicate using mycelial cells derived from a single
inoculum. Nitrate uptake values were determined after young mycelia were exposed to
nitrate as described in Chapter 2.
Table 5.3 Net nitrate uptake rates for mutant and wild-type strains
Construct

F36C
F36 L
F36Y
W40F
W40L
W40Y
F43 L
F43W
F47Y
F47W
Y51F
Y51L
Y51W
F140 L
F151 L
F151S
F151W
F151Y
W197Y
F457A
F457G
F457M

Nitrate Uptake Rate
nmol mg-1 DW min-1
Wild-type
∆nrtA

0.5±0.3
0.5±0.3
1.5±0.2
3.5±0.2
0.8±0.3
4.8±0.5
3.7±0.5
7.0±0.3
1.0±0.5
1.2±0.4
3.5 ±0.4
2.7±0.3
0.1±0.3
0.9±0.2
0.8±0.5
7.6±0.4
0.8±0.1
6.6±0.5
0.4±0.2
10.2±0.8
0.7±0.3
1.1±0.2

(nrtA+, nrtB-)

(nrtA-, nrtB-)

15.3 ±1.3
15.4 ±2.1
9.6 ±1.8
11.7±1.6
10.6±1.4
12.1±0.1
12.2±3.4
11.5±0.7
9.3±1
12.1±0.9
13.4 ± 0.7
11.8±1.3
10.8±1.6
9.2±0.3
9.4±0.4
10.3±1.8
10.6±2.3
12.9±4.0
11.8±1.6
13.6 ±0.8
12.0±0.8
12.0±0.8

-0.9 ±0.3
-1.1 ±0.7
-0.7 ±0.5
-0.1 ±0.3
-0.5 ±0.6
-0.3 ±0.2
-0.7 ±0.5
-0.7 ±0.4
-0.2 ±0.7
-0.4 ±0.1
0.2 ±0.5
-0.3 ±0.3
0.1 ±0.05
-0.4 ±0.3
-0.2 ±0.2
-0.4 ±0.6
-0.1 ±0.2
-0.4 ±0.4
-0.2 ±0.1
-0.2 ±0.4
-0.5 ±0.6
-0.5 ±0.6

Nitrate Uptake
(%)

3
3
16
30
7
40
39
60
11
11
26
23
1
7
4
80
8
56
3
75
5
8

Wild-type refers to a nrtA+ nrtB- strain, ∆nrtA carry single mutations in the nrtA
and nrtB genes, respectively. Constructs were transformed into the triple mutant
JK1060 strain (nrtA-, nrtB-, argB2) further details of constructs and strains are
discussed in Chapter 2. Values are average of triplicates ±S.E expressed as nmol
mg-1 DW min-1. * in comparison to the wild type
The substitution of F43Y, F47K, F47 L, F47T, Y323 to E, L, K, Q and W were not
tolerated therefore no net nitrate uptake was carried out and for the following
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substitution F362L net nitrate uptake rate has not been determined (Please note that all
values above are average taken from three independent experiments. Please refer to
Appendix 4 – electronic version for the raw data on net nitrate uptake).

5.2.5 Kinetic Analysis

Kinetic Analysis was carried out based on Browlee and Arnst (1983) method.
Rates of net nitrate transport Km and Vmax values of mutants were compared to the
wild-type strain T454 and the negative control strain T110. Net nitrate uptake was
estimated as depletion by measuring the disappearance of nitrate from medium (as
described in Chapter 2). All kinetic constants given in this section were obtained using
GraphPad Prism and Origin analysis, using non-linear regression calculated from the
data of three independent experiments.
The kinetic parameters of net nitrate transport for the WT T454 (nrtA+ nrtB-) and
mutant strains F47Y, F457M and statistical analysis are shown in Tables 5.4-5.9 and
Figures 5.3-5.7. The F47Y substitution resulted in a Km value for the nitrate transport
activity much lower in comparison with the wild type at 26±4μM and 204±43μM,
respectively. F47Y mutant also yielded a lower Vmax value of 1.8±0.05nmol mg-1 DW
min-1 in comparison with the wild-type 14±1nmol mg-1 DW min-1. The coefficient of
determination obtained were R2=0.90 for the wild-type triplicate independent data and
R2= 0.76 for the mutant strain. The F457M substitution resulted in a strain with a Km
value for the nitrate transport activity of 115±15μM (between 52.5%-62%) in
comparison to the wild-type. Whereas the Vmax value obtained was virtually the same
as the wild type, 14±0.5nmol mg-1 DW min-1 for the mutant strain and 14±1nmol min1

mg-1 for the wild type. The coefficient of determination obtained were R 2=0.90 for

the wild type triplicate independent data and R2= 0.93 for the mutant strain.

Table 5.4 Kinetic constants and statistical analysis for NaNO3 influx by the
wild-type strain T454

Best-fit values
Vmax
Km

14 nmol mg-1 DW min-1
204μM

Standard Error
Vmax
Km

1
43

(table carries onto the next page)
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95% Confidence Intervals
Vmax
Km
Goodness of Fit
Degrees of Freedom
R²

12 to 16
115 to 294
19
0.90

Statistical analysis of three independent experiments, the data used was the mean
values and standard error of the mean (SEM). The data was analysed by nonlinear regression using GraphPad Prism software and the kinetic parameters
determined for the wild-type were Km 204±43μM and Vmax of 14±1nmol mg-1
DW min-1.

Figure 5.3 Influx values for the wild-type strain T454

[NaNO3] vs. WT Net Nitrate Uptake

15
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V nmol mg -1 DW min -1

nmol mg -1 DW min-1

Net Nitrate Uptake
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0
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8
6
4
2

0

250
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1000

0
0.01

[NaNO3 mM]

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

V/S ml mg -1 DW min -1

NaNO3 uptake values for the wild-type strain T454 (nrtA+, nrtB-). Net nitrate
uptake was measured by depletion from the medium at the concentrations shown
during 0-20 minute exposures. The kinetic parameters were determined by nonlinear regression using GraphPad Prism software fitted to the Michaelis-Menten
equation and Eadie-Hofstee (V vs. V/S) plots resulting in a Km value of
204±43μM and Vmax of 14±1nmol mg-1 DW min-1 with the error bars
representing the SE of the mean values.
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Table 5.5 Kinetic constants and statistical analysis for NaNO3 influx by the
mutant strain F47Y
Best-fit values
Vmax
Km
Standard Error
Vmax
Km
95% Confidence Intervals
Vmax
Km
Goodness of Fit
Degrees of Freedom
R²

1.8nmol mg-1 DW min-1
26μM
0.05
4
1.7 to 1.9
17 to 35
19
0.76

Statistical analysis of three independent experiments, the data used was the mean
values and standard error of the mean (SEM). The data was analysed by nonlinear regression using GraphPad Prism software and the kinetic parameters
determined for the mutant strain F47Y were Km 26±4μM and Vmax of
1.8±0.05nmol mg-1 DW min-1.
Figure 5.4 Influx values for the mutant strain F47Y
[NaNO3] vs. Net Nitrate Uptake F47Y

2.5
2.0
2.50
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V nmol mg -1 DW min -1

nmol mg -1 DW min -1

Net Nitrate Uptake
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1.0
0.5

2.00

1.75
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1.25

0.0
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1.00
0.4

[NaNO3 mM ]
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1.0

V/S ml mg -1 DW min -1

NaNO3 uptake values for the mutant strain F47Y. Net nitrate uptake was
measured by depletion from the medium at the concentrations shown during 020 minute exposures. The kinetic parameters were determined by non-linear
regression using GraphPad Prism software fitted to the Michaelis-Menten
equation and Eadie-Hofstee (V vs. V/S) plots resulting in a Km value of 26±4μM
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and Vmax of 1.8±0.05 nmol mg-1 DW min-1 with the error bars representing the
SE of the mean values.
Table 5.6 Kinetic constants and statistical analysis for NaNO3 influx by the
mutant strain F457M

Best-fit values
Vmax
Km
Standard Error
Vmax
Km
95% Confidence Intervals
Vmax
Km
Goodness of Fit
Degrees of Freedom
R²

14nmol mg-1 DW min-1
115μM
0.5
15
13 to 16
84 to 146
19
0.93

Statistical analysis of three independent experiments, the data used was the mean
values and standard error of the mean (SEM). The data was analysed by nonlinear regression using GraphPad Prism software and the kinetic parameters
determined for the mutant strain F457M were Km 115±15μM and Vmax of
14±0.5nmol mg-1 DW min-1.
Figure 5.5 Influx values for the mutant strain F457M

[NaNO3] vs. Net Nitrate Uptake F457M
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NaNO3 uptake values for the mutant strain F457M. Net nitrate uptake was
measured by depletion from the medium at the concentrations shown during 020 minute exposures. The kinetic parameters were determined by non-linear
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regression using GraphPad Prism software fitted to the Michaelis-Menten
equation and Eadie-Hofstee (V vs. V/S) plots resulting in a Km value of
115±15μM and Vmax of 14±0.5 nmol mg-1 DW min-1 with the error bars
representing the SE of the mean values.
5.2.5.1 Analysis of variance (ANOVA t-test) for Kcat values
Using the data described above the catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km) was calculated
(Table 5.7). A statistical analysis (ANOVA t-test) was performed to determine
whether there was a significant difference between the Kcat values of the two mutant
strains analysed in the net nitrate uptake assays and the wild-type. Once the Kcat values
were calculated, the software SPSS 17.0 was used to generate the Univariate measures
using the General Linear Module (GLM) - mean and standard deviation (Table 5.7 and
5.8).
Table 5.7 Estimated mean values of the kinetic parameters
Strain
T454
F47Y
F457M

Km
204±43
26±4
115±15

Vmax
14±1
1.8±0.05
14±0.5

Kcat
0.070±0.01
0.073±0.02
0.127±0.01

Kinetic parameters of wild type strain (T454), and the mutant strains F47Y and
F457M, Km (μM), Vmax(nmol mg-1 DW min-1) and Kcat (min-1).
Table 5.8 Descriptive Statistics
Strain

Mean

Std. Deviation

T454

.070

.009

F457M

.127

.007

.073

.021

47

F Y

Descriptive Statistics of the 3 strains analysed using the K cat as the dependent
variable.
5.2.6 Uptake Assay using the tracer 13NO3Nitrate influx was measured by using the short-lived isotope 13NO3- (t1/2=10
min) as described in the Materials and Methods (Chapter 2). The wild-type (T454)
strain kinetic parameter values (Km, Vmax and Kcat) were similar to previously
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reported by Unkles et al. (2001) 49±29μM, 462±102nmol mg-1 DW h-1 and
11±4min-1, respectively (Table 5.9) and (Figure 5.10) with a coefficient of
determination R2=0.97.
The kinetic parameters (Km, Vmax and Kcat) for the mutant strain F47Y
obtained from non-linear regression analysis were 61±17μM, 33±8 nmol mg-1 DW
h-1 and 0.6±0.3min-1, respectively (Table 5.9) and (Figure 5.6) with a coefficient
of determination R2 =0.94. The pattern the data presented below indicated that
NrtA in strain F47Y was found to have a Km 1.3-fold that of the wild-type and a
Vmax of almost 14-fold lower than the wild-type.
Table 5.9 Estimated mean values of the kinetic parameters

Strain Km

Vmax

Kcat

T454

49±29

462±102

11±4

F47Y

61±17

33±8

0.6±0.3

The data was analysed by non-linear regression using GraphPad Prism software
and the kinetic parameters were determined for wild-type strain (T454) and the
mutant strain F47Y, Km (μM), Vmax (nmol mg-1 DW h-1) and Kcat (min-1).
Figure 5.6 13NO3- Influx values for the wild-type T454
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NaNO3 uptake values for the wild-type T454 (nrtA+, nrtB-). Net nitrate uptake
was measured by depletion from the medium at the concentrations shown during
0-20 minute exposures. The kinetic parameters were determined by non-linear
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regression using GraphPad Prism software fitted to the Michaelis-Menten
equation and Eadie-Hofstee (V vs. V/S) plots resulting in a Km value of
49±29μM and Vmax of 462±102nmol mg-1 DW h-1 with the error bars
representing the SE of the mean values.
Figure 5.7 13NO3- Influx values for the mutant strain F47Y
30
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NaNO3 uptake values for the mutant strain F47Y. Net nitrate uptake was
measured by depletion of media at the concentration shown during 0-20 minute
exposures. The kinetic parameters were determined by non-linear regression
using GraphPad Prism software fitted to the Michaelis-Menten equation and
Eadie-Hofstee (V vs. V/S) plots resulting in a Km value of 61±17μM and Vmax of
33±8nmol mg-1 DW h-1 with the error bars representing the SE of the mean
values.

5.3 Discussion

This study attempts to identify the role of aromatic residues on nitrate transport
through NrtA. The proposal of this study was to find out the main role of 11 conserved
and highly conserved aromatic residues. All the residues in this study were altered to a
variety of amino acids representing differences in charge, hydrophobicity and sidechain bulk. Initially, it was sought to determine the effect of aromatic-aromatic
substitutions and subsequently non-aromatic residue changes were also analysed. Out
of the following five residues analysed F36, W40, F43, F47 and Y51 within TM1, only
two, F43and F47, showed some degree of reduced or abolished nitrate transport. These
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residues were substituted by other aromatics and non-aromatics of different physicochemical characteristics. Although F36 tolerated replacement with a tyrosine, leucine
and cysteine, a markedly reduced nitrate transport rate was noticed in all these
substitutions (below 10% of the wild-type nitrate uptake rate). Leucine is highly
similar to phenylalanine in terms of hydrophobicity, size and preference to be buried
inside proteins. Nevertheless, replacement by leucine is thought to destabilize protein
folding (Zhang and Goldenberg 1997). Tyrosine is partially hydrophobic as its
hydroxyl group (a classic hydrogen bond donor), is likely to interact with non-protein
atoms (Betts and Russell 2003) This in turn can potentially cause hindrance to TM1
helix-helix interactions. A substitution to a small residue, cysteine, was tolerated; this
residue plays a variety of roles such as forming disulphide bonds with other cysteines,
but can also play a structural role, depending on their location (Betts and Russell
2003). This phenylalanine at position 36 is highly conserved across all A. thaliana
high-affinity transporters as well as in GlpT and in LacY, but in NrtA this residue is
not crucial for the transport of nitrate.
The substitution of the bulky W40 (highly conserved in all A. thaliana highaffinity nitrate transporters) by the other aromatics was tolerated; the resulting strains
were able to transport nitrate. Although the substitution by a leucine was also
tolerated, it resulted in a mutant strain unable to transport nitrate effectively as poor
growth and marginal nitrate uptake rate were observed. Despite its large isopropyl
group, a leucine at this position was perhaps not bulky enough to replace tryptophan.
Similarly, the substitution of F43 by a leucine, despite being tolerated, also resulted in a
mutant strain unable to uptake nitrate. Likewise, the substitution by the bulky
tryptophan, which was also tolerated, yielded a mutant strain able to grow on nitrate
and even although a nitrate uptake rate was observed (60% in comparison with the
wild-type).
The highly conserved residue F47 substitution by other aromatics was tolerated,
whereas substitutions by the non-aromatics leucine, threonine and lysine were not.
Despite slight differences in hydrophobicity all three aromatic residues are very
similar in terms of their size and preference for the core of proteins. These bulky
residues also interact more favourably with one another and with non-polar residues
such as aliphatics (Betts and Russell 2003), which leads to hydrophobic interactions,
thought to be the main stabilising force of conformational entropy in protein folding
(Fiedler et al. 2010). Therefore, it is not surprising that substitution of F47 by other
aromatics were tolerated but resulted in low nitrate uptake rates. Net nitrate uptake
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analysis based on the Brownlee and Arst (1983) method indicated that F47Y
substitution yielded a mutant strain with a higher affinity (8-fold decrease in Km) to
nitrate and markedly decreased Vmax (8-fold) velocity rate in comparison with the wild
type (Table 5.4/5; Figure 5.3/4). Statistical calculations were carried out to compare
the catalytic efficiency of the mutant strain F47Y with the wild-type, which reveal that
F47Y as a transporter was significantly different than the wild-type (Tables 5.4-5.9 and
Figures 5.3-5.7), however, different does not mean better, as a markedly reduced Vmax
indicated that the maximal velocity of the substrate was relatively small. The results of
further kinetic analysis of this mutant strain using the tracer

13

NO3- were consistent

with the Vmax value obtained from the net nitrate uptake assays as a 10-fold reduced
Vmax value was obtained. However, there was no increase in the affinity for the
substrate (Tables 5.4-5.9 and Figures 5.3-5.7). Since there was no change in the
affinity for the substrate it would appear therefore, that the residue F47 is not directly
involved in nitrate transport.
The only tyrosine in TM1 Y51 tolerated replacements by other aromatics and by
leucine. The resulting strains were able to uptake nitrate except the Y 51W substitution
as negligible nitrate uptake rate was obtained, probably due to tryptophan large sidechain. This residue is highly conserved in A. thaliana high-affinity transporters and a
computer-based analysis using Pymol (DeLano 2002) predicted a hydrogen bond
interaction between Y51(TM1) and E330 (TM7). Unkles et al. (2004b) investigation of a
highly conserved E330 indicated that a potential salt-bridge formation between this
residue and two highly conserved arginine residues at position 87 and 368 was
considered as unlikely. It’s proposed here that E330 could be interacting with Y51
instead to stabilise TM1 and TM7 helix-helix interaction (Figure 5.8).
Figure 5.8 Hydrogen bond interaction between Y51 and E330

TM1

Y51

E330
TM7
(Legend on the next page)
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Both residues are shown in green and the hydrogen bond interaction is indicated
by a yellow dashed line. Residues directly above Y51 and E330, and the short
loops between TM1-2 and between TM7-8 have been omitted for clarity. In this
orientation, the α-helix is viewed from the periplasm. This illustration was
generated using Pymol (DeLano 2002).
The two conserved residues in TM4 analysed F140 and F151 tolerated most
replacements. F140 tolerated the substitution by leucine but markedly reduced nitrate
uptake rate was noticed and substitutions by other aromatics were not tolerated
indicating that this residue is highly likely to play an important role in the nitrate
transport. Whereas, F151 tolerated all substitutions (aromatics and a serine), the
resulting strains were able to grow on nitrate and uptake nitrate. Despite being highly
conserved amongst 694 homologues including all A. thaliana high-affinity nitrate
transporters, the result of this analysis indicates that a phenylalanine at position 151 is
not crucial for the nitrate transport in NrtA.
Highly conserved residue W197 in the cytoplasmic loop between TM5 and TM6
tolerated replacement to a tyrosine, however poor growth on nitrate and negligible
nitrate uptake rate were observed indicating that this residue could play an important
role. The hydrophobic elements of tryptophan side-chain prefer to be near the
hydrophobic core and the polar elements can interact with the polar lipid head group
or aqueous environment (Liang et al. 2005). According to Braun and Von Heijne
(1999) in general, tryptophan plays an important role in membrane anchoring due to
the physical amphipathic properties of its side-chain for example, its indole group is
likely to form hydrogen bonds and/or participate in dipole interactions. Furthermore,
its flat rigid shape limits access to the hydrocarbon core and its delocalised electrons
favours lipid-water interface interactions (Stopar et al. 2003). A transformant
containing the mutation at this position to a valine has been transformed but
phenotypical tests and further analysis have yet to be carried out.
Highly conserved Y323 in TM7 did not tolerate any replacements by another
aromatic residue (tryptophan) or by other residues of different physico-chemical
characteristics such as glutamate, lysine, glutamine and leucine. Y323 has also
previously been substituted by a serine (Dr. Unkles personal communication), which
was not tolerated. There is a clear indication that this residue is crucial for nitrate
transport as no other substitution allowed substantial growth or uptake activity. The
helix wheel and a hypothetical 3D analysis positioned Y323 residue in the hydrophilic
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face of TM7 (Figure 5.2 TM7). This preference of location could facilitate the uptake
of nitrate since any substitution had a deleterious effect on NrtA.
The F457 substitution by an alanine, glycine and methionine were tolerated
despite differences in the nitrate uptake rate (Chapter 3) and net nitrate uptake assays
resulted in Km and Vmax values similar to the wild-type. Therefore, it can be assumed
that this aromatic residue is not crucial for nitrate transport.
In summary, it is proposed here that the NrtA aromatic residues analysed in this
study play a variety of roles. TM1 has a high proportion of aromatic amino acids
forming the following highly conserved motif FxxxWxxFxxxFxxFY (the ones
analysed in this study are indicated in bold) also found at TM1 of GlpT, LacY and
OxlT. According to a helical wheel analysis (Figure 5.2), the aromatic residues of
TM1 are all predicted to be facing the hydrophobic core, which indicates that these
bulky residues may have a function similar to the aromatic residues of GlpT, whose
role is to close the translocation pore following binding of substrate (Huang et al.
2003). However, Law et al. (2008b) suggested that the aromatic residues located at
TM1 of GlpT are not directly involved in substrate binding. Nonetheless, it was
suggested that these highly conserved aromatics play a crucial role in elevating the
pKa of a histidine residue located at the binding site of GlpT, furthermore this
interaction resulting in histidine becoming protonated stabilises the basicity of the
binding site. This role for aromatics has also been suggested for other MFS proteins
such as PepT1 (Law et al. 2008) and for EmrD (Yin et al. 2006).
The overall results obtained from the TM1 aromatic substitutions indicates that
these residues play an important role in nitrate transport in the biding site region albeit
indirectly. Secondly, for the highly conserved aromatic Y323 at the hydrophilic face of
TM7, it is proposed here that the position of this residue with its side chain sticking
outwardly has a fundamental functional or structural role with a detrimental effect on
nitrate transport upon substitution to any other residue, even those with similar
physico-chemical properties.
The other aromatics studied here could play a variety of roles, the F457 at the
second nitrate signature probably play a structural role, anchoring membrane span,
while the highly conserved residue F140 seems to be crucial for efficient nitrate
transport as opposed to F151. Lastly, W197 located at the cytoplasmic loop close to TM6
border could have an important role in interacting with a threonine in the cytoplasmic
loop close to TM1 border.
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CHAPTER 6:
Nitrate binding site study involving the residue N364 located at TM8
6.1 Introduction
The aim of this study was to determine the role of the residue N364 on the
proposed binding site of NrtA suggested by Unkles et al. (2004b) by analysing the
effect of replacements by a variety of residues on the nitrate transport. N364 was
substituted by site-directed mutagenesis to cysteine, alanine, glutamine, lysine and
arginine. The arginine substitution was carried out by Dr. Symmington (personal
communication). The substitution by alanine and glutamine were tolerated and
resulted in a mutant strain able to uptake nitrate, as opposed to substitutions by
cysteine, lysine and arginine. These substitutions resulted in mutant strains that failed
to grow on nitrate.
The transport of substrates across membrane proteins has great medical,
agricultural and environmental importance. The binding site of membrane proteins
plays a crucial role in the transport of ions, sugars, drugs and other substrates
(Abramson et al. 2004; Law et al. 2008b). Even though many MFS proteins have had
their structure determined, the modus operandus of their binding site is still unknown.
A homology 3D model of NrtA based upon the structure of LacY and GlpT has been
generated showing residues known to play crucial roles in their respective binding site
(Figure 6.1). There are several residues that play important roles in the substrate
binding site of LacY, for instance, some play a role in stacking interactions, hydrogen
bonding, charge pairing (Figure 6.1) and salt-bridge (Guan and Kaback 2005). In
GlpT, some basic residues side-chains are key determinant of substrate specificity,
which have been shown to interact with Pi or organophosphates atoms of GlpT
substrate phosphoryl group (Law et al. 2008b). It is thought that just like other MFS
proteins that have been crystallised, NrtA transports nitrate thorough a single-binding
site, where residues involved directly in the binding line up parallel to the membrane,
in particular two arginine residues (R87 and R368). These residues have been shown by
Unkles et al. (2004b) to be an absolute requirement for the uptake of nitrate by NrtA.
The residues that play important roles in the binding and translocation of the
substrate align parallel to the membrane and might be exposed to solvent in both
conformations (inwards and outwards). This structural feature is known as the
“alternating-mechanism” principle also known as the “rocker-switch movement”
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(Jenks 1980 and references therein). It has been suggested that this mechanism entails
the binding of substrate on one side, α-helical adaptation for the substrate binding site,
followed by the release of the substrate on the other side. The residue analysed in this
study N364, which is located very near R368 (Figure 6.1), might play a role in assisting
this highly conserved residue thought to be located at the substrate binding site, and to
facilitate the translocation of nitrate across NrtA. The residue, N364 is highly conserved
amongst A. thaliana high-affinity transporters and in OxlT (UniProtKB alignment Jain et al. 2009).
Figure 6.1 Superimposition of NrtA, GlpT and LacY

TM2
R87

R45
R269
E126

R368

R144
N364

TM8

Illustration of NrtA (green) superimposed with GlpT (magenta) and LacY
(cyan), ribbons are rendered 80% transparent to facilitate visualisation of sidechains. The residues thought to play an important role in the binding site of NrtA
are indicated in green (R87,R368), the residue analysed in this study (N364) is
indicated in red ; the ones thought to participate in the binding site of GlpT are
indicated in magenta (R45, R269); and the charge-pair between E126 and R144
(cyan) suggested to be crucial for substrate binding of LacY is indicated by
yellow-dashed lines. This image was generated using Pymol (DeLano 2002) and
is viewed from the cytoplasm.
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6.2 Results
6.2.1 Residue Replacements
Site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce the mutations indicated in Table
6.1. Following T110 and JK1060 transformations, Southern blotting was carried out to
verify whether strains harboured a single-copy gene integrated at the argB locus (as
described in Chapter 2). The substitutions to an alanine and glutamine were tolerated,
replacements by a cysteine, arginine and a lysine were not tolerated (Table 6.1).
6.2.2 Phenotypical Analysis
Nitrate-utilizing transformants have been phenotypically analysed to assess the
impact the desired alterations had on mutant strains (Figure 6.2). All phenotypical tests
were carried out as described before (See Chapter 3). All strains were able to grow on
nitrate except N364C and N364K.
Figure 6.2 Pictures of single colonies tested phenotypically on NaNO 3 under
two different temperatures and on ClO-3

All nitrate growth tests were carried out on minimal medium (pH 6.5) containing
(A) 100mM NaNO3 and 1:1000 vitamins and incubated for 2 days at 37οC and
(B) at 25οC for 4 days; (C) supplemented with 150mM ClO-3, 10mM proline and
1:1000 vitamins and incubated for 2 days at 37°C. Wild-type (WT) is nrtA+,
nrtB- and negative control ∆nrtA (nrtA-, nrtB-).
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Table 6.1 Description of mutant strain with codon changes, net nitrate uptake and phenotypical tests

Mutant

Transformant

Codon Change

No.

Side Chain

Phenotypical Growth Tests

Uptake

nmol mg-1DW min-1

Alteration
100mM 100mM

150mM

NaNO3

NaNO3

ClO-3

37°C

25°C

37°C

WT

T474

N/A

N/A

+++

+++

+++

13.0±0.2

ΔnrtA

T110

N/A

N/A

-

-

+++

0.0±0.8

N364A

1814

AAT→GCT

Volume reduction

++

++

+++

3.8 ±0.3

N364C

2577

AAT→TGT

Polar-SH

-

-

+++

N/A

N364K

3883

AAT→AAG

Polar-positive

-

-

+++

N/A

++

++

+++

2.3±0.1

-

-

+++

N/A

charge
364

N Q

3902

AAT→CAA

Volume increase

N364R

1408

AAT→CGT

Gain of charge

Description of mutations made on the residue N364 in the nitrate binding site of NrtA. Standard Aspergillus growth media and
treatment techniques used were as described in Material and Methods (Chapter 2). Phenotypical test growth score of –
represents no growth, + represents poor growth, ++ represents moderate growth and +++ represents wild-type growth. The net
nitrate uptake values were determined at 500μM, each value is the mean (with standard error) of at least three independent
experiments. N/A denotes not applicable.
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6.2.3 Helix Wheel analysis of TM8

An amphipathic pattern was observed in the helix wheel analysis for TM8
(Figure 6.3). Despite the fact that the helical wheel display positioned N 364 exposed to
the solvent, 3D Pymol (DeLano 2002) analysis positioned N364 side-chain facing
towards the hydrophobic core (Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.3 Helical transmembrane segments rotational angle prediction for N 364

C

N

This helical wheel display was generated using HeliQuest (Gautier et al. 2008)
and projected N364 on a plane perpendicular to the α-helix axis of TM8 viewed
from the periplasm. The hydrophobic face is shown inside a black semicircular structure, a red (N) marks the beginning of the sequence and (C) marks
the end of the sequence, hydrophobic/non-polar residues are shown in yellow,
proline is shown in green; N364, which is uncharged and hydrophilic is
indicated in pink and positively charged residues are indicated in blue.

6.2.4 Characterization of net nitrate uptake in residue replacements

Nitrate uptake by A. nidulans was estimated as nmol of nitrate depletion from
the medium .per mg dry weight per minute (results were expressed nmol .mg-1 .DW
.min-1) (Table 6.2). Therefore, under the experimental conditions employed,
extracellular nitrate depletion can be considered as a measure of NrtA nitrate transport.
Assays were carried out in triplicate using mycelial cells derived from a single
inoculum. Nitrate uptake values were determined after young mycelia were exposed to
nitrate as described in Chapter 2.
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Table 6.2 Net nitrate uptake rates for mutant and wild-type strains

Construct

N364A
N364Q

Nitrate Uptake Rate
nmol mg-1 DW min-1
Wild-type
∆nrtA

3.8 ±0.3
2.3 ±0.1

(nrtA+, nrtB-)

(nrtA-, nrtB-)

13.5 ±1.2
11.9 ±0.9

-0.3 ±0.6
-0.7 ±0.8

Nitrate Uptake
(%)

28
20

Wild-type refers to nrtA+ nrtB- strain, ∆nrtA carry single mutations in the nrtA
and nrtB genes, respectively. Constructs were transformed into the triple mutant
JK1060 strain (nrtA-, nrtB-, argB2) further details of constructs and strains are
discussed in Chapter 2. Values are average of triplicates ±S.E expressed as nmol
mg-1 DW min-1. * in comparison to the wild type

6.2.5 Kinetic analysis

Kinetic Analysis was carried out based on Browlee and Arst (1983) method.
The rates of net nitrate transport Km and Vmax values of mutants were compared to
the wild-type strain T454 and the negative control strain T110. Net nitrate uptake
was estimated as depletion by measuring the disappearance of nitrate from medium
(as described in Chapter 2). All kinetic constants given in this section were obtained
using GraphPad Prism and Origin analysis, using non-linear regression calculated
from the data of three independent experiments. The kinetic parameters of net nitrate
transport for the WT T454 (nrtA+ nrtB-) are shown in Chapter 5 and for the mutant
strains N364A and N364Q in Tables 6.3-6.10 and Figures 6.3-6.6. The N364A
substitution resulted in a strain with a Km value for the nitrate transport of at least
half to the wild-type at 126±13μM (between 56%-69% in comparison with the wildtype). Whereas, the Vmax value obtained was 18±0.5nmol mg-1 DW min-1 for the
mutant strain and 14±1 nmol mg-1 DW min-1 for the wild-type. The coefficient of
determination obtained were R2=0.90 for the wild-type triplicate independent data
and R2= 0.95 for the mutant strain. The N364Q substitution resulted in a Km value for
the nitrate transport activity much lower in comparison with the wild-type at
17±6μM. N364Q mutant Vmax value of 2.2±0.09nmol mg-1 DW min-1 was much lower
in comparison with the wild-type, which was 14±1nmol mg-1 DW min-1.
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The

coefficient of determination obtained were R 2=0.90 for the wild-type triplicate
independent data and R2= 0.40 for the mutant strain, both triplicate independent data.

Table 6.3 Kinetic constants and statistical analysis for NaNO3 influx by the
mutant strain N364A
Best-fit values
18nmol mg-1 DW min-1
126μM

Vmax
Km
Standard Error

Vmax
Km

0.5
13

95% Confidence Intervals

Vmax
Km

17 to 19
99 to 153

Goodness of Fit
Degrees of Freedom
R²
Absolute Sum of Squares
Sy.x

19
0.96
15.4
0.9

Statistical analysis of three independent experiments, the data used was the
mean values and standard error of the mean (SEM). The data was analysed by
non-linear regression using GraphPad Prism software and the kinetic
parameters determined for mutant strain N364A were Km 126±13μM and Vmax
of 18±0.5nmol mg-1 DW min-1.

[NaNO3] vs. Net Nitrate Uptake N364A

20

20

15

18
16

V nmol mg -1 DW min -1

mg-1DW min -1

Net Nitrate Uptake nmol

Figure 6.4 Influx values of the mutant strain N364A
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0.15

0.18

NaNO3 uptake values for the mutant strain N364A. Net nitrate uptake was
measured by depletion from the medium at the concentrations shown during 020 minute exposures. The kinetic parameters were determined by non-linear
regression using GraphPad Prism software fitted to the Michaelis-Menten
equation and Eadie-Hofstee (V vs. V/S) plots resulting in a Km value of
126±13μM and Vmax of 18±0.5nmol mg-1 DW min-1 with the error bars
representing the SE of the mean values.
Table 6.4 Kinetic constants and statistical analysis for NaNO3 influx by the
mutants strain N364Q
Best-fit values
Vmax
Km
Standard Error
Vmax
Km
95% Confidence Intervals
Vmax
Km
Goodness of Fit
Degrees of Freedom
R²
Absolute Sum of Squares
Sy.x

2.2nmol mg-1 DW min-1
17μM
0.1
6
2 to 2.4
4 to 29
19
0.40
1.3
0.26

Statistical analysis of three independent experiments, the data used was the
mean values and standard error of the mean (SEM). The data was analysed by
non-linear regression using GraphPad Prism software and the kinetic
parameters determined for mutant strain N364Q were Km 17±6μM and Vmax of
2.2±0.09nmol mg-1 DW min-1.
Figure 6.5 Influx values of the mutant strain N364Q
[NaNO3] vs. Net Nitrate Uptake N364Q
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0.05

0.06

NaNO3 uptake values for the mutant strain N364Q. Net nitrate uptake was
measured by depletion from the medium at the concentrations shown during 020 minute exposures. The kinetic parameters were determined by non-linear
regression using GraphPad Prism software fitted to the Michaelis-Menten
equation and Eadie-Hofstee (V vs. V/S) plots resulting in a Km value of
17±6μM and Vmax of 2.2±0.09nmol mg-1 DW min-1 with the error bars
representing the SE of the mean values.

6.2.5.1 Analysis of variance (ANOVA t-test) for Kcat values
Using the data described above, the catalytic efficiency (Kcat/Km) was
calculated (Table 6.5). A statistical analysis (ANOVA t-test) was performed to
determine whether there was a significant difference between the Kcat values of the
two mutant strains analysed in the net nitrate uptake assays and the wild-type. Once
the Kcat values were calculated, the software SPSS 17.0 was used to generate
estimates of marginal means using the General Linear Module (GLM) (Table 6.56.6).
Table 6.5 Estimated mean values of the kinetic parameters

Strain
T454
N364A
N364Q

Km
204±43
126±13
17±6

Vmax
14±0.99
18±0.5
2.2±0.09

Kcat
0.07±0.01
0.12±0.04
0.14±0.03

Kinetic parameters of wild-type strain (T454), and the mutant strains N364A and
N364Q, Km (μM), Vmax (nmol mg-1 DW min-1) and Kcat (min-1).
Table 6.6 Estimates of Marginal Means
95% Confidence Interval
Strains

T454
N364A
N364Q

Mean

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

.070

.016

.030

.110

.123

.016

.084

.163

.133

.016

.094

.173

Marginal means of the 3 strains analysed using the K cat as the dependent
variable.
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6.2.6 Uptake Assay using the tracer 13NO3Nitrate influx was measured by using the short-lived isotope 13NO3- (t1/2=10
min) as described in Chapter 2. The wild-type (T454) strain kinetic parameter
values (Km, Vmax and Kcat) were similar to previously reported by Unkles et al.
(2001) 49±29μM, 462±102nmol mg-1 DW h-1 and 11±4min-1, respectively (Table
6.10) with a coefficient of determination R 2=0.97 (See Chapter 5 Figure 5.6). The
kinetic parameters (Km, Vmax and Kcat) for the mutant strain N364Q obtained from
non-linear regression analysis were 276±26μM, 51±9nmol mg-1 DW h-1 and
0.18±0.01min-1, respectively (Table 6.10; Figure 6.6) with a coefficient of
determination R2 =0.99.
Table 6.10 Estimated mean values of the kinetic parameters
Strain Km

Vmax

Kcat

T454
N364Q

462±102
51±8

11±4
0.18±0.01

49±29
276±26

Kinetic parameters of wild-type strain (T454) and the mutant strain N364Q, Km
(μM), Vmax (nmol mg-1 DW h-1) and Kcat (min-1).

NO3- nmol mg-1 DW h-1

Figure 6.6 13NO3- Influx values for the mutant strain N364Q
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NaNO3 uptake values for the mutant strain N364Q. Net nitrate uptake was
measured by depletion of media at the concentration shown during 0-20 minute
exposures. The kinetic parameters were determined by non-linear regression
using GraphPad Prism software fitted to the Michaelis-Menten equation and
Eadie-Hofstee (V vs. V/S) plots resulting in a Km value of 276±26μM and Vmax
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of 51±8nmol mg-1 DW h-1 with the error bars representing the SE of the mean
values.

6.3 Discussion
The aim of this study was to explore the role of N364 residue, which is located at
TM8 neighbouring R368, which according to Unkles et al. (2004b) is crucial for NrtA
ability to transport nitrate and may form the binding site together with R87 in TM2 and
N459 in TM11. In this study N364 was substituted by four polar residues glutamine,
arginine, cysteine and lysine, and lastly, by alanine, a non-polar residue. Most
substitutions were not tolerated except by alanine and glutamine. The substitution of
N364 by glutamine yielded a mutant strain able to grow on nitrate, however the uptake
rate obtained was somewhat reduced in comparison with the wild-type strain. This
diminishing transport rate was further investigated using net nitrate uptake assays (as
described by Brownlee and Arst 1983). The mutational changes of N364 by alanine
yielded a mutant strain that grew substantially better than the glutamine substitution;
this mutated strain was also used for kinetic analysis for comparison with the N364Q
mutant strain. The kinetic measurements of the nitrate transporter in N 364Q and N364A
revealed Km values decreased by 13-fold and 1.5-fold, respectively in comparison with
the wild-type values, indicating an increase in affinity for nitrate. The Vmax value for
NrtA transporter containing N364Q and N364A mutations was found to be 7-fold lower
and 1-fold higher than that of the wild-type value, respectively. The kinetic
measurement of the transporter containing the N364A mutation was statistically
significant (R2=0.95), however the N364Q mutation measurements were not
statistically significant as R-squared was equal to 0.4.
Furthermore, the results of the 13NO3- uptake assays of N364Q mutant strain were
not consistent with one of the kinetic parameter obtained from the net nitrate uptakes.
The substitution of N364Q led to a decrease in the substrate affinity (high Km), as
opposed to net nitrate uptake assays, and a marked reduction in velocity (low Vmax).
The kinetic parameters obtained were statistically significant (R 2=0.98). It would
appear therefore, that N364 is not involved directly in nitrate transport, and it seems that
N364 is also not involved in insertion of the protein in the membrane, as protein
expression levels of NrtA from the resulting strain of N364A substitution is similar to
those of the wild-type strain (Figure 6.7). Alanine is a small molecule, known to act as
a helix maker, not predominantly hydrophobic and is non-polar; a substitution by
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alanine however, removes hydrogen bonding potential by removal of a polar sidechain. Hence a substitution by alanine could potentially have an effect on side-chain
packing and hydrophobic interactions (Lehninger et al. 2000; Betts and Russell 2003).
In this case, however it seems that the polarity of the residue located at position 364
has no effect on nitrate transport. Both asparagine and glutamine residues share similar
features, both have an amide group, are hydrophilic, uncharged and polar. Moreover,
both side-chains have hydrogen donor and acceptor capabilities (Lehinger et al. 2000).
Regardless of sharing very similar physico-chemical properties the kinetic
analysis of a substitution from an asparagine by glutamine revealed reduced catalytic
efficiency of the transporter. The increase in side-chain length by substituting
asparagine by glutamine, resulted in diminished affinity.
The replacement of N364 by arginine (Dr. Symmington personal communication),
cysteine and lysine yielded mutants that failed to grow on nitrate, while adversely
abolishing protein expression. It is not surprising, however that the other substitutions
affected the protein ability to transport nitrate. Likewise, an introduction of cysteine, a
hydrophobic residue was also unfavourable. Cysteine thiol group can become highly
reactive and form a disulphide bond with another cysteine’s side-chain. The NrtA
hypothetical 3D model indicates that there is a cysteine residue adjacent to position
364, located at TM7 (C325), so potentially a disulphide bond could be formed between
these two cysteines. Although the presence of a cysteine neither favours nor inhibits
the formation of α-helical structures, a substitution by a cysteine at position 364
completely disrupted NrtA ability to transport nitrate.
Further evidence regarding possible functional role of residues, such as the
interaction between side-chains, separated by linear distance within a protein may be
obtained by analysing theoretical 3D model structures based on sequence homology
comparison between crystallised MFS protein structures, such as GlpT and LacY
(Abramson et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2003). It has been suggested that the general
architecture of MFS members containing 12TMs is likely to be similar, indicating an
ancestral structure from which the individual families within the group have evolved
(Huang et al. 2003; Law et al. 2008b). A simple 3D model of NrtA superimposition
based on sequence homology with structurally determined proteins such as GlpT and
LacY places TM8 facing TM2 directly opposite, indicating that participation of R87 at
TM2 and R368 at TM8 in the binding of substrate as proposed by Unkles et al. (2004b),
is theoretically, structurally possible (Figure 6.1). Further analysis using Pymol
(DeLano 2002), indicates a possible polar interaction between N364 oxygen atom and
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R368 nitrogen atom (O—H...N) at a distance of 2.9Å; also a polar interaction between
N364 nitrogen atom and T421 (located at TM10) oxygen atom (N—H...O) at a distance
of 3.0Å (Figure 6.7). The carboxy-amide side-chain of asparagine makes efficient
hydrogen bond interactions with the peptide backbone (Lehninger et al. 2000; Pevsner
2003). In the case of N364, it’s proposed here that a possible interaction between N364
and T421 side-chains and between N364 and R368 main-chain (in the peptide backbone)
is stabilising the alignment of the α-helices in the binding site. It is however,
premature to discuss it precisely without knowing NrtA’s crystal structure.
Figure 6.7 Hypothetical polar interactions between N364, R368 and T421
periplasm

T421

N364

3.0Å

2.9 Å

R368

cytoplasm

This illustration shows the polar interactions between N364 and R368 at TM8 and
T421 at TM10. The length (Å) of the chemical bond interactions is indicated in
yellow. This image was generated using Pymol (DeLano 2002) and is viewed
parallel to the membrane with the cytoplasm at the bottom.

Asparagine amide groups are usually hydrogen-bonded whenever they occur in
the interior of a protein. Asparagine is known to be frequently involved in binding
sites of proteins (Betts and Russell 2003) and the correct alignment of the -NH2 of
asparagine’s amide group play a fairly minor role in protein structure determination,
nonetheless they can play important role if the residue is involved in hydrogen
bonding at the active/binding site of proteins (Lehninger et al. 2000; Pevsner 2003). A
computer-based mutagenesis of N364 by all residues analysed in this study (alanine,
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cysteine, glutamine and lysine) and by arginine (Dr. Symmington personal
communication), including possible polar interactions are shown in Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.8 Possible polar interactions between N364 substitutions, R368 and T421

T421

T421

T421
R364

A364

C364

2.5Å
2.9Å

2.9Å

2.9Å

R368

R368
T421

R368

T421
K364

Q364
2.9Å

2.9Å

R368

R368

This illustration show a computer-based mutagenesis of N364 substitutions,
possible polar interactions as indicated by a yellow-dashed line with the
chemical bond length indicated in Å, residues are indicated in white. TM8 and
TM10 are rendered transparent ribbons in blue and pale blue. The computer
based mutagenesis and this image were generated using Pymol (DeLano 2002)
and is a side-view with the cytoplasm in the bottom.
A computer-based mutagenesis indicates that all N364 substitutions maintained a
main-chain polar interaction with R368 at the same distance of 2.9Å but the polar
interaction with T421 was lost, except the substitution by arginine, however the
chemical bond length was reduced from 3.0Å to 2.5Å (medium to strong). This change
could have affected the correct protein backbone conformation. As a result of this
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hydrogen bond the direction of the amide group of N364 might be fixed to facilitate the
substrate binding. Sapunaric and Levy (2005) showed that the substitution of an
asparagine N190 by cysteine in TetA yielded a mutant strain with lower affinity for
tetracycline. This substitution caused a drastic change in the substrate affinity of the
mutant protein. It was suggested that N190 residue of TetA is involved in the substrate
binding-interaction together with other residues. To conclude, the results obtained this
far implies that N364 plays an important role in terms of its hydrogen bonding
interactions; albeit collaboratively with other residues (especially R368 and T421) in
NrtA’s substrate binding, folding and insertion into the membrane.
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CHAPTER 7:
Conclusion
Over the last century excessive anthropogenic nitrogen input from the agriculture
industry has reached unprecedented levels, currently 1 billion tons of synthetic nitrogenbased fertilizer is added to an already overloaded environment per year (Velthof et al.
2011). Synthetic fertilizer containing ammonium nitrate is particularly harmful as crops
prefer to absorb nitrate ions, which end up leaching into groundwater by rain or
irrigation instead of ammonium ions that tends to leach in smaller amounts due to its
positive charge (Erisman et al. 2008). For instance, excess nitrate has leached into the
Mississippi river from the American Midwest intense farming, which resulted in the
Northern Gulf of Mexico becoming the world’s largest dead zone, threatening the
already burdened marine life (Dodd et al. 2008). There are five main anthropogenic
threats of nitrate contamination: soil, water and air quality, excess greenhouse gas
deposition and detrimental ecosystem effects such as biodiversity loss (Velthof et al.
2011); nitrate contamination can also cause a variety of health problems (Ash-Bernal et
al. 2004). The use of synthetic fertilizer increases land productivity 5-fold and since the
world population is increasing exponentially the use of fertilizer is bound to rise.
Almost half of the world’s population is sustained today due to the use of fertilizer,
therefore further intensification of agriculture is inevitable (Erisman et al. 2011).
The aim of this study was to investigate the molecular mechanism by which
nitrate is transported into cells. This anion has significant agricultural, ecological and
medical importance. Nitrate is transported into cells by high and low-affinity
transporters. In this study the high-affinity nitrate transporter, NrtA of A. nidulans, a
saprotrophic fungus was analysed. This high-affinity nitrate transporter belongs to the
NRT2 family of permeases, one of the 67 MFS families. This class of membrane
proteins has fundamental roles in a variety of cellular processes, particularly the
transport of nutrients in and out of cells, signalling between cells, structural roles such
as adding stability to cells, amongst others. At least half of drug targets are membrane
proteins (Elofsson and Von Heijne 2007; Yildirim et al. 2007). Therefore, studies of
membrane proteins could lead to novel and/or improved therapeutical drug development
to treat a vast array of illnesses. While the structure of thousands of soluble proteins has
been determined, very few integral membrane proteins have been solved. Nevertheless,
the information obtained from crystallised structures even at high-resolution can be
elusive, and little is known regarding the underlying molecular mechanism of the
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dynamics played by individual amino acids that compose these proteins (Guan and
Kaback 2004). Therefore, the use of molecular biology tools such as site-directed
mutagenesis has a great potential in characterising amino acids critical for a given
protein structure and function. This powerful tool was used in combination with other
molecular biology and biochemical techniques in order to gain information on the
intricate relationship between certain amino acids and their role in the nitrate transport
across NrtA.
7.1 The use of alanine scanning mutagenesis on NrtA 2 nd Nitrate Signature
The analysis of the two NrtA nitrate signatures on nitrate transport and the result
of alanine scanning and other in vitro mutagenesis replacements were compared and
revealed an interesting outline. Both domains are considered a unique feature of highaffinity nitrate transporters and the first nitrate signature at TM5 shares a similar
sequence with the second nitrate signature in TM11 indicating the probability of a
domain duplication event. A comparison between the two signatures indicated that the
function-structural role of residues in TM5 diverges dramatically at the catalytic level in
comparison with the residues in TM11. The analysis of the second nitrate signature
indicated that the glycine to alanine substitution can be a useful strategy to produce
genetically more stable proteins as most substitutions of this highly conserved glycine
motif by alanine had no significant effect on NrtA ability to transport nitrate.
Furthermore, most mutant proteins were able to fold correctly and be inserted into the
membrane. Three other residues analysed appear to have very different roles, a
phenylalanine at position 457 seem to be involved in stacking interactions with other
aromatics at TM1, playing an important structural role, which is not surprising as
phenylalanine residues located near glycine motifs are thought to assist α-helical
conformational stability (Acharya et al. 2007). The leucine residue analysed at position
460 is not essential for the nitrate transport, whereas the asparagine at position 459
seems to be crucial for the transport of nitrate, and also for the protein ability to fold
correctly and be inserted into the membrane.

To conclude, even if strategies for

improving protein stability depend on the individuality of amino acids that compose
proteins the cumulative mutational effects of this study provided a better understanding
in the second nitrate signature motif, which is present in all nitrate transporters.
7.2 NrtA and NrtB comparative study
The soil saprophytic fungus, A. nidulans has only two paralogous nrtA and nrtB
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genes encoding high-affinity nitrate transporters NrtA and NrtB, respectively. Whereas,
A. thaliana has as many as 11 different nitrate transporter genes belonging to the NRT1
and NRT2 families which makes it challenging to define their unique roles, a major
obstacle in plant biology. The main aim of this study was to investigate structural and
functional differences between NrtA and NrtB by substituting six residues of NrtA by
their residue-equivalent of NrtB. The result of this analysis revealed that even a slight
change in the hydrophobicity around TM2 highly conserved arginine at position 87 and
also around TM8 highly conserved arginine at position 368 can potentially be the cause
of differences between NrtA and NrtB 6-fold rate of transport and 10-fold affinity to
nitrate. The main advantageous assumption of gene duplication is to increase
redundancy allowing one gene to obtain new functions, whilst the other performs the
original function. Despite an indication of gene duplication, the sequence divergence
between NrtA and NrtB from A. nidulans did not influence the ability of transporting
nitrate. Different kinetic properties of these transporters allow A. nidulans greater
plasticity to exploit nitrate as a nutrient source. Nitrate concentration fluctuation in the
natural environment due to the increasing use of fertilizer resulting in excess nitrate
leaching from soils and deforestation mean that this organism is exposed to a whole
range of concentration and amount of their main nitrogen source. A plasticity
mechanism will increase long term survival chances. The subtle differences between A.
nidulans both high-affinity nitrate transporters’ amino acid sequence seem to determine
the rate of uptake and affinity to nitrate.

7.3 The study of highly conserved aromatic residues

There have been several studies aimed at obtaining information regarding the role
of certain aromatic residues in protein transport mechanisms. In NrtA, the aromatic
residues studied played a variety of roles. The aromatic residues located at TM1 in a
stacked fashion with their cumbersome aromatic side-chains line up at the hydrophobic
core to facilitate the transport of nitrate. The results obtained this far indicates that albeit
not crucial these residues play an important functional role on the substrate
translocation mechanism of NrtA. It is speculated here that these residues could be
responsible to close the translocation pore after substrate binding. The highly conserved
aromatic tyrosine at position 323 located at TM7 must play a crucial functional or
structural role with detrimental effect on nitrate transport and protein ability to fold
properly and be corrected inserted into the membrane upon substitution to any other
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residue of physico-chemical differences. Likewise, the highly conserved residue F140
seems to have an important structural role, as opposed to F151, which despite being
highly conserved is not essential for nitrate transport and NrtA’s ability to fold and be
inserted into the membrane. The analysis of a tryptophan at position 197 located at the
periplasmic loop indicates that the hydrophobic elements of its side-chain could be
interacting with the polar lipid head group on the aqueous environment or interacting
with a threonine at position 60 playing an important role in membrane anchoring. Only
64 (12.7%) of all NrtA amino acids are aromatics, in which 12 are highly conserved.
This study analysed 7 out of these 12 highly conserved residues and showed that they
play a variety of roles.
7.4 Nitrate binding site study involving the residue N364 located at TM8

The aim of this study was to determine the role of an asparagine at position 364 in
assisting the binding of nitrate located at a region thought to be the binding site of NrtA
as suggested by Unkles et al. (2004b). The crystal structures of some integral membrane
proteins have indicated the importance of particular residues in the binding site and
translocation of substrates. Often, other residues participate on this important mission of
binding and translocating substrates across permeases. These cooperative residues can
potentially play a role in the recognition and translocation of the substrate, participating
in interactions of functional sites or enabling conformational changes brought by the
binding of substrate (Abramson et al. 2004, Law et al. 2008b; Guan and Kaback 2005).
The analysis of the asparagine at position 364 of NrtA indicated that this residue play an
important role perhaps in cooperation with the arginine at position 368 and threonine at
position 421. These residues seem to be involved in hydrogen interactions with each
other and substitutions to other residues can particularly disrupt any potential hydrogen
bond between the asparagine at position 364 and threonine at position 421. The strength
of hydrogen bond decreases when the distance or angle deviates from the optimal range,
which in turn could cause tightening of α-helical interactions (Fiedler et al. 2010). In the
case of NrtA asparagine at position 364 it seems that this residue is participating in
several hydrogen bonding interactions, such as with residues located on its α-helix, with
a residue located at another α-helix and additionally, it is speculated here that this
residue could potentially participate in a hydrogen bond interaction (N—H...O) with
nitrate. This coadjuvant residue is not essential for nitrate transport but this study
indicates that as asparagine at position 364 is nevertheless important.
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7.5 Future Studies

Although this study has provided valuable clues to the mechanism of nitrate
transport of NrtA, some questions remain concerning the complexity of substrate
interactions and protein dynamics such as energy coupling. Future experiments that can
be devised to answers these questions are:

1. X-ray crystallography:

A high-resolution structure of NrtA would provide great insights about its
structure and function; moreover, it would confirm or dismiss the conclusions
derived from this study. A crystallised structure of NrtA has also a potential to
reveal novel findings about this transporter protein. There are many obstacles to
overcome before a high-resolution structure of NrtA is determined. One of these
obstacles is the fact that membrane proteins are expressed in low levels in the cell.
The use of P. pastoris, a non-nitrate assimilating yeast, which can be used to
overcome the low expression issue by optimising the expression of proteins to
higher amounts. The following genes, nrtA, nrtB from A. nidulans and nrtA 2.1
from A. thaliana have been inserted between the expression signals of the AOX
gene of P. pastoris and have been found to be highly expressed (Unkles
unpublished data).

2. Structural bioinformatics prediction

Computer-based analysis is cheap and can be very useful in membrane proteins
theoretical structural determination. Further detailed analysis of NrtA can be
carried out especially with the increasing number of new bioinformatics tools and
also with the increasing number of membrane proteins being solved at atomic
level.

To conclude, somewhere around millennia BC agriculture became established and
since then humanity has been trying to maximize crop farming. In the past century the
use of synthetic fertilizers has increased exponentially and resulted in major detrimental
impact on ecology and health. A food crisis is predicted to happen by 2100 when the
world’s population is estimated to have doubled. These are compelling reasons for
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humankind to adapt by a change of lifestyle in addition to a major agriculture industry
reform. Moreover, protein engineering can be employed to genetically modify
organisms such as A. nidulans to act as bioremediators to assimilate pollutants such as
nitrate in larger quantities and more efficiently.
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